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on a pesticide spraying appiica, 
tion, surely a major project 
such as this deserves a full 
public hearing," he sa id . ,  i 
The N=sga'a have already said 
they oppose new developmet~t 
until their land claim,is ettled 
but have never decided:what 
form that opposition :migh/ 
take . . . . . .  - ; : 
That's the :quest ion : ihe 
Nisga'a will consider thif:week 
during their annual convefition 
in the Nass Valley, said R0bin- 
son. ., :~ ';". 
More  on the t r iba l  counci l  
and Orenda can be found on 
Page A2 .  
Tomorrow's day 
, :: 
teac  h e rs ta ke  • 
their strike vote 
TERRACE --  Local teachers refusal to budge from the corn- 
are holding a strike vote tomor- plete package offer it presented 
row, following mediator Vince March 1. 
Ready's failed effort at solving "That offer is worse than our 
their contract dispute with the present contract," Brown add- 
school board last week. ed. "It's an affront. There's 
"We're going to give the been no movFment inthe major 
board another opportunity to areas from their side." 
negotiate (after the strike "Ralph Elke (the bomrd's 
vote)," said Terrace District paid negotiator) has been saying 
Teachers' Association president a strike's inevitable. Well, it's 
Robert Brown. "Then we'll finallylcoming true and that's 
consider our options." really sad." .  
Ready walked out 0f negotia- School board spokesman Kris 
tj0ns ~twe~z),~e :t ~ers ~d +Chapman blamed the failure in 
mg the~wo ~'d~s:ate " ,+ Jas t  tOO " Shesaid they have refused to 
far . . . .  +.; ' . . . . . . . .  " " ' ~ m~" ~ ' 
"They're going to have to get 
close~ if mediation is going to 
effect a settlement.', said 
Ready. He was called .in after 
the teachers' union broke off 
talks two months ago, saying it 
wouldn't return to the table 
unless a mediator was there. 
"You've got to be able to see 
an area of settlement if it's go- 
ing to be worthwhile continuing 
talks, and I just don't see it 
there now," he added. ~'There's 
a whole host of issues outstan- 
ding." 
Brown blamed the sialemate 
on what he called the board's 
.... Robert Brown 
mediate plans to bring a 
mediator in again. Chapman 
said the board is adopting a 
"sit-and-wait" approach. 
"This really has us wondering 
why they wanted him (Ready) 
here," she said. 
Last week's meeting was the 
second time Ready has been 
called in to mediate here. His 
mediation of the school district 
contract dispute here in 1989 
successfully concluded an agree- 
ment that ended a 19~day 
teachers' trike. That collective 
agreement expired last July. 
Teachers and the board have 
spent the last 14 months 
bargaining for the new contract. 
respond to the board's Complete 
proposal and are persisting .with 
"the same piece-by-piece 
bargaining strategy they've been 
using for the last 50-plus 
negotiating sessions." 
"We have no idea what they 
want," Chapman said. " I  don't 
know how you bargain when 
one side puts something on the 
table and the other side doesn't 
say anything or says "No." It's 
like negotiating blind." 
"We still haven't seen any 
will, on their part to settle this 
thing." 
No new bargaining dates have 
been set and there are no ira- 
Marina's cost 
keeps going up 
TERRACE -- The Kitimat 
Stikine regional district wants tO 
borrow another $2130,000 to 
spend on its MK Bay marina 
project at Kitimat. 
That decision follows word 
the federal' government has 
come upwith a further $100,000 
-- it originally gave the district 
a $1 million grant --while the 
province has topped,up its GO 
B.C. grant by:$293,000 to $1 
Although the additional 
grants brought, the total con- 
tribution by semor governments 
to $2.1 million, that's till near- 
ly $1 mi l l lo+,~o~ of,,~e.last 
estimat~l cost o f  ~mpleting the 
District chairman Jack 
Talstra said the extra borrowing' 
would be accompanied by a 
restructuring of the existing 
marina debt which will add 
about five years to the repay- 
ment schedule. 
Extending repayment, he era- 
. phasized, will mean "The 
(marina. tax) levy will be the 
same as it always has been." 
He said the extra government 
money plus the new borrowing 
will allow the district o provide 
water"at the marina, "a  simple 
but adequate s wer system" and 
power to some, but not all of 
the fingers and floats. 
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Nisga"a say 
plan is fault', 
TERRACE - -  Not .enough is ~ ' ~  
known about the wood supply 
for or the environmental effects 
of a pulp and paper mill Orenda 
Forest Products wants to build, 
says the Nisga'a Tribal Council. 
In a 54-page submission given 
to the provincial government 
which is examining the pro- 
posal, the Nisga'a say the 
amount of wood Orenda is now 
cutting will have to be reduced. 
And they're worried that air 
emissions from the planned mill 
will ha~'e undetermined long 
range effects. 
Orenda already has aJicence 
to cut 360,000 cubic metres of 
wood a year in the Stewart area. 
It's now selling pulp and 
sawlogs to foreign and domestic 
customers but wants to shift 
half of that amount for its mill. 
The Nisga'a say that a 
preliminary analysis of wood in 
the Orenda cutting area under- 
way by the forest service already 
indicates logging will have to be 
reduced by up to 35 per cent to 
guarantee future supplies. 
And they say even more wood 
may have to be taken out of an- 
nual cutting allotments to 
preserve other uses in the area. 
Since Orenda will use wood 
it's now selling to other com- 
panies, those companies will 
have to go elsewhere, the 
Nisga'a add. 
That, they say, will lead to 
pressures on other northwest 
areas to supply wood. 
The Nisga'a are also worried 
that approval by the province 
for Orenda's mill will lead to an 
on-going commitment to pro- 
vide wood. 
"The large capital investment 
and remote area development 
associated with the mill will br- 
TE!~SE _---,~ " :he..Ol:OV,'~L .fJ~d 
major | i'oj~ts'¢ f land claimed 
by the Nisga'a until their claim 
is settled, says a Nisga'a Tribal 
Council official. 
Council executive director 
Rod Robinson said approvals 
are not fair to the corporations 
involved or to the Nisga'a. 
He made the comments in 
relation to approval sought by 
Orenda Forest Products for a 
$365 million pulp and paper 
mill south of Meziad!n. 
A decision by the provincial 
government on the project is ex- 
pected shortly but it will be 
made without involvement of 
the Nisga',a, said Robinson. 
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A PROPOSED $365 million Orenda Forest Products pulp and 
paper mill south of Meziadian poses wood supply and pollution pro- 
blems, says the Nisga'a Tribal Council. 
vironmental effects resulting 
from atmospheric fallout," says 
the submission. 
~'While the provinc ia l  
government may satisfy itself 
that Orenda's operations will 
adequately meet legal re- 
quirements, that is no consola- 
tion to the Nisga'a Tribal Coun- 
cil," the submission continues. 
"British Columbia does not 
have to bear the costs of failure 
(ie. atmospheric pollution of the 
Nass Valley) - -  the Nisga'a 
do," it states. 
ing significant political pressure 
to bear on timber allocation 
decisions, and hence, on forest 
integrity," states the submis- 
sion. 
Although the process Orenda 
wants to use to make pulp and 
paper won't discharge liquid ef- 
fluent into water bodies, the 
Nisga'a say air emissions raise 
the potential for acid rain and 
other polluting effects. 
"Al l  these substances ... have 
the potential for serious 
widespread and long-term en- 
Natives want claim .... deal 
bef( re prolect approved 
.... ',:To..approve..developments . type or~mgtbeC,.~e.r~+hemmea 
.:n~W?before?the':claim'Js settled 
-will ~onty complicate ~ matters - -  
for us and for the third 
parties," he said. 
"We're going to he the 
landlords, that's the point. 
What we're looking for is a 
balance between us and the 
third parties," Robinson con- 
tinued. 
He said the balance is one of 
the items under negotiation bet- 
ween the Nisga'a, the federal 
and the provincial governments 
as they work on how lands and 
resources will be managed when 
the claim is settled. 
"Every inch of our land is 
taken by a third party of one 
~x.our 
:Thit~,'s .~liat'we're tr~,irig.to 'set- 
~'/de," S~id Robinson. 
.'~What we're saying is play 
fair, white man, play fair," he 
added. 
Robinson said the Nisga'a 
feel nothing will be lost if the 
Orenda application is put on 
hold for two years - -  the time 
frame set for a settlement of 
their claim. 
"This is going m require the 
wisdom of a Solomon. Let's 
slow this thing down a bit. No 
one is going to get any poorer," 
he said. 
CN hires 12 people here 
TERRACE" - -  Canadian Na- "We're looking forward to party, are expected to start next 
tional is hiring 12 people here to some very interesting traffic year. 
meet current and projected traf- 
fic. 
Crown Corporat ion 
~pokesmanMarian Robson said 
the rail line wants to improve 
customer service and anticipates 
more traffic once an Edmonton 
refinery begins shipping an 
environmentally-friendly fuelto 
Kitimat for export and a plann- 
ed copper mine near 
Vanderhoof goes into produc- 
ahead," she said. 
The 12 hirings here consist of 
10 brakemen and two office 
staff to look after train move- 
ment. It amounts to a 10 per 
cent increase in CN employees 
here. 
CN is also hiring four 
brakemen i Smithers and four 
in Prince George. 
Shipments from the fuel plant 
in Edmonton, being built by 
The copper concentrate 
would come f rom:P lacer  
Dome's Mount Milligan proper- 
tY near Vanderhoof, 
Provincial approval for the 
mine =hasn't yet been given 
although the company wants to 
begin operations late in 1992. 
Placer Dome's agreement in
principle with CN is for the lat- 
ter to ship an initial 250,000 
tonnes a year to the port at 
" ,  . . o ,) 
~!;::TE] -The 'Skeena following businesses and individuals who gave 
~*;Heb.lth*:unit is getting a fulb generously of their time, materials or labour io bnng 
• ; time~.~Vatchdog t  POlice daYcare + 
++ centres and nursing•homes.• this year's regional drama festival to a successful 
1 ~ +'..Northwest C0mmunity Col- ennnht~inn" ' lege instmct0r D~lene wester- m~tn has been hired+to, take the 
: ~ ration, of~ community ca e;, 
" ~,: ;cilitator. She ll be m charge of -; 
~+ licensing and monit0ring thel ' 
• m~'re than 100 daycares, nurs- 
ing homes: and group homes 
,.' thr¢~ughout : the  northwest 
~? region tOi ensfire i such institu- 
tions, meet health, and safety 
standards. 
Health Unit administrator 
DavidBowering said it's the 
first time there's been a full- 
time position to do that. 
All 5emom Sports 
Don Diego's 
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Canada Safeway 
Tom Walker 
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Terrac~ Review • , .. , Wiikinso~'s 
BudgetRent-a-Car City of Terhice 
+ HELD OVER A FINAL WEEK 
SAVE 75%* 
I 
! 
Our Comprehensive Weight Loss 
Program Will Help Over ONE 
MILLION Clients This Year. It In- 
cludes: 
• Safe and effective weight loss 
• Nutritional supervision 
• No calode counting 
• Nutritionally balanced meal plans 
638-1800 
Special offer does not Include the cost of NutrlSystem food, rnalntenance, video; and I r~ i r~( - " ] r l  I]! 
evaluation. New clients only, Valid at participating centree only. Expires May 4, 1991. [' weight Io .  centre-, 
I 
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tion. Petrocan and a Finnish corn- Prince Rupert, said Robson. 
• INSTALLED RIGHT THE FIRST TIME 
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Banding together 
CORNET PLAYER Laura eiagioni was just one of the Terrace (~ommunity Band members out 
Saturday washing vehicles to raise money for the group's trip to Music Fest '91 in Vancouver this 
rnonth.:The band last took part in the competition in 1988 when it travelled to Calgary. 
Rezoning plan .opposed : ,.",L,. " ' .. • i ' :: i:" 
• __  - • , " . .  ' . ,  
TERRACE : :--People living 
n~ a proposed 48-unit apart- 
merit- buildidg on Kenney St. 
have told council not to rezone 
th~property because they don't 
wa~t itbuilt. : , 
Tribruck Investment wants to 
bull d the complex at, 3221 Ken. 
ne~, adjacent, to .  the school 
district • offices and opposite 
L~elle Ave.: The  property is 
now zoned R2, single and two, 
family residential and the 
developer has asked the 
designation be changed to R3 or 
high density. " 
:Approximately 20 residents 
armed with a 66-signature peti' 
tion appeared at council's April 
22 meeting to demand it block 
the proposal. 
Expressing "gra~,e concerns" 
for the safety of his three young 
children, 4900 block Lazelle 
homeowner: Allen Tomanocy 
said he wns there "to fight for 
my just rights." 
Tomanocy said there was 
already too much traffic and 
too many speeders on his street, 
ditches along its edges left only 
a narrow shoulder and the street 
lighting was. poor. Sugg~ting 
the apartment development 
could bring as many as another 
100 vehicles into the area, he 
said that would only worsen the 
situation. • , ,  • 
Pointing oui: there were va- 
cant RJ-zoned Site s on Scott 
and Loen Aves~ and on the 
south side of the city, he added, 
"situate a building like this 
somewhere elseJ' 
Echoing those concerns, 
neighbour George Chinn said 
Kenney St. was already a mmn 
route to the downtown area for 
people living up ion the bench 
and that traffic would in- 
evitably increase as that area 
was further developed. 
While agreein/g the city need- 
ed more housing, he said it did 
not need more traffic bottle- 
necks. "we've* got one already 
and wedon' t  need it to get 
worse," he added. 
Alderman Darryi Lanrent 
asked if  residents knew thatthe 
4900 block of Lazelle is already 
zoned 1~. 
That ~i meant, he said, a 
developer could buy lots and 
build an apartment such as the 
one proposed by Tribruck. ~ 
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.... W l lderness! :m: i  ; "  sa  n_le-- : . , ,  
fears expressed 
TERRACE- - .The  northwest's But Greg Mero/ , executive 
wilderness Could soon be sold or 
leased to the highest bidder. 
That was the spectre raised at 
a public meeting here last week 
on the proposed creation of a 
provincial policy on commercial 
backcountry ecreation. 
The province wants to cash in 
on the growth of businesses 
specializing fin adventure 
tourism activities like heli- 
hiklng and hell.skiing-'-- a 
specialty branch of tourism with 
annual revenues expected to 
reach as much as $500 million 
by the year 2000. 
The poli~ proposals would 
see businesses bid for semi- 
exclusive rights to a certain 
area. They would be either sold 
or leased• land for remote 
lodges, bridges, and possibly 
trail networks. Victoria would 
receive either a flat rate or a 
percentage of revenues. 
Local hikers, snowmobilers, 
guides and outfitters told 
government officials holding 
the meeting they feared being 
• excluded from areas they've 
been using for years. 
"I 'd hate to see the volunteer 
organizat ions -- the 
snowmobile clubs and the ski 
clubs - -  get pushed out," said 
Kitimat Cross-country Ski Club 
member Jerry Bloomer. "I 
don't want to see Club Med 
become Club B.C." 
Bloomer also spoke out 
against he highest-bidder-wins 
concept for parcelling out 
business rights to the backcoun- 
try. "The big guy's going to win 
every time --  and I don't want 
to see that," he said. 
That was echoed by 
numerous other people at the 
meeting, saying foreign in- 
vestors could snap up vast tracts 
of B.C.'s wilderness. 
"You open this area Up and 
let's see who ends Ul~ owning it 
when it comes to a bidding 
war," said Jerry Turner, of J & 
J Stables. "when foreign in- 
vestors tart coming in, there's 
2 
Darryl Laurent 
Council decided to postpone 
a decision on the r ezoning until 
a traffic count in the area is 
done and a report is written. 
Mayor Jack Talstra, who 
lives immediately north of the 
subject property, did not attend 
the meeting. 
Provincial policy pro- 
posals would see 
businesses bid for semi- 
exclusive rights to cer- 
tain wilderness areas.. 
going to be an awful lot of 
bucks in there and the little guy 
isn't going to win very often." 
Turner, who operates a pack- 
horse tour operation in the 
Seven Sisters area, fears he 
could be pushed out under the 
new policy by foreign investors 
with deeper pockets. 
"These people should be 
restricted to being British Col- 
umbians, just like trappers and 
guide-outfitters." added Bob 
Lacey, of Rosswood. " I t  
belongs to British Columbians 
and it should be British Colum- 
bians that operate it. Are we go. 
• ing to sell off the heritage of our 
B.C. resources for a couple of 
bucks so our grandchildren 
won't have any places to go to 
hike and fish?" 
director of the N~rth by Nor- 
thwest Tourism Association, 
said Canadians are famous for 
not recognizing the value of 
'their own natural resources and 
promoting them abroad. 
• " I f  I were a European in- 
vestor, I would be clamouring 
to get over here and show the 
Canadians how to make a buck 
at i t - -  and you don't even have 
to mow it down every 80 
years." 
He said B.C. must take ad- 
vantage of its potential t'~ ,.'om- 
mercial backcountry tout ~:,m - -  
which he predicted could 
become abackbone of the pro- 
vincial econo~'  
"We're .~,~ . . . .  cratching 
the surface o1 ,~i,~d;mg the 
market overseas," Ivlcrcdith ad- 
ded. "But our potential over 
there is absolutely huge." 
He said if Canadians don't 
act, foreign •investment may be 
necessary for northwesterners 
to enjoy the economic advan- 
tages of larger scale adventure 
tourism. 
Com pa ny eyes 
t ra i l  networl  
TERRACE - -  An American en- 
trepreneur planning a major 
wilderness resort near the Seven 
Sisters area says the dangers of 
liability could force him to bar 
th e public from its trail net- 
work. 
Titus Nelson, of Tukwila, 
Wash., says his company's vi- 
sion for a four-season 
wilderness hiking and skiing 
resort will be a "money 
pipeline"i fo r  the northwest 
economy,bringing i  up to $10 
million a year. "It's going to 
add significantly to the local 
economy," Nelson said. 
Nelson and his partner Art 
Bates, of White Rock are major 
~areholders! in,{ Seven "Sisters 
Ventures~ln'c:i~vhich would ,set 
upthe adventure tourism resort 
in the Fiddler Range. 
They plan to build an 
11,000-square-foot l dge near 
Doreen, two foot bridge~ span- 
ning the Skeena, four remote 
lodges, eight remote heli-cabins, 
26 cable bridges and 55 miles of 
trails in the mountainous region 
across the Skeena River from 
the Seven Sisters. 
Nelson and Bates say they 
want to maintain as much 
public access to the area as 
possible without creating iiabifi- 
ty problems. 
That may require locks barr- 
ing access to the bridges, Nelson 
said. 
A "golden key" might be of- 
fered to local people wanting 
access to the trail network, if 
they sign a liability waiver, he 
Tired of f ly ing on  someone e lse 's  schedu le?  
FINALLY... Affordable air fares wi 
Fly in the Ciulet comfort of our new pressurized Beech 1900 
112 Cara! [ the Business Traveller DiamondRung 
, 
DIAMOND 
SOL ITA IRE  
• :RING ~ 
Umlted quantities. 
, ~foud i l  May, ill,or italy 
895 ' F,, .ooo.,  
said. ~ ' 
Nelson said his plaP:, iJW~,he 
an entirely new trail syst:m, ~d- 
ding any existing trails woul,, ~'~ 
be affected by the development. 
He said the company is 
pushing hard to gel tenure to 
the areas they will use as quickly 
as possible. 
Nelson said they could be 
starting construction as early as 
this summer if they got title to 
the land. 
"We can start whenever we  
get through this unbelievable 
governmental maze --  then we 
get tenure," he said. "The 
money is starting to sit on the 
table." 
They want control over about 
lO0 acres of remote lodge sites, 
cabin sites, bridge sites and 
trails. 
CENT 
:" :: THENORTHWEST GONNI :L ;  I I vnr , '  . 
': ~ i.For reservations or information, call your local travel agent 
in  mind! 
*No min imum stay 
don't have to stay ov 
-Return  dates  can t 
with no penalty. 
~ We're flexible.., becau~ w~ ~,,,ow yv -~,  : :~ . , :  
• have to be. : ~~"i 
-Inquire about our 3- and 14-day excursion fares ' 
..... VXyto 
Vancouver  " | 
i ::for aslow as.i~.,i ,, i 'i. , i ~ I I~  ~ 
. re turn  
OUNTAIN AIR 
m 
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No vacancy 
Neighbouring land has already?" been 
rezoned for that. There are apartments 
nearby. , 
That community plan was drafted in 
the late 1970s. What it did was identify 
areas in transition and set out guidelines 
for undeveloped areas. It's the kind of  
thing citizens expect of  governments to 
prevent willy-nilly messes which they 
now suggest are about to take place if 
apartment construction is permitted. 
The city is developing a new communi- 
ty plan. It raises the question of why 
given that council to date has shown no 
inclination to follow existing guidelines. 
And it raises the question of how 
council is going to put together this ver- 
sion. Obviously, what it wanted in the 
late 1970s is not what city residents want. 
That should tell council something for 
this go around. 
In the meantime, council is losing out 
in its efforts to make the city a liveable 
place - -  unless, of  course, it thinks cam- 
This city has a problem. There are no 
places to live. Best bet is to buy a tent, a 
sleeping bag and head for Ferry Island. 
In theory the problem should be easy 
to solve• It's supply and demand. If 
there is a demand for something, a supp- 
ly will arise to take care of it. 
But the problem rests with what kind 
of supply is being talked about and 
where it will go. In two recent rezoning 
cases --  one on Eby just up from the 
provincial government agent's office and 
the Other on Kenney, just up from the 
. school board office -- the supply is 
apartment buildings. City council tubed 
the Eby St. proposal and it might do the 
same with the one on Kenney. 
What ' s  happen ing  is that  
neighbourhood residents don't want 
apartment buildings. Tl!ey view them as 
ari invasion, inappropriate, to their single 
family dwelling area. 
Officially, that's not the" c,ase. The 
Kenney lot, for instance, is identified in 
the city's community plan as suitaDle for 
apar tment -s ty le  const ruct ibn ,  ping out is an attractive proposition. 
Our forests 
The past months have seen a reforestation eeded to grow trees for 
fascinating process take place in this future logging and what.areas can now 
' Jell .~agel -,Sports, Malcolm Baxter.-  Iqews. 
~.~ _ x,~,,=,m,, na,:n Fisher -- Front,Office Manager 
it,. lorry MIIleF --blnuu,a.u,, .,~ui,,., . . . . . .  ;: 
., , r" .. 
special, thanks to aH 
co~(pOndents for 
iheii.~:tlme and 
tale~i', t " 
' ;. r i.,~ ..... 
" ~ ": " .I U '4 ,'4 : r~ ~: : 
. ~ :.... , 
R OF B.C.?. 
I 
Some companies 
h ve r ight  ide  
WILLIAMS LAKE --"What 
do Scud missiles and the media 
have in common.'? They're 
generally inaccurate and ter- 
rorize innocent people." 
Thanks, Chris, and blow it out 
your ear. 
Chris O'Connor is 
woodlands manager for Lytton 
From the ,it 
Capital <- /@' 
area It's been about log~.ng. More cor- be logged. . ,~ . . . .  " I Lumber. He's also an ardent 
• ," ._, , • . . . . . . . .  a :,, ,^.~:.... can What's fascinating ao0ut'tlze process critic of my columns and, : doesn'tfuture OfknowOUr fo estS,wh k¢itg rn~-',~ '`~''~asl~ct'°g t h e b u t  But the mOStmillimpressivei s its virtual 
rectl it s oeen now ea,u ,- ,vss,,,s "~ " 
,,ta~ ~ lace ~n"co. ~.mmn. ar~on ~n~ o[F .~ . ,~ ,  ",, '-~"'T"',.~~~.~.,;,~:~,~n-d~-~:~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .~ . . . . . .  ~-~:~=-:__~. .~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. - , ,~ ~-~ ~,)~vT. .  "~.q ' , '~ .L~'  " '  . . . .  .~ , . ,~ i : |~;nn  ~',nn ere.a[©~;.,~r~Jig~kl,~7~-.a~b~o~t-'~L'u~e~.%,.~ ~" ?~---,~-~.n.r~=~r .~ =, . . . . .  . i  a~ mti~;h.~'w*~ <" ~ .[ttllr¢ ha.~l~)_ led'the:bolts down 
, uses on.a,sectt0n,ot i~ .  ' . . . .  : ' . . . . . .  ~ i ~ - ' g f  " We last.m~t a the anaual , ' . 1 "  . . . .  ~"  - -  . . . . .  , . " . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . .  1l ' • ' " ' ' 
• the land is the plan trtat permzts tne . .~3t :~v ,  ., ,, . . . . . .  : ' about he use of reso.rces as:. ' to'threeiana'a'nanTmcn cores' In this circumstance, 1 .~. ;r~ ,. ~ ~' : . . . . . . . . .  ~:4'*,.  conventioi~ of'theCariboo 
Thunderbird --  the region that runs the area to continue out mSo recogmzes Lumber Manufacturers' they are about their waste, they are turned into two-by- 
ust as ~m rtant .~outh of the Skeena River, past the air- that other values are j " Ix) • Association in Williams Lake a They agree that we needto . fours. . ..... 
port to surround Lakelse Lake. 
l'here are a number of users of the 
land. not the least of which are logging 
companies. The trick with the Thunder- 
bird meetings has been to devdop a plan 
to permit logging but also to protect 
wildlife and fish and recreation. 
In the meetings, participants have 
sketched out what areas should be left 
alone, what areas need the kind of 
Equally as fascinating is the precedent. 
that's been set. The Thunderbffd 
meetings have proved that interests once 
considered to bein conflict can converge 
to reach a common understanding. 
It's the kind of thing that'll be re- 
quired in other areas of the northwest. It
sure as beck beats roadblocks and in- 
junctions and TV-inspired confronta- 
tion. 
im 
Making crime pay 
p,re, an,ec*aonoma,a, .. / 
Wil l iams as Throu 
e c ,itol 
About  8Q per cent of Slice,Is I - ~ ~  A r  
not be enough if Terrace is to 
disp lace 
B.C.'s crime apitol. 
TerracCs break-and-enters are 
carried out by under 18-year- 
olds. During the first three 
months of 1991 home and 
business break-and-enters in- pickups in the wee hours, 
creased. They're stealing delivering booty to a central 
jewelry, VCR's and loose depot where "fences" hatter 
change, which they sell for the haul to the highest bidder. 
money to buy alcohol or drugs. Even teenagers deserve max- 
So far our teenage thugs have imum financial return for shift 
done quite.well on Iheir own. work. 
But couldn't they do even better To foster team spirit aud a 
With some Federal Business sense of belonging, Rotarians 
Development Bank seminars on could [undraise to buy distinc- 
setting goals and reaching ob- tire jackets whic:h would be 
iectives? given as going-away,gifis to 
They merit wholehearted convicted robbers upon their 
community support,  and release from prison. 
government funding. If there's Newspapers could feature a 
an MLA and a lottery grant to Thief-of-the-Week photo, 
week ago. 1 h~id been invited 
as a luncheon Speaker,' pro- 
bably because the first three 
choices couldn't make it. Chris 
said he only came to.give me a 
hard time, which he did: 
In the end, however, the 
pen, o~ce morel proved 
mightier thatn the sword. I 
was able to collect on a bet we 
made more than three years 
ago. 1 bet him a couple of 
beers that Bill Vander Zalm 
wouldn't lead the Socreds into 
the next election. Thanks 
again, Chris, and I'm available 
any time you want to make 
another bet. 
Back to the convention. 1 
don't really know ~)hat he 
lumber people got out of my 
speech, but I certainly got a lot 
out o f  my visit. On the morn- 
ing of my arrival, I toured a 
lumber mill and a plywood 
mill. 
The,latter in particular turn- 
ed outto be something every 
British Columbian should see. 
If they did, I suspect hat the 
wai~between the forest in- 
dustry and the environmen- 
talist would be a whole lot 
closer to peaceful solution. 
I'm not talking about the ra- 
tional environmentalists who 
'are willing to reach a corn- 
Window stickers proclaiming 
"These premises protected by 
Tolsec" could be covered over 
with labels showing the safe's 
combination. 
Crime, particularly robbery,I 
is based on a renewable 
resource, doesu't pollute, and 
doesn't threaten tourism by 
degrading the scenery. Best of 
all, robbery creates jobs. promise between the use and 
Already two RCMP constables the protection of our natural 
have been assigned t6~solve~/~biirces : l 'm also not talking 
break-and-enters, abbut he lunatic fringe, the , 
However, "the best laid tree spikers, which would shut 
schemes o' mice and.mei~ gang down the entire lumber in- 
harvest our timber to maintain 
our statidard of riving, but 
they want to be assured that 
our grandchildren willstill 
have treesto harvest. And one 
impoi'tant factor in that equa- 
tion is to keep waste to an ,b-- 
solute minimum. 
The Weldwood plywood mill 
in Williams Lakeis an ex- 
cellent example of how to 
squeeze very last bit from the 
timber esource• Virtually 
nothing of a tree entering the 
plant is wasted. 
Installed in the late 80's, the 
mill is a state-of-the-art opera- 
tion. About 200 employees 
work three regular shifts, 
Monday to Friday, and a ~ 
weekend shift. Daily produc- 
tions is 660,000 square feet of 
three-eights inch finished 
plywood. 
The lathe peels between 135 
and 145 sqare feet of one-eight 
inch veneer from each eight- 
foot timber bolt, sending it on 
conveyor belts for further pro- 
cessing. 
Along .the line, the veneer is 
covered with glue, the centre 
layer added by hand, and 
again set along more conveyor 
belts. Before the sheets enter 
the dryers, an electronie sensor 
checks them for sap or 
moisture constent and sorts 
them into three different piles 
~", high; imediu~ and low 
moisture~ 
Don Bunbury, general 
manager of the mill, says if the 
boost every grown-up's pro- 
posal, our youngest free enter- preferred streets of operation. 
priser~ rate similar reinforce- As a hedge against hard 
men) .: . times, teenagers should be coax- 
Because mdst hieves gain en- ed to  diversify.We cou!disteer 
try through Unse(mred witid6Ws them to car the ':-''' ~ "~'-~- 
or doors, we Could speed their drivers with "U~ 
work by indentifying easy-entry It" cainpaigns. 
premises¢ while we,re oi~t with 
Block Parent type signs that salutes a Busin( 
glow in the dark. We could also Year. We could 
turn off porch lights. Keep cats of the Year, pres 
not dogs. Hideo0r jewelry and skeleton key t 
=t~h behind the.VC~!~ i~ ',. , ...... ~ .~,  n~ible ' for 
': P i l fe re i .~ L '~(wa~t~ ~eCious:, ~t i lhe!s t .  ~,: : "  
~tarkness hauling theirloot o.a ' iThe RCMP 
collection polnt bef0re they go Neighbourho( 
),,,.u r,,, m~ Wh ' not copy meetings, where . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  re•, Y ,  
after-grad'"p'ait les: /~'~a.ve would be clued 
K insmen"  ¢l~itt~ti?!,:~':~i~r. ~sl:d~ Valibis, and ruses. 
highlighting the indi~,idual's aft a-gley". Supposeadult ap, dUstryto protect rees. They're productweut through all steps 
without interruption, a tree 
provai and encouragement do beyond redemption. 
something the, law hasn't been ~ l,m,talking about an,n- w, ou!d end.up~.~f in~. l le~I  i . .  
. . . . .  ~ . . . . .  " .... "':":~' -" " "' " ': . . . . . . . .  lie plywouu tm~'~ uumo a~. , .  u~- ab le todo-  turn teenagers off .  vlronmentaly consc|OUSr pub. • .  ,. . . . . . . . . . . .  • ".' . . d a out mg i~'etea oy me lame 
crime? o " ~ " ":,~ tha, t is Worf le  b the ,-~..: " , • .~. " 
:C'~'uS~ A ~tt'I" A"W "u  " ~.A~$L AN~ A DoG.GoT TI.P-Pt _ I~Ttl • 
What doesn't make the 
grade as plywood ig used for! 
veneer; what isn't good eno@h 
veneer]s turlied into wddd for 
chips, and.what's too low ~: ~ ,~ 
grade for even'w00dr¢~lips s~
processed into hog fue l . . /~  
Weldwood also~has found ~t 
way to beatour:fa~i~urite , ! 
Crown corporation. The plant, 
including the d~rs ,  is heated 
with the hog Weldwood pro- 
duces, thereby all but 
eliminating large hydro b iJls. 
So what's all that got tO do 
with you7 Look around. 
Unless you live in a steel add 
concrete building, y6u'ie sur- 
rounded by the material... 
Weidwood and other mills of 
its kind make• There's 
plywoo.d in the attic, there's 
plywoo~l under your carpet 
and there's plywood under the 
stucco'bf your house or apart- 
ment. 
Most ,of us take the building 
materials the timber esource.~ 
gives us for granted. We would 
probably scream blue murdet~ 
if we couldn't pick up a sheet 
of plywood or a bundle of 
two-by-fours at the local > 
lumber yard. And as long,s! 
we do that, we should give '. 
credit where it's due• 
The industry has changed ' ' 
qu i te  a b i t  in the past IO to 15 
years. It ha~ become , lot!  
~n ore,conseuati0n conscious hen many environmentalists 
will admit. It!s a story that 
should be told. 
And next time your travels 
take you to Williams Lake,' 
drop in on Weldwood and ask 
:to be given thd royal tour. It's-, 
worth it. ~ 
'-;,~, : Y ~:' " I~¢  HouSF-I, UOr~= J~ I 
,~rr ~ , C~C~AD~_. 
: ' 7, 
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car to 
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comes ihtb pla~/as fliem'en peel back the roof from. " emergency services personnel Saturday at the Skeena Mall as part 
ietYricate a ti;appecl. ~r~ninside;'This took place at a of emergency preparedness week. Roof supports were cut with the 
. . . . . . . .  help of the Jaws of Life, a vital piece of emergency equipment. 
AND WHEN firefighters did their job. the ambulance service took 
4all in a demonstration of how a car fire is extinguished. Members over as they demonstrated how an injured person Is removed from 
,fthe Terrace and the Thornhill volunteer fire department took a vehicle. Team work is an impo~ant part of any rescue effort. 
Jart. 
m 
:Hospital 
ready fo . . . .  . . . . . .  r :
ncy  -¸  
'am. 
as,sting of three cam- 
operating theatres,~ a 
nacy, basic laboi'atory : 
"ull x-ray unit, Higgins 
he hospitals take about 
1an-hours to: set up: ': ; 
the components are  
l in numerouswooden 
;, he explained; Each~is 
r-coded, sol even~ un, 
.d people will, Se. able to ~ 
all' boxeS':: for: a.giVen 
of  cquipmenL end up in 
ame and ~cwr~i: place; 
was: peur tiCul~l;ly . i in~i~ 
where the rhb$1)it~ was 
ad acrOS~[/Several 
ings, . . . . .  " : '  : 
~lns said :~it, would- re-" 
I w'" '='u'  t' :qUire apprpx ima~,2~ peo, : i l  The:On in  thiS: city , is i Pie to opemte the hosi)it~ on 
;:~ "i 'I ~' ; the  airport. : . . . . . . .  ° L!-- ,.~-' ::_-: ::,~, t,~. ~.'.~,~!: ~qa two:0r, t~!~hift 'caround 
' "~  ~..:;lllere.s:a ~onc |H  J [k J | | lU ld l l [  ~ ~'~ '~!': ~; ;:" ~ ": . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  ~'~ . . . . . . . .  ' • ~i f  ~ ~ ::..,P.' ....... ::,::3:.,::..=.=.,z' ~.  tbeclock b~ls;-One:thlrdof ,:.. 
I~  ICldS~.want [O move ,it ,:~:: ;"~ L,i: ~'! ~;,.:.:]:~:l..tiE :_':.i:~.. :~E~,,_L;  - ~'l~:~ I .  ..... '~;,:,; inose ;wuu u ~!,x, Jy ;med ica l  • 
.~i, ;I0 Prtn . . . . .  upert : .~ 
. . . . . .  _, =-: :~ ' ,~:? ; . ,  ,~ , . ;~  :":staff : k  •surgeaons, rgeaons, HEFTY HELP from Kinsman Dennis LlssImore, left, and ns,: : 
i: 'Comes i h~pltal maintenance chief Charlie Llndstrom makes things a 
to keen ~ b t easier to maneuver this instrument sledltzer into place, It 
; ...... ~ :~= n,,, ~=d ,e =, ,.meraency hospital exhibit last week at the 
ttyS ~ a l to ' :  ~.-"" V." v ' '"  ~ ' ' "  . . . . .  ', , • :...... : ~: . ~,,~,,t huu == ,.,n of emergency preparedness week. There s 
!eS~;:~urc , ,  ~ ;. ~,rw ~.,..~ ememency hosp tal stored atthe hos~a l~ use if 
~:~,,',.,,'i? ~ ~.,- , ,d~ler ShOuld strike. : ~ .... ~:~',<::::~,~:~,.~,' . , ; : 
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G ulf war said ., 
God's message, 
Dear Sir: has formed l;is own coaliiion 
Saddam Hussein knew ex- 
actly what he meant by the 
te rm,  "Mother  of all 
battles" when he described 
the Gulf War. He didn't 
fight hack, instead he laid the 
goundwork for further con- 
flicts in the Mid-East. 
God has used Saddam'to 
give the world a quick lesson 
in evolution. The Apostle 
Paul said that when people 
are preoccupied with global 
"Peace and security, sudden 
destruction shall come upon 
them as travail upon a 
woman with child." 
The prophets Danid and 
John saw the birth pangs as 
four stages of evolution. 
Beginning with the first beast 
to rise from the sea in the 
gulf which is like a lion with 
eagle's wings. 
These wings symbolize the 
warlike attitude of the 
creature. Hisory views this 
beast as the symbol of art- 
cient (Iraq) Babylon. The 
Nebuchadnezzar in those 
times was just as warlike as 
Saddam; but after grazing 
like a bull in the fields for 
seven years his warlike wing~ 
were plucked and he con- 
verted to Judaism. 
The next beast in the 
biblical scenario is a bear, 
represented in ancient history 
by Iran. People who know 
what any angry bear is:like 
will understand the reaction 
to the Western domination 
of the Middle East in the 
aftermath of ~the Sac]dam- 
Bush war when the Ayatollah 
from Islamic regions, in- 
cluding Africa anti Asia. 
Even Nostradamus warned 
that the king o f  an Islamic 
coalition would wage war 
against Europe,  w i th  
America taking a back seat 
duringthe next set of birth 
pangs. 
The rmal victor, against the 
bear will be a Greek warlord 
- -a  modern day Alexander 
the Great symbolized by a 
leopard. But in the spirit of 
humanist evolution the 
leopard suddenly disappears 
when• this warlord dies a few 
days after being crowned as 
the Great Monarch of  
Europe. 
A beast with the head of a 
lion, the feet of a bear and 
the body of a leopard rises to 
complete the evolutionary 
process. 
This diverse beast Sym- 
bolizes the modern 
ecumenical movement which 
wants to unify ~ all world 
religions into. one planetary 
force,, against the will of 
those  who,' practise these 
religions. ,:
Th6~Jews and the Arabs 
form a coalition against his 
beast and together ebuild 
B~tbylon and the Jewish 
Temple. As a result the 
Caesar who rules Europe 
makes war on the Middle 
East one more time to 
reestablish his shaky one 
world government. 
Brian Gregg, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Enough, Steve 
Dear Sir: Persian Gulf war. 
We are once again treated Mr. Ramzi s of course n- 
to an expert assessment of titled to whatever view he 
world l~litics .b.y~J.oc~. T~i-,,,,.w,i.~he.,s~ e~nd6 ,~gtev.er~ 
dent, ~eve Ramn (Letters distorted re.asonmg he 
page; P/pill 24, 1991). desires, but to have this 
Over the Pint few months 
during the Persian Gulf 
crisis, your columns carried 
various articles and commen- 
tary on and by the erudite 
Mr. Ramzi, who is an ultra- 
sound technician at Mills 
Memorial Hospital. 
Mr. Ramzi's tatements on
Middle Eastern politics, 
history and geography reveal 
the same boring invective 
against .the new villain and 
Public Enemy No. 1, that 
Great Satan, the United 
States (and, by  implication, 
her accomplice and northern 
neighbour, Canada). We are 
still being subjected to 
rhetoric about the merciless 
attack by the US and her evil 
allies on the peace loving, 
defenceless Iraq, months 
after the conclmion of the 
gentleman's ideas propound. 
ed in your columns as those 
of some authority in the field 
begs too much of your 
readers' forbearance - -  
especial ly when jux- 
taposed with those of a com- 
mentator like Gwynne Dyer. 
Of particular irony is the 
fact that Mr. Ramzi received 
training in ultrasound at a 
university in the United 
States. Oh, how it must have 
gnawed at him, having to 
subject himself to life in that 
vile countryl 
Mr. Ran~i is an excellent 
ultrasonographer. Let him 
stick to diagnosing trouble 
spots in the bowel, not in the 
Middle East. 
Yours truly, 
Robin Chum. MD 
Terrace, B.C. 
Disturbing ad 
Dear Sirs: 
1 was greatly disturbed 
when I read the classified ad 
sectiom of your March 24, 
1991 paper, and saw a help 
wanted ad for the Stikine 
River Fish Company. 
all. No one should be allow- 
ed to publish this kind of 
discriminating ad. 
Yours sincerely; 
Michele Rodger 
Terrace, B.C. 
In this ad it stated that 
preference would be given to Editor's note: Provincial 
native people, human rights legislation per. 
The native people have 
been fighting for equal rights 
and against racism (and 
rightly so) for too many 
years. Does this give them 
the right to use the same tac- 
tics as they are fi8hting 
against. 
1 am surprised that such 
blatant racism was allowed 
to be published. 
I believe in equal rights for  
mits companies or organiza- 
tions to state a preference 
when hiring. 
That permission comes in 
the form of an exemption. 
The request has to be made 
in writing and then ad.: 
judicated by the B.C . : :  
Human Rights Council. 
Contrary to indications 
given in this case," such an ex- 
emption did not exist. 
About letters 
The Terrace Standard 'granted in extraord!nary.cir- 
.welcomes letters to the editor cumstances. 
on all topics. All letters must Thank you letters should 
be signed and carry an ad- be submitted tothe ',Card o f  
d~ and local telephone r Thanks section a l l ) the  
number, Addresses or phone classifieds. : '  ~: 
humors wan ' the  printed Letters containing l ibe i~:  
with: the letter, but they are or ob!~i0nahle matter ~111 ~
neet~nr~ for confirmation oe mtteo or returneo to:ttle~ 
:: , .~ '~~, , , , ' a  =,,l~n,ieitv writer, All letters are.:rtihi~ 
~,..hi~,~.;.~ •u=~.....,= go- ' Snorter letters tiKeW, to~:t~ i 
~i~i /~i: ~ 
( :  .............. ::": 
- - i  
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BARE CUPBOARDS get a cleaning from Betty Dorey as the 
Terrace Churches' Food Bank ended its season last month. It 
recorded an increase in applications for food. The bank 
resumes distributions this fall, marking its seventh season. 
Demand rises 
at food ba n k 
TERRACE - -  The Terrace 
Churches'  Food Bank 
recorded an 11 per cent:in- 
crease in applications this 
season over last year. 
Most of'that increase took 
place in Jat/uary, a factor 
food bank organizer Micki 
Braid attributed to cold 
weather that month. 
"Many applicants "stated 
that soaring fuel costs'-a,c. 
counted for their food sho~'-. 
Braid estimated at least 
3,300 people received food 
and that most of the increase 
came from applications from 
[amities. The previous year, 
the food bank handled 900 
applications. 
There are 11 churches in 
the food bank - -  Alliance, 
Anglican, Roman Catholic, 
Evangelical Free. Christian 
Reform, Pentecostal, Salva- 
tion Army, Seventh Day 
tage," said Braid~ 
"This seems to be born out 
in the dramatic decrease in 
applications in February 
which was milder," she said. 
The January increase 
amounted to the highest ever 
in the six years the food bank 
has been operating. 
In all, the food bank 
handled 997 applications for 
food between Nov. 1990 and 
this April. It doesn't operate 
in December as:that's the 
,,Adventist; United, Lutheran 
~md Zion Baptist. 
Each '- contr ibutes 
volunteers to help with 
distribution and upkeep 
while overall directions, 
comes from'an eight-member 
committee. It operates from 
a house provided by the 
Evangelical Free Church. 
Braidsaid the food bank 
requires between $2,000 and 
$2,200 each month to pur- 
chase food over and above 
month the Salvation Army what is donated. Every cent I 
I o~" i~Ch- r ts tmas""  co trib-qted~oestowaT~buY.-"i I E~ ve,,I:3 ~;5 ] [I t~t,3 olido,,,..u]..* . . . . . .  :3 t l :  h~[mper progr~:  ' . in, fdlAi.' " , I 
THURSDAY 
MAY 2 
fears stirred 
's port plan 
TERRACE - -Ha is la  chief says a provincial official in ;, - 
counCillor.Gerald Amos says a charge of the review process. ~ :, 
planned $63 million port at A decision to  approve the ~ " )' 
project in priniciple pending FU 
Kitimat could unleash deadly ' is existed in,  permits being issued or  to ask 
: toxins buried ~ in, the',Douglas for more studie~ , ~ 
C "  a ' . - - - - "  
vironmental catastrophe, mid-May, says Frank Blasetti; ; ~ ' ' 
Amos noted there, Saiready a Amos said he's not,,dead s.~t i
commercial Shellfish ~ban in the against his development;!" but ~. :, 
waters outside Kitimat~- the he'd like to see,more' stud!es:to 
result of pollution from city in- address environmental !~con- 
Corns. "We haven't heardfrom ~lr~ h ~  d u s t r i e s . .  
He's worried any rechannel- ~ i !  (the federal department- of) 
in, of the Kitimat River could :*.~i~'~ fisheries yet," he said. "We't'e n 
dredge up years worth of buried ~ /  waiting for that. I hope fisheries 
dioxins in the estuary, takes this very seriously.' ' '~ ~ 
"We know there are dioxins ~ Amos said he refused an in- 
buried in the ocean estuary and vitation to sit on the Kitimat- 
in the Minette Bay area," he Terrace Port Society, because 
he said it is "becoming just a said. "What I'm concerned 
with is, if we change the pattern Gerald Amos • proponent of (the port) now" 
of water flow, could that damage or destroy 36ha of fish rather than taking a criticallook 
disturb the dioxins that are habitat, at the possible consequences of 
buried'/And if we do disturb it, Those studies form part of the development. 
the information ow being con- Meanwhile, the Kitimat I s  ee the potential of that con- 
ruminated material washing sidered by the provincial Sportfishing Advisory Commit- 
down to the shores o f  the government's • major project tee doesn't necessarily oppose 
Kitimat River, where our kids review process. . -  :~ . the development. 
More than 50 responses have "The thing is in my mind a swim in the summer." 
Amos said the  proposal already been received from matter of fine tuning," said 
would also cut Off 25 per cent of members of the public about he committee spokesman Brian 
what's left of the width of the project while provincial and Kean. "I really can't see why 
estuary. Environmental impact federal agencies will have their the two can't work hand-in- 
studies indicate the port would comments in by this Friday, hand." 
Port review underway 
TERRACE - -  Provincial of- 
ficials meet next week to go over 
more than 70 public and 
government agency responses to 
a planned $63 milfi0n, port at 
Kitimat. :- , 
And it'll be several weeks yet 
before a cabinet committee 
decides to give the project con- 
ditional approval pending it 
receiving licences and permits or 
if more study is needed, says a 
provincial official. 
Frank Blasetti said ~ the 
cabinet committee willconslder 
options given,it after':all the 
responses have been reviewed. 
but quite often they make the hurt their business. 
decisinnthemseives," he sald. Studies prepared for the 
The review will take into ac- Kitimat port indicate Prince 
count environmental and socio- Rupert will lose 40 direct jobs if 
economic factors related to the the development goes ahead. 
proposed evelopment. The Kitimat development is 
What's wanted in gitimat is being backed by a society con- 
two docks to handle woods pro- sisting of the mayors of Terrace 
ducts and Other material and Kitimat and other nor- 
The project has been criticiz- thwest residents. 
ed because of damage to fish It's more or less acting as an 
habitat that'li result f rom agent for the provincial govern- 
:dredging to handle the docks, ment which will provide more 
Yet there are plans to replace than $20 million for roads, 
that habitat by creating a new dredging, habitat replacement 
and other infrastructure. 
,'The ca 
sustainable 
i to~ne tic 
are is: s t 
~ea  across from the proposed port. The rest of themoney for the dication isgiven on,.a pro 
committee on It's also come undercriticism docks and equipment will come 
opmentcan go from the fedes'el Po~e&~f in~ from a private developer' who,  
t if it feels there. ~ Ig~hich~-a~.~~ sill lease the facility from the ~v,, ,  . . . . . . . . .  
ta~/require that .~ Pr6"~osa I i sun~o~~ rt society. ~ ~.,: !,~,~. 1(;I_ _ ,",.',,. ~~,,. 
. , : -  . 
' ~'~FRIDAY 
MAY 3 
SATURDAY 
MAY 4 
VALUE PRICE BREAD I ROMAINE 
LETTUCE 
EA.  ¢ 
• ETc ASARsALADTU $q4_ 4 9 
_..dff 6 Additional quantities sold at 98¢ 
MI  • MIX FOR TWO 
: THUNDER , , /  aI', , i BULK / ~ : | ' I J &L  " :' 
;, 1i i! iC E /i .1E£EF 
POTATO t i TEA :, ! BLIRGER 
.... CHIPS ::; ~: , " .  :i: FROZEN 
. , , ,  ~::,:, ...... ' ';:~!'~:i ~:' "': ' ' I 1O00r .  " . _ .  _ 
' • i . ' ~iii:":.:i!~ .' " - . . . . . . . . . .  i . ' : e4 ,U  K o ,  DOg 
: " : '' • . . . . . .  ~ I I I ~ I ' I  r J " I 
Reg. Price 
! 
STORE HOURS: 
Tuesday 9 I.d ; 9 pm 
Wednesday gem. 0 pm 
Tt~rulay O am. O pm 
Friday lain, g pm 
Saturday '9am. 6 pm 
~,nday ~ 10 am', 6 pm 
A " V '  , D¸  A 
9 
CHIMO 
sEHmns i 
We nm~t the a 
i f .= i~ ~i~ ~ ..... =_ :~ :°~i,i:~ ~I=:~,~. i . . .  ............. } =.~ ........... ,~................, 
i . , 
.... =~=~-~,,,,.. .... ... ~'= ~ ....>,i !~:~.i  
" " ~ 7 - -  . ~ P - -  =-- }*  i I ' " I r 
'~'+: ~;'+~:~. ~ti~:~i~ ~i +~' -.~. ,:.. ~. ,. +~ , ' ~.. </+~.::~,~ 
m:-+ ,.,, ~+,+ +m:-*<+ ~,,: , ,  +~, +IS+ M' 
+../ 
. ,  + . . 
i l  ! L'i • • ~ 
___ '  ..... Food for thought ", I : ,v, 
I Ii:i;'~;VERITAS'SCHOO'IA + has been busy raisin8 money for the Canadian Red Cross KUrdish refugee ef  - ' J  I 
i,~!~!~ie::bt;the school.+ Other classes held similar events. 
FI n lawyers situation 7 ":i i: ' +- m ~ L B ) L + +y'  g 
,++++ : il+ikely+ to continue here 
i, TE I~CE --" Legal Services from Victoria and parcels it out lawyers and to ensure that 
Society executive director Jack to the communit~ law centres - -  there's an adequate standard of  
• : Olsen~sald Friday the situation is backing a legal aid strike by service," Olsen said. "We think 
~ i  + at Teixlice's community law many provincial lawyers, that the current fees paid to 
~ Cent~ ;b  : "undesirable" but Lawyers Voted a month ago lawyers need to be at least 
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Special i :.~+i~++  - ;~ ~:~.: ' :  :7 '~ " " :~ ++ ;. !-- ed plan 
doubted  • 
~t.?: 
r, 
;~ , '+  : ! 
., • j  - ; -  , 
'+:+ l"  l '  
:;~: ' +( +• I l +';'+ - " ; ~ +,: • t 
I LOBSTER " Tm~C~,-- A U.C-rnn pr+ FEST IS gram for local+teachers who i,, ++. 
want a master's degr~ in + 
special education probably ' 
won't go.ahead here. 
The university and provincial 
government agencies have 
refused to cut the cost of  the 
program to make it more affor- 
dable, says Andrew Scruton, 
the school district's director of  
special instruction. 
As a result, he said, not 
enough people are signing up 
fo r  it. There's+ a shorts8e in 
teachers trained in special ~en7da~aweok.Lu~hM0n..Fd,-ll:30-2:00p,m.I)tnm+4:30-11:O0p.m.~ 
' education in northern areas, + FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 638-0544 or 
" l  don't think this proBram is . 636-1503 • 
going,to be able to go, because ~ ~ 
there=just aren't the students to • 4402 La e!s e Ave. Terrace 
support it,', he explained. " + 
-, ,.% . ,  UBC first hiked the fees it . , 
will charge each teacher to *' "+~., <.+ ,' 
$7 ,~ and now to $8,000 from . ~::i* 
an orisJnnl estimate of  $4,200 " " i'i I 
! Mo n,. 
I Weekly Specml I 
after deciding h wants to re~mp 
all the costs of the program. 
The program must have at 
least 15 participants for it to 80 
ahead, Screton said, adding on- 
ly 12 qualified applicants have 
so far been confirmed. 
" I t ' s  not looking very good," 
Scruton said. "Unless we set 
some more applicants, it's not 
going to 8o ahead." 
• In  a letter to the school 
board, advanced education 
minister Bruce Strachan says 
the costs of providing such a 
!@re no i,~dication when thinss to stop accepting all but  the doubled to ensure that." program are much ldsher in 
i~t  chanse. ' - : most serious legal aid cases in a Local lawyers have continued no .hem B.C., and therefore no 
• ..... ,-J: . . . . . . . . . . .  force the overnment to to accept legal md referrals on deals could be made on the ;~+.=+The+.IAz Ghels Commumty bid to ..... g . . . . . . . . .  
!~W;;!Ce*ntre : -  overb0oked increase the fces they're pmd for senous criminal cases + despite pn...~. .- .. 
. . . . . .  i + o ned two ears ago- -  legal aid work the strike, but only a few accept . The program woum anew 
~since't pe Y " . " ' " . . . .  " n't local teachers to complete most ~+~rnr~ oav 'Y~-  , , ,We've~dconslstentlythat f~y~w~s- -w~chdo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
,~+~i~.+.~.,..___+__ to  . , . . . +  + ~ . . . . .  much under the fee struc- el m~r tsmnmg acre a~ ~u[- ~!~l~rdegal aid lawyers to fly the fees are no t adequate to in.- payas .,, ,h.,,.., It'+atom,in|iv CoUelie 
~/ip~!It~eib +~ke family law cases .sure that we can place cases with ture, i " [r " : ' ' "  . . . . . . . . . . . .  " " --" " 
: i i i i i ' i  i ~ I 
;i+[~ ~ ~moi~+. + FUN- FuN- FU 
,i,~+:+:+;!lt+my ~that  the solution' ,+|.+ ~.' '~ +m,,~,=o ~ ~ls  
k~r . to  ~e problem_ in Terrace b to I . . . .  ~." - . " " .  
r " , : ' : i l d~ L~Other  staff lawyer, but + evew weoneeaey,  
(+iwe're not in a l)usition to m~e | except Statuatow Holi¢ 
i that d~ion  for some time," B + 2 f~ 1. 
i Olsen sa id . .  . " . .  " + br  nga  fdend 
+ : :  "Thc lolicai outcome woum [] , " ~ . ,  
ii he  ~0 ~ab le io .  pay fees tO the [] - - f _ t  
i: ~ lawyers + that, are attractive l . ,=i lk ~ I~K~ ] 
: enough to+entourage lawyers in m I~+_~]1~ ]1 +"  
; ~ the Co~lmit ies  to + take on  ~ ~, '~ j l l -  " L ~ < " B I 
;i ~e~s;"hesa id . "Thecus ,  i+~ , ~ "~ . 
re! lt +++ solution Of ifly|n8 in  ' 
: l a , ,e r l f romVanc+uver to take  II " " - , ' , o . , ' , , ' ,+ ,  , ,  :VERY I 
i, o= the~ is not a mtismaory I CALL l ~ O ~: I "  I" H" i :i++ , 7 r '.... -- +I 
! Solution. Myhope is that the Aq ,,~'~ls and slides are : tAICI'~MI=_~nAy.I + +. 
: +. ,..,,-* *;iu,tl0n woald not con- • "1" " "  + , ~ + l l  I . - l iO I l i l v+r l  , " "  ' i 
i< ;k ;u ; '~;ond tffis year." i : .  2 for 1+ ALL DAY ~+ . =P;L " + " [ "4 . : " + + I 
7 
.+,' 
? 
; SPRING; FIX-UP TIME! or new c0nstruc~ 
~.. ooeeoooooooooooooooo  
~,n0~+ • SPECIAL PRICES IN • 
• :~ EFFECT NOWI+ _ _ • 
. , . .~ i i '~  : o o o o . e o o o o o o o i o o o o o o  
+';.+ I ~ t ~ ~ .  ~ ~0 C0.0,r Red; grey & ="1 
"~,  : - .  ,+ ,  . . . .  , ' 
~r lp ie  ~ ~ .  ~.  Grey0rColourUni.st0ne I
T \ " :~+re  I I : , '~ :  ,P  ;H' L j+  ~.~, 4"HighGmy or.Colour I 
Lcomi'~ie+ l J I [= ._ ; J . .  -II ~ uni.stonePavm ~ . . . .  I 
~it!+~'l + /~~~ ms'°`  / ; ++~+~y+ I 
-,.~ ,.+_..~ , , # ~ . . . . .  Red/Tan ,+ .- ,,, 4'x2 x2 
Cr0ss+<:. : I~ .  i,~= ~,yl t ,#/ , t '  . . . . . .  i , ~# 
+:+, _+ . . . . .  . ~ ~7;i '!+,~. "++ ~ ,~ ~ - , , .  +: i ~ .~ i=~'? . . . "  
; ~'0 + 5"4 " + Id " " "  ' Bicycle Stand ' 'BIcY~ 
,~+ ,. , i~/litim~/w,~ aly i(foi one B.M,X. Tire) ,+ ,' (for onl110 Slid, Tire) 
• ~ ~,~j  . ,a . ,~ ,~, -  t : 'N~ ' ' 'U" ' , . . . .  + • ' ' , " 
,+++ ~."';', ~.+~.It . . . . . .  - . ', , , - - , 
, '+ ~ J++'+  ~ '+" '' '  ++ O P E N  T O  SERVE-YOU %+' "'m "~1~ ~ nt at : 
"+ ,+++~Vlth+;:,Bl,ICk,B,+m i e ~  . ~ .M~,~ • ++ Ch~; ;  ~ Remf~lng 10 ~ off With payme 
17:'i'2~ Steel'; Cement, Lime, Grout, Sol~o Tubes, Bkuitln O Sand end . , _ __  -- i i  .~ . , I ,~ l~ l t l l lm 
i AIso^~mme m,~ ,.,d rl..., l [ Imu tai p,u-v,,.,....-V. Many ~thn~*C( . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,.. mnimc~n SuPplies. 
'AK PONTIAC GRAND PRIX 
- Brougham level . Good,  c lean car  
- Ful ly equ ipped - - - 
gREAT BUY AT 0HLY +9,995 
i ed O[d lmob l i i~s i i f~*[ , : ;  n7 C i i~  s.tO:;..,,i:;.'.;,..,~:; 
! wagon .. . . . .  ,3,996 1 4x4 . . . . . . .  +. ;9 J9§  
184 Chef Cavalier I 85 Ford Ringer 4x4 
| 4 door . . . . . .  '2,995 1 W/canopy . . . .  '7,995 
| 87 Camera 7~T-roof ,  I 88 GMC . J immy 
fully ~ Fully ' , 
l~u ip~. ' . .  11,9851 equ i~. . .  13,995 
/89 Cavil ler 4 dr., auto 90 Jeep Y J.Iqlqt~ler / AM/FcasseM~e . . , .  '19,996 " ' °°~ t~ "%~14'990 
86 Pontl le l) idelenne 
Bro, ormm . . . .  99,975 
' e 
89 Pontiac Firefly 
Red... : . . . .  '6,996. 
87 Mercury Topaz 
4 dr., NC . . . .  *6,990 
89 Pontiac 6000 
re. auto . . . . .  s9,g75 
89 PonUIc 6000 V6 
4 dr.. w/iV.. '11,990 
88 Toplz 4 door 
~, c~m.~llo..'8,996 
~ 88 Pont le  Grind Pdx 
FuH load . . . . . .  
89 Temlmmt NC 
Auto, we.. 710,990 
69 Pontiac Firefly 
Blue, H /B . . . . '5 ,950  
83 Pontiac &2000 H~ 
auto., only 
61,000 kin. . .  '5,960 
89 PoNUIc Grand Am 
Nr, auto., 
4 . . . .  '11,685 
85 Fold 8~,ab 
Auto . . . . . . .  '8,980 
81 JOel) 4x4 
AUto, 
canopy . . . . . .  '2,990 
87 Cm 81Werado PU 
Fully 
equ ipped. . .  12,980 
88 Chev Sllverldo 
4x4. F/L . . . .  :14,990 
88 Chev 3/4 Ton 4x4 
mow. . . . . .  '11t,980 
89 Chev SlWerldo 4x4 
w/ak. euto..q§,985 
I 
P lcb l r~. ' .  6,690 
88 N lmn l)lthflnder 
4x4 . . . . . . .  '14,990 
89 GMC F.xl-Cab ~18 
4X4 . . . . . . .  ' 12 ,990  
i 
88 Chev 3/4 Ton 4x4 
Wh~/Uue.. '12,980 
89 Crew CIb 4x4 
Brown . . . . .  '15,665 
89 PonllIc Sunblrd I 89 Ch~ Ext~b 4X4 I 
4 dr., tdr I Fully .,.l"~ili,,,~ o nnn I F u a y  ,li,, ~ 
auto  . . . . . . . .  '9,975. 
ALL TRADES ARE WELCOMED OM 
NEW & USED CARS & TRUCKS 
' I 
L McEw   
. jim McEwln Motom (Tlmlce) ~ 
~ ? _ | 
Bright Spot on HI0hway 16 We.  
~¢,+ ,m',, + 
i 
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 USINE SS REVIE . . . . . . .  ;>:. ...... 
Home business,  
• wordspread ing . l  
TERRACE More than 40 tion called. the home,based - ~ , . . . . . . . .  ~ ! ~  
home.based .businesses are business assoclatton whlch'~ i S  S ' " "  ':~" 
I th orneon meets regularly.: ~ It's planning a' i , S :, featured in a new directory e publicizing the growing industry business fair,this fall, " ]  , . . . . . .  " - 
in the area. . . . . .  One attraction of the: direc, k 
The idea came,from examin- tory is thath::!san.in¢.xpensive. ' ~OU R O W  a . : :  : .,, 
ing similar directories i n  other i wayfor ~.p!etoadvert~zethetr , • • 
cities says its publisher, Elreen business,:~s aia Toovey.  
Toovey ~ She~,hasli P i~  ib•publish ani:: 
She operates her ownhome- updateddii'~Q~ later this Y ear ~ 
based: business andl views the and ~ wants i(6 ~idd home-based 
directory as one wayof helping businesses in~Kitimat, prince 
to spread the word. ~ Rupert and SteWart to its pages. 
'~H°me~based • businesses B r o c h  u r e  deserve to be seen. Up until now 
there was-no way :.of f inding 
them easily," said Toovey. : : :  ' " 
V V V  I " I e V v v . . . .  
YOUNG ENTREPRENEUR Scott Schulmeister, 13, is out and 
about selling ice cream products as a way of making money. 
His activities are restricted to after school but he,s planning .to 
put in more hours .once holidays begin. This is Scott's first 
year on the job. 
She's published 2,300 copies 
of the directory and last week 
distributed the majority of the 
copies.: , : 
In all, Toovey estimates there 
are close to 150 ~home.based 
businesses ~, in the  Terrace- 
Thornhill area. : 
Some are operated as second 
jobs while others are the full 
time occupat ion:o f  their 
operators. : 
"There's a rise in the 
numbers "- either •through a 
lack of other jobs or to have a 
bit more security for a person 
who already has a job," Toovey 
said. 
printed 
TERRACE"  The city has add- 
ed anoiher, brochure in a series 
'its. developed to help attract 
people to the area. 
This one, says economic 
development officer Peter 
Monte i th;  highlights the 
lifestyle of the area.: 
"It's asoftseU. We know it's 
a nice areabut nobody e l se  
does," says I ilMonteith o f  the"  
2,000 copies printed. 
It'll be available at t rade  
• shows and included in packages 
the city assemblesfor interested 
Reading Place" at 638-9119. Or pop in the store front at 
47'22 Lakelse Avenue - across fr.or~ Overwaltea in the 
• We're looking for new readers; People with the courage and ' 
motivation to read the forms, books and other items they: 
never could read before. To reach such ~eople' Project 
Literacy Terrace is currently offering a tuition free adult' 
reading program. Our object s a program that s learner-' 
centred and accessible to all persons regardlesS ~ of a(]e:.,:. '
ethnic odgln, or any dlsabi ty Our object is a llteraW pr~.;: 
gram Which has the support both of other community agb~-~i;. " 
cies and the communityas  whole. I1 you know people lik$ 
thepuzzled reader above help,us reach them. Phone 'The~ ! 
Home-based  business !~APsl~ "operators' range from sellers of ell, Monteith says the ci. Tillicum Theatre building. • , ' ,i: 
crafts to appliance fixers to peg- ty is developing acomputer pro- ' Project Literacy Terrace " I 
pie doing renovations and gramming to better able provide 
repairs . . . . .  . statistics tailor made to re- 
~nme of formed an or~aniza- quests. 
O UT AND ABOU  
TERRACE - -The city's newest 
real estate outlet opens next 
Monday. 
Re/Max of Terrace is owned 
by the father and son combina- 
tion of Dick-and John Evans. 
With them are Erika Pelletier 
and Gordon Sheridan. 
Re/Max (it stands for real 
estate maximums) has 1,700 of- 
fices in North America. There 
are two others in the northwest 
- -  one in Smithers and one in 
Prince Rupert. 
John Evans said he and his 
father first considered opening 
their own office two years ago 
and began planning this spring 
when they made a connection 
with Re/Max. 
The outlet is located in the 
credit union building, in space 
once occupied by the 16-37 
Community Futures develop- 
ment group. 
Money from coffee sales to- 
day at Tim Horton's is going to 
'a children's foundation spon- 
sored by the national food s~.~ i 
t " ' . . . . . . .  " ;~"~ outle . . .  . = ~ :-=~ 
~The Tim Horton Childr¢fi's~ 
Foundation operates threeV. 
camps for for underprivileged 
children. 
The newest one, in 
Kananaskis Country, Alberta, 
opens next month. 
The chamber of commerce's 
tourist information centre in the 
log building on the highway will 
be open longer hours this 
month. 
That's because Lara Roldo 
begins work today. This is her 
third year with the chamber, 
Rold0's arrival means a 9 
a.m.-t0 6 p.m, operating time 
Monday to Friday for this 
month. 
The centre's hours will ex- 
pand to 9 a.m.-8 p.m. when two 
other students are hired as the 
tourist season gets busier. 
NDLES 
OF 
JOY 
yard McPherson 
91, at 9:20 am 
ex: Male.. 
~ndy Watson 
' C0dy . [  
I°~,1991 
Sex: Male 
MacMillan 
[er McEwan 
991 at 6:40 am 
kx :  Male 
McEwan 
Joey 
Jane Nelson 
991 at 12:45 pm 
~iX: Female 
aboth Nelson 
L 
ill 1 
I " ~ A'_LL, CRAYOLA 1,5% Ex._ p,!e,,,,29 ' ! ,= ,  
FirSt, let us assume that 
quality;of hianagement'th 
lower,he miiltancy of the 
bargaining unit and the 
lower the quality of manage- 
ment, the higher the militan- 
cy of the bargaining unit. 
Now let us assume that 
teachers are not militant. 
There would appear to be 
some validity in this assump- 
tioP since they have worked 
for the better part of a year 
without a contract. 
very few labor organiza- 
tions that I know of would 
demonstrate that level of pa- 
tience. If the teachers are 
not militant then it would 
have to be that,they have 
been driven to desperation 
by the actions of tile school 
board and district ad. 
ministration. BOth the SChOOl 
board and the superinten- 
dent have abdicated their 
responsibilities and brought 
In an outside negotiator to 
bargain on their behalf. This 
negotiator is In essence a 
mercenary or hiredgun who 
Is paid to fight for those who 
are Incapable or unwilling-to 
fight their own, battles: As as 
outsider, he has no commltt-~ 
ment to the community nOr r 
its residents, his only mOtiva- 
tion is money and when he is 
finished he can walk away 
and leave others to deal With 
the mess he has left behind. 
I will end this letter with 
one last thought. B.C. is fac, 
Ing a major teacher shortage 
problem. Kltlmat already has 
enough trouble attracting 
and retaining quallflecl 
teachers ~lthout adding the,, 
burden of poor labor rela- 
tions. 
Brlal 
Class composition, family 
situations and curriculum are 
alt.ve~dlf;l:erent;~today£ha n 
9t/hen'3.S.~.~ttended school. In 
thosedays, children went 
~home to someone. In those 
days, the majority of families 
had two parents. Families 
spent time together com- 
municatng and there was 
discipline and respect Inthe 
home. In those days children 
did not spend six hours a clay 
in front of a television set or 
video game. Ch Ildren were 
prepared to come to school 
to sit, listen and complete 
assignments. In those days, If 
a ch lid was disciplined at 
scl~ool, parents supported 
that discipline. In those(lays, 
all students In a class learned 
the same material at the 
same time and worked on 
the same asslgnmen~ on the 
same page of the same book, 
In those days, It was not 
possible or necessary'for 
teachers to get to knOW 
their students as Ind Ividuals. 
Individual attention Is not 
only demanded bV our 
students, It Is required bY 
the Year 2000 documents. 
The new program revolves 
around the fact that each 
student Is a unique Individual 
who has his own Interests 
and develops at his own 
pace. 
The Ministry of Education 
has spent millions of dollars 
creating and publishing 
material on the new pro- 
g ram. They have provided 
millions of dollars to pur. 
chase materials to aid In Im- 
plementation of the new 
programs (only at the 
primary level so far), but .. 
have neglected to provide 
teachers with the time to  ' 
deal with this new concept 
In education. 
Yp , '  
owles ,- 
I don't think any of us are In- 1 
formed enough to comment on 
the availa~llity of money fo r . ,  ;~: ~ 
• education'~unding because I.real;,/~ 
ly oelleve that the ourea~cracy 1~'; • : 
managing quite well to snleld us 
from the facts about how much ::~ 
of the edUcation dollar is spe'nt ~ 
on administration In this district ~ 
whether the boardcan afford 
the requests of the teachers is a 
question on the board's 
priorities. 
Let's turn our attention to the 
class size Issue. Here again the 
general public is being keptln 
the dark as to the real class size 
averages across the provlnce..It 
Is not the actual numbers,hat 
are Important it Is that the board 
refuses to negotiate and the flex- 
Ibility they want with regard to 
class size seems unreasonable to  
the KDTA. 
In addition to time spent in Class 
with kids which Is actuall~ 190 
days at 5.5 hours per day (10z15 
hours) there are five non- 
Instruct!onal days at eight hours : 
each (40 hours); time spent Inthe 
school on weekends, say 12 hours ::~ 
per month times 10 months (120 ~ 
hours); one half hour before kids 
arrive and at least one •hour ,:. 
afterwards (285 hours); one hour : 
per school day at<home (190 
hours); at least one week i;)efore 
SChOOl starts In September (40'' . i~i 
hourS); two days at Christmas(16' ~: 
hours); one day during spring • ,  
break (eight hours); and time. ;i: 
spent writing reports, about 40 ~ 
hours three times per Year (120 iii 
, hours); all togetherls 1,864 hours. 
At $39,600 per year, It comes to 
$21.24 per IlOur not $4Oper hour. !i 
I know many teache~ who 
spend more time than I have 
quoted but as you can see 
teachers work for. about the samff 
hourly rate as a seml~Jkllled ~' 
• laborer at any one of the large In- 
dustries that you mentioned. : 
They  don't start at this rate -~ 
however. The starting salary for a. i 
i•.r first year teacher after four years, i 
• -. of university is closer to $30,000,, 
ord .that s....., 
; the Incen- 
: money at 
ca f f  get:a JOb i 
this with.a.  :~ 
And the'jOb'~ ~ ,, 
Your SO Called ::i 
a hec k of.a;.:!:~, ~.;1 
)rry: . . . .  ;~ 
: : - , Biii VOllrd£h ~.u,wrne(i ~ii:iZ~n : ;] 
1. 
- -  , . . . . . .  '~~'  ~i~?~ ~ ~: :?~ '  :~/1"- 
J 
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h % i !Societ: reades p itc 
fÜr CT unit at 
THANK YOU 
Ter race  R inget te  Assoc ia t ion  
Would Like To Thank The Following For 
Their Support.During The 1990/91 Season 
Order of Royal Purple 
North Coast Road Maintenance 
~ ~ .  The'~,~..M. Lee ho~d," said Leisin~er. 
• ,Hospital,,Foundation has ,sur-, .. ft. need, be, Ldsinger added, 
.... :P~SS~d.;'.itS, g.o~l..,of razslng the.foundation.-- formed as a 
i~i :'$250,000"f0r'aCi ~ S~nmaeh!ge way"offinancing llos'pital and 
.~ :'at the'119.sPitalhcre; ,~'!' ..' ': : .etherhealth needs -- 'will raise 
i " FoUn/liition"' directors had. the~ entiie amount for the 
,..' :hbp~tb raise $250,000 by the machine's purcllase. ' 
i-" 'end of- Mareh.,hat:'morb ecent ~"Oul ~ go/d was to raise the 
: ifi~res indicate tlie::ambunt is :. moneY:in areas0nabie time so 
" ' more •titan" $300,000; said foun- that'we Could go re.the (health) 
: di/tiorr'sp0kesman.Michael Lds- minister.:: to~ .demonstrate Sup- 
inger. : : : . : - - port: if Lie says the government 
.: .The goal:wasset by the foun- .won't comeup with the rest of 
daiio/~ last' year. as a way of the money, that's fine. We'll. 
demonsttating.community sup- c0ntinue/.'.,.L'eisinger~Said~ '. 
pb:rtitb~e6hvince th  provincial ~,'Welo0k:at,itas'if we're past 
governm6~tt6con~eupwith the the half wa~y mark,",' he con- 
.rem~iidag~.*:~imoiil/ii~n6eded to tinuedi"-~ ., . , • .": -:. 
hu~,~a,C'~..~sc'~m~Ehine Valued .. Leisinger said theiii0ney rats- 
' at $4500,000~ "'.. :.. , ' ' ": ed by :  cbmhiunity .and other 
• The  ',::machine i s  a groups through various means 
sophistfi:ated x,ray device that passed all expectations,, of the 
• .provides, 3-D im~es allowing foundat ion . .  ""ii ~ 
better: interpr'etation and "We knew as'long as six 
an .g!ysis. . - " " weeks, to two months"ago there 
• A date.has yetto be set to would be no prob|em. The 
meetwith government ministers response i has been 
in Victoria, sgid L¢isinger. : :Mi r :  :Mti~?;i:~ L : ;~  g:ll o:  n • . H6',. said arranging that 
.... meetifig.is between the Terrace 
Regidnal Health Care Society 
i bo~,d and Skeena MLA Dave machine based here will draw 
L .parker . ,  . . , / ,  ' 2,500 patients a year from 
: . " it 's at a political level and across the northwest. 
' that's best handled through the . Some of.those people would 
eed a course? 
TERRACE "Northwest Corn- • what I~ind of continuing educa- 
: munity College says it .wants a tion programs they want. 
survey sent out on continuing It'll be used to plan fall pro: 
education mailed•in by May I0. grams. = ~ 
t .-' ~rhe i survey asks residents ;~ 
I '  " ' - "  
AOVERTISEMENT 
Be: .wary 
of  loca l  
break,o  ;i 
and 
": :~" : "' m - ,I, ~2~iq.'i!.i:. 
enter  
,2 ~ ' . )¢ , i  ~ . .~  ; ".,~ t~, • 
If you've been a victim of 
break-in recently, you're not 
alone.• 
According to police 
statistics!there has been an 
increase inbreak-and.enters 
st homes and. businesses 
dudng the first quarter of 
1991. 
There has been an alarm- 
ing rash of break-Ins-- 70 so 
far In the Terrace area. 
Jewelry, VCR s and loose 
change, are popular i!ems 
emongthleVes, but about 80 
per cent  o f  whom are 
juveniles under 18 years old. 
Law enforcement officials 
8tmpoct. moat of the~ 
goods, are ~ being ~l~d f~ 
money to huy,~_~L ~d =0.. 
Buslne 
during this 
otherwise be .sent south and already being spent by :the Shoppers  Drug  Mad ::: : ; 
others wil be'those who could health ministry :on  'nor, Main!Logging . ::_~!!::' : ~ 
benefit but who now don't have thwesterners who have to  go '. ' : " Skeena:  sewml l l s  ! ~ ",:.i!:-"./.-,-:/.i. ! 
access to the technology... South for scan work. 1 4 "r'rr=c= "l f lor Hocks"  ' "r : :~ ~ ." ::'4 ".~':::: : ' : %: ..~'~ ~ :':h 
Leisinger said the estimated • AS well, the province would ~¢ a' U " ~' ' "__ : ~' ' ~' ~`  ':k :~ ": r :" ~" : g :T ~ " ~: 
$300,000 annual operating costs be responsible for renovation or ]e r rsce  unstop a : i 
would be paid by the ihealth construction work at the Cenaoa ~a e y 
ministry. ~ . . . . . . .  .hospital to provide a place for Twin River Electric -- :- - - : 
Some of that amount :is the device.. ,. ' '" " 
I • • ) 
! ~1~ V "  ~lil~ ~ ~ BAKERY • DELl • TAKE-OUT ~. -_ . . / '  
. ~ 4617 Greig Avenue, Ter race  ~q iB i l i l~B~r  ~ 
635-6347 ~=,s =s - " 
••]l•ll• ~i ¸  • 
Introductory 
Specials 
When you get on track with Datatrain, you 
get more than built-in quality at a very attractive 
price. 
You get:ihe full force of an entire prodiiCi"- 
family that will satisfy the needs of demanding, 
yet budget-conscious users now, and in the 
future. 
The Datatrain fully compatible PC family 
can be economically upgraded to meet he 
everchanging eeds of a growing business. 
From the convenient laptop portabilRy of the 12 
Mhz DPC-2812 with VGA and 1MB RAM, to 
the powerful DPC-4425, 25 Mhz 80486, to the 
DNS-200 Netware compatible workstation, 
there is a Datatrain product to suit the needs of 
virtually any type of business. 
386sx System OfltfiTrflin 
Inc ludes  
386sx 16 Mhz CPU 
2 Megabytes RAM 
m-: 1,44 Meg (3,5') and 1,2 Meg (5,25') Ddves 
~ 52 Megabyte Hard Disk 17ms w/64K cache 
• ~ Super VGA 14' Cdour Monitor .28 dot pitch 
(1024x768 resolution) 
~- Mouse and Windows 3.0 
Choice. Quality. Reliability. 
Exceptional warranty plus the integrity 
and security of Roland DG and 
Ho¢them Computer, two of the most 
respected names in the computer 
industry. The powerful forces of the 
Datatrain product family will get your 
business on track for you ... today. 
~z~l~e say most thieves i
enter through unaegured I windows and doors and ad- vise residents *and business 
owners to: • 
• Make sure doors and win. 
dows 'ere .Is*eked and 
sepured.. : . . . .  
s Mork veluablea ndhave a 
• Contact, police If anyone 
unusual Is: loitering around a 
neighborhood. ' : 
~ Watoh out for peoplecom- 
r lasts the dog asking, for 
The F ine Pr in t  
* Special * 
Raven 2416 ' 24 pin printer 
- 240  cps draft • 
- Push Pull Tractor Feed 
- Two Y~arWarranty:  i i i  ',~ ~ople who'don't exist.: 
ALARM 
sYSTEMS .......  ....... 
FEE,= ES'nMATES i ~ ~  
• i ! ~" '~ .w-o  I 
1 1,;,63a-o24 1 
Dawson Creek 
900- 102,d Avg. 
7117 (1!$5 
Kamloops Prince George 
657 Victoria St. 1330 5tll Ave 
374-f~1il7 5(13.27(13 
Datatrain 2812 Lapz¢ 
oo0e  s2295.oo ,~ 286 12 Mhz CPU 
,~ 1 Megabyte RAM 
~- 1.44 Meg (3.5') Drive 
~- 40 Megabyte Hard Disk 29 ms 
,~ VGA Supertwist Backlit Screen 
,~ 3 hour between charges battery 
~. 2400 baud built -in modem 
:,~ LapL.ink 3,0 and Carrying Case 
Specials 
until May 11 
Terrace P~Inco Rupee 
4720 Lazolle Ave (;01 2rid Ave West 
6.1,8.0321 624 ,65~ 
Crenbr~k 
: , 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~u~,~- ,~. .C~. :~.~.L  '~ ' : '~"  • ~,-, ~ ~ , - ~ ' ~  ~ ~ ~ ~.  
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Counc i l  backs ..  u p' on  ,:.plan .... : . . . . .  " ' I:r:~: "re'l," ~ ~  • ~ :r 
water  ra tes  '" "' fo r  sewer ,  '"; ..... ' "  ...... 
• . . . .  ~::. ; /:~:: IJ~: ~: ,:~,:, ~ ?~:: ,, , 
.  AVCO i' 
~ , ~  I $30.i~)0 in ~venu''o~er the cur- ~adb::t i :  ted bY.th.~ new /: '::: ~feo  c ' :  ; : , 
ini ' ' OurNew Location Wdi:Be: ::: ,.! 
4557A Lazelle, V8G 4E1 
/Across from Soee-Dee Printers inthe new Trigo Building 
I~ i l~  I 
" ~  .-" / ~ : : ~  | buildings, regardless of whether ty .would :lose..$30,000 in 
[ ~ ~ : : ~ ~  I they were single or multiple use. revenue. : : ' ; 
~ ~ ~ ~  I Instead, it should have been The loss could be covered, 
[ ~ ~ ~  I charging the baserate plus an however, because both the 
[ ~ ~ ~ [  I additional amount foreach unit water and sewer budgets includ- 
• __ l i within the bui ld ing-  the same ed provision Of  surpluses :ex- 
I~  ¢,~ ~ l ~ e¢  "ll" ~ I ~'~ I system as applied to apartment ceeding that amount: - -  these 
i -X  f l  L .  I I I  t£  t 1 1 g J  I blocks. • .' ' ; were part of a plan to build up 
. . . . . . .  ¢O - -  I In the ".case of Francisco :money to pay for. future water 
OFF TO the northern kub kar rally in. Mackenzie this weekend | Trigo's Kal;up- St..building, 'the and sewer system projects. : ' 
are this area's winners. From the left, they are Ashley Whit- | change in interpretatiofi meant Noting the Northwest Real 
tington from the 1st Terrace Cubs, Douglas Adair from the 6th I his quarterly water, and sewer .Estate Board office was manned 
Terrace Cubs and Christopher Anaka, also from the 6th Ter- I bill skyrocketed from $76 to by only, a single pei'.~on, two 
race. More than 40 cubs competed here to see who would go I $1,025. . " ' ::. hours each' day, alderman Dan- 
to Mackenzie I Pointing out he would have ny Sheridan said he probably 
• II ~ on -used more water in his own to pass  the increases to his 
tenants, Trigo said the new ihome. "Is it the intention City could cut 
police numbers 
TERRACE - -  The city might That would translate to an 
have to consider cutting the 
number of police officers here if 
the federal government con- 
tinues with demands that 
municipalities pay more of the 
cost, says alderman Danny 
Sheridan. 
Under a IO-year agreement 
which expired March 3lithe city 
paid 70 per cent of policing 
costs. Ottawa now says it must 
increase that to 85 per cent, a 
figure which is not negotiable. 
If the government sticks to 
that position, Sheridan said the 
city will have to come up with 
approximately $250,000 more 
each year based on the 22 of- 
fleers at the detachment now 
~signed to municipal duties, 
additional $80-85 on t'he 
average homeowners annual tax 
bill, he added. 
Sheridan said the city has ask- 
ed the Union o f  B.C. 
Municipalities if i t  has the 
power to reduce the number of 
officers here. 
At an approximate cost o f  
$70,000 per officer, Sheridan 
said the increased cost could be 
offset by cutting the detachment 
to 19 members. 
Pointing out the federal 
government had achieved many 
of its own cost savings through 
cutting back on staff, he 
asked,"W~uld we notice if we 
re~id~i ~'h~ c~ by three?'~ 
system meant small office 
operations would be paying the 
same: amount for water and 
sewer as a supermarket~ 
Maintaining everyone should 
pay" according to how much 
they use the system, he added, 
"It's Small businesses that keep 
this town alive." 
While agreeing the city need'- 
ed to increase its utility revenue, 
Adrian Enright ~ representing 
the owners of the Tillicum 
building - -  described the cur- 
rent ,proposal as ',unfair and 
ridiculous." 
Noting the Tillicum bill had 
increased nearly eightfold, he 
warned council "you're pricing 
business ubsidizes residential," 
he 'asked. 
• " I  guess you'd have to say 
that, yes," replied Christensen. 
After discussing possible 
alternative methods of fixing 
rates - -  based on the number of 
employees orthe square footage 
of a unit, for example - -  coun- 
cil decided to abandon the pro- 
posed new policy. 
It'll now examine a new pro- 
posal to be implemented when 
the bills for the third quarter are 
sent out in late July. 
The 16.5 per cent increase in 
• the base sewer charge rate ap- 
proved last month will go ahead 
as planned. 
• WHAT'SYOUR 
HURR i,BX3 
1988 Olds 2 dr. loaded ................................ $14,995 
1986 Pontiac Paris Brougham ............ ;.......... $! 1,900 
1982 Pontiac Grand Prix 2 dr .......................... $5,390 
1982 Mercury Cougar Stn. Wgn... .................. $2,995 
1980 Chev 4 dr ........... ' .............  .................. $1,995 
1980 Jeep Wagon 4 dr 4x4 ............................. $2,900 
1979 Chrysler Lebaron 4 dr ........... :................ $2,450 
1977 Ford T-Fird 2 dr. HT ............................. ~...$950 
1975 Uncoln Continental 2 dr...., ............ "....... $2,995 
1974 MGB Convertible ................................. $2,350 
TRUCKS & RV'S 
1984 Kawasald Motor Bike....; ............. ~ .......... $2,275 
1986 Chev½ ton, natural gas ........................ $5,500 
1977 Skylark Trailer..., .............. . .... .;;..; ..... ..$5,9~F, 
1977 Trailer & Camper ........................... : ....... $1,99~ 
1971 Ford Crew Cab 4x4 ............. :........ . . . . . . . .  $1,17§ 
8 Ft. Camper ..................................... ; ............. $777 
3 Specials Under (good transportation) .............. $SOO 
YOU CAN LEASE OR SELL ANY NEW MAKE OR MODEM 
FRENCH 
IMMERSION 
INFORMATION 
NIGHT 
Is your child ready for kindergarten (now called first 
year primary) or grade one (second year primary)? 
Have you thought about enrolling your child in French 
Immersion? 
Do you •have questions, concerns or facts you want 
clarified? 
Then Terrace Parents for French invites IYES I 1/ you to find out more about the French 
Immersion program by attending an in- 
' formation night. 
• Wednesday,  May 8 
i at Kiti K 'Shan School 
4730 Graham Avenue 
7:00 p.m. 
REUM MOTORS LTD. 
4521 Lakelse Ave, 635-2655 
..~.~ , ........... . ,,.~ -ni[iid,<~:~]~;, ' - ,~" 1...., 
3UPE=I iO=I  
V IDEO 
:::.FREE 
MOVIE OR 
GAME 
RENTAL*  
~ *WHEN YOU RENT• 
~ HOTHER MOVIE OR 
~i ,  •GAME OF 
-~  ".ttiiiii~ittt!~ii~itttiii!'..'~i,. T R E HE SAME F ~'ii~i~iH~~ OR GREATER 
~ ~  VALUE 
VCR OR 
NINTENDO 
PLAYER RENTAL* 
*WITH RENTAL OF  ANY 
MOVIE ORGAME School personnel as well as Immersion parents will be L 
in a t tendance , to  address  your  concerns,. - . .  " . . . . .  
. 
~"~"~ "-: " ma i:^*,,., call" ' ~' '• x r 
NORMAN ~ "~ "~~ ~ " ~" '  ~:~':'~ ~~ ~'~":~ 
f. 
-OFFERS VAL ID  ~MONDAYS ;i~i:1 
THROUGH.  THURSDAYS ' ~ ~: 
r~" ~ ~B~" " '  ~ 4721 Lakelse Avenue • Across •from the Liquor Store/~ ,~  
~, ,~. ;~• .~,~•.~47 , . • ' ' :  ,.!-" • : , '~ . , -~ . ,  . . . .  " . ' ' •  ' •  , . - '  . . . .  " . . . . .  : ,  , ~ ,  . - , r ,  " :  ' 
Z*~ .~l~l ['a~ ' [I  I I I i l  ' I I I ] I '1  I I I I ! I I I " 
. . .  , .  
. . • - .  • , , "  . f 
Council shorts 
. 
-~r~,~:~B,~ ~., 
~E'IRRACE - -  Not for the first 
t]~e, a lack of hotel and motel 
a¢~:ommodation in the com- 
~ttnity hasfforced, the city to 
~l ine an in~itation to bid for 
i~: B.C. FeStival of the Arts. 
!~ ~he i{largest amateur arts 
feitival in Canada, the five-day 
e~iJnt attracts 2,000 visit, ors to 
th~ host communi ty -  and 
t~at's where the problem lies. 
~/Aithough billeting ,}will take 
Ch~e of some of the par'ticipants', 
fh~ festival society says 1,250 
] U " ". ,~ . . . .  " commerczal bed~; must be 
a~hilab!e/,~Terrace falls 450 
short of that"figure. 
i.Ttie planning and public 
v~ot'ks committee will today 
consider mayor Jack Talstra's 
re~6~nidg':~tpplication on land 
adjdcentito spring Creek Drive 
-~ ~Cl'~ss~Kalum Lake Drive 
ffom'tl~e ¢0mmunity college. 
..Talstra wants the designation 
o~ ~the 2~5ha property changed 
fr0ih '/rural to rural suburban 
residential, the same zoning as 
Spring Creek Drive. An accom- 
p ~ffing~! plan shows •eventual 
sd~divisi6n i ~0 eight quarter 
h~ctareilots located either side 
01~a~i extended McConnell Ave. 
~sd  t0ibe looked at by the 
cheerer' , is a rezoning applica- 
tj6~i~.fr6ni :David and Renie 
K~pblt .  They want their half 
=/¢~e property at 5504 Highway 
l(~'west changed from industrial 
t6~ highway, commercial. That 
W~uld bring its existing use as 
a/i!RV park into conformity and 
allow expansion of the facility. 
},A decision on a proposed new 
r@d tax has been postponed for 
t~io months to allow staff to 
gather more information. 
~.~The tax was proposed as a 
m:&hod of i'aising approximate- 
ly];Jhalf the revenue required to 
institute a plan that would see 
aJl~ city streets either paved or 
upgraded over the next 25 years. 
;Administration will now con- 
trier the "'~ Municipal Affairs 
fili~istry to find out what needs 
to,:be doneto take the proposed 
tax to referendum• 
, ~:~taff have.also been asked to 
fiirthel ~/mmir/e the question of 
pa'y'er'-s w iibse current ax bill in- 
cludes~payment, of-past-paving 
projects .carried out on their 
stre¢~ under the local improve- 
Those result si:~0f these in- 
vestigations are  expected to 
come back before committee by 
early July. , 
Council has approved a Nor- 
thwest Oldtimers fastball club 
request to hold a beer garden 
June 29-July 1 on the grounds 
of the Northwest Community 
College. The outdoor pub will 
be open from noon until 10 
p.m. each day of the club's an- 
nual Canada Day tournament. 
Economic development of- 
ricer Peter Momeith has been 
given the• go-ahead to attend 
this: week's lnvestech '91, a 
federally sponsored event to 
provide information on new 
technology and investment. 
Estimated cost of the trip is 
$890. 
Other travel plans approved 
include environmental health 
technician Klause Ridke atten- 
ding the May 12-17 water and 
• waste operators school at UBC 
(est imated cost :,:$1,500); 
treasurer Keith Norman and 
deputy administrator Denise 
Fisher going to' the annual 
municipal officers- association 
conference in Whistler, May, 
28-31 ($1;105 each); and fire 
department head Bob Beckett 
attending the fire chiefs' annua! 
Business[ 
 centre 
opens 
TERRACE - -  There's a new 
place to. go for  people who 
either want o start a businessor 
expand what they already have. 
!; Ira's a resource library run by 
the !advanced education,, train- 
ing i and technology ministry in 
the training and enterprise cen- 
tre in the provincial government 
buil~ling on the corner of Eby 
and: Lazeile. 
: C{oordinator. Jo .Anne  
WaEaruk~,sald the,.¢~nU'e ;~has '~ 
informaUon as , ,  , h t dire~toriesi and ' . . . .  
Well, as videos. !i{} i'~:' /:i' ~: 
/ "~hls isi,a starting point,  
From ..here people can be 
directed elsewhere, for ,financ- 
ifig,j counselling/or m the fight 
departments fo~ iicefidng,", she 
!!/~J/milar centres: are being run 
elseWherein:the province. 
~}Wakafuk added'ithat he ~n-, 
t~e also t/M inf6rmatlon on peo- 
ple interested' tn taking courses 
rib improve their business skills. 
; st 
conference inVict&ia ~, ]une2-6 
($1,150). 
Council last week• agr~l to 
proclaim May as Speech and 
Hearing and Red Shield Appeal 
month, May 24-June 2 as 
Canada Fitweek, May 25 
Schizophrenia Awareness and 
tag day and agreed aB.C. Heart 
and Stroke Foundation request 
to hold a tag day on June 15. 
The little things really do count. Even more titan you think. 
Hair clips, combs, bands or earrings are the little things that 
complete that big picture of fashion. 
Come In Today And See Our New Accessories Just In! 
HAIR GALLERY 
4711 D Keith 635-3729 
.:l~-: . : ., ; .., I 
L-~ .... ~C 
~-~I-~AM 
" ' ~' q4 '}  " '  t 
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CHICKEN TETRAZINI  
Saut&ed chicken with fresh vegetables in 
• a creamy parmesan cheese sauce, 
tossed with fettuclnl noodles 
STEAK CATALANE 
Sirloin steak cooked the way you like 
it. topped with an array of fresh 
vegetables and smothered in a tangy. 
tomato sauce 
'RIBS & LASAGNA 
Ribs in our chef's own barbeque sauce 
a personal portion of lasagna 
/!~•! 
~://} Try our chef 's  homemade desser ts :  ..... 
i ~: French Apple Pie 
~:~ Gourmet Pecan Pie 
: - Mount Layton Buttertarts (the chef's favourite) 
~ Ask your server about all our fine desserts 
• if you enjoyed your stay tell others If you didn't, tell usl 
O 
Reservations Recommended 
MOUNT LAYTON 
HOT SPRINGS 
RESORT LTD. 
798-2214 
D 
........................... The New 
"Dick Tracy" 
Wristwatch 
0 
Pager 
er  • Watch • AI 
All in one! 
Now Tolsec has conquered time and space 
and put them right on your wrist with the 
revolutionary Wristwatch Pager. Integrating 
time-keeping and paging functions into one 
convenient, comfortable wristpiece that is 
efficient, reliable & easy to use. 
Alphanumeric & Wristwatch paging 
service now available in Kitimat, 
US AT THE TRADES FA 
Electronic Alarm & Telephone System 
rots! security Services 
1 B - 3238 Kalum, Terrace 
l ~ m 
f ~ ~ .~4~-~; , . .~  ~÷~ z~i~ •~ : •, :.,:/ 
J 
i 
J 
I 
} 
• r • 
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: ; :  There:: ~lll be a Although. t_li~t"iS.::. ~:!~ ng't io~.  
couple of extra flags flying at ci- 
ty hall ibis month and the local 
organizations involved.hope i t  
will remind residents: their 
financial Support. as.needed tO 
help the groups help otSers, 
The  Purp le  Cross f lag 
fund, the local loda( ~;may aPP- : 
ly for moneY !tom .~ tb'i fudher :  
their aim of helpin8 ~ lng im-  . 
paired chi!dren,.in th is  com- 
munity, Donations are also used 
to finance ¢6ndnuing efforts to 
im])rove arly det~tlon o.f hear. 
acknowledges May. is Slg~h ins prob!emsiin ,children and l "  To make &n ~¢ 
and Hearing month, • an annual rehabilitation:programs.., ::: view, Dell the.. C 
event for the local Elks.: and , The Red Shield flag confirms ~e38.32001 " :": 
Order of the Royal::Purple May'is also the:month for:the : . . . .  
lodges. , : ~ Salvation Army!S annUal major i l  
This Saturday, May 4, fundraising drive, Monday, 
representntives of those service May 6 wi!lbe the Army, sBlitz 
clubs will be holding a tag day Night as ; it  stdves:(o hit this 
seeking donations to its Purple year's target figu~ of $23,000 . . . . . .  . . ,. .. 
Cross Fund,. .... , • ~i~ :i:, ": !',:, ' : ' 
[] 
: ; ,  Having prob lems w i thyour  WCB ¢lalm? 1 
:. You can get free. confidential t~dVlee, !v~hen!, a:i 
, " "Wo~kem, AdviSer vls!ts Terrace ,On i=y~r '~,':~  '>~  I : 
- To ake ~~in~ent  for a person¢l ihter::l 
, :call . Govemment Agent s Office:: 
' 638- 2001 "44:4' 4' ' . r 1 ': = " " " "  ~ ~ : ~ " :': ' ~' ' '~ri' '  
' TI, e Interviews w,il be held'at th;e~C¢;Aoee~ I i  
Centre, 1 0 1 - 3 ~ " "  
IIII 
TERRACE - -  Spring may 
have sprung but Gord 
Bielman's grass hasn't riz. 
The problem, he says, are 
city snowplows which push 
salt-laden snow off the street 
and up onto the lawn of his 
Munthe Ave. home. 
That salt destroys the lawn 
and Bielman's spent more 
than $600 in the three years 
he's lived on Munthe trying 
to rehabilitate his grass. 
"I've called city hail. I've 
'talked tothe mayor. They 
say they have a crew in the 
spring that'll come to fix it 
up but t.hey never show up. 
It's the same thing each 
spread, topsoil to give his 
lawn a new base. 
"I'll probably never see 
that money again - -  I've ac- 
cepted that - -  but why do my 
taxes go up each year," he 
said. 
Bielman added that other 
neighbours along his street 
have the same problem with 
snowplows and satt damage. 
At times, Bielman said 
plows have pushed snow at 
least 15 feet past his property 
line and upon to his lawn. 
"I have an investment to 
protect. I'm thinking about 
contacting a lawyer," he 
said. 
year," said Bielman recently. Bielman said there's also a 
.... "!~hey just wing the snow pro.b~em, wi~h the,.way the city 
~{t":~a~;ay.;:!When t at,salt.+: his: property - -  Munthe ana 
gets into the lawn, the grass Yeo. 
is gone," he said. Plows uproot grass, leav- 
Bielman his expenses in- ing clumps which causes 
elude hiring somebody to young bike riders problems. 
0 
Scientists head " ,,,,;, "F"-SERIES FULL.SI~ PKX-UP 1 
f o IRUCKS GIVE YOU MORE! FORD TRUCKS DO IT BEST! FORD RANGER IS r the Kitiope BESTSELUNGFULL-SIZEPICK-UPINCANADA FIN NCING' THENO, 1SELLING COMPACT TRUCK IH 
TERRACE --  A team of 20 ded. 25 YEARS RUNNING BEATS CHEVY AND GMC NORTH AMERICA. PLUS! 8.9% FINANCING 
scientists will spend a week stu- 
dying the Kitlope River valley 
south of Kemano next month, 
says Haisla chief councillor 
Gerald Amos. 
Amos is working with an 
American-based nvironmental 
group called Conservation In- 
ternational, which wants the 
317,000-hectare watershed 
preserved from Logging and has 
organized the May 3-10 scien- 
tific expedition. 
The team will carry out an 
assessment of fish, wildlife and 
vegetation i the remote valley, 
Amos said. 
Filming for a video on the 
Kitlope -- contracted by the 
Kitamaat Village band -- will 
also be taking place then, he ad- 
He said members of another 
environmental organization --  
the Western Canada Wilderness 
Committee -- will also be in the 
Kitlope in early June, conduc- 
ting a tour of the valley m raise 
money to fight logging plans 
there. 
Skeena Sawmills holds cut- 
ting permits for the area. It has 
delayed its plans to log - -  
originally set to start this year 
-- to 1994, and it says it would 
set aside a parkland area sur- 
rounding Kitiope Lake. 
But the company has said the 
efforts underway to preserve the 
entire watershed would have a 
major impact on its operations, 
costing as much as 36 jobs at its 
Terrace mill. 
IRUCK5 WITH HIGHER RESALE VALUE, MORE 
TORQUE, AND MORE TOWING CAPACITY. 
H.US, A BIGGER PICK-UP BOX, AND A MORE 
POWERFUL STANDARD Vo8 ENGINE THAN 
CHEVY OR GMC. PLU~, ~LUSIA UMffED lIME 
OFFER OF 8.9% FINANCING FOR 48 MONTHS. 
FOR UP TO 48  MONTHS FOR 48 MONTHS. MORE VALUE, MORE FEA- 
TURES, MORE SAVINGS! NO~S THE TIME TO 
WE GIVE YOU MORE WITH GETMOREI 
GREAT DEALS AND FANTASTIC : 
SAVINGS ON FORD PICK-UP 
TRUCKS, CANADA'S BEST SELL- 
ING TRUCKS FOR 25 YEARSI 
- , -  . 
SEE YOUR B.C FORD AND MERCURY DEALER_WE GIVE YOU MOREl 
at city plows • i iii:::ii ~ 
/ 
, , ( 
. .%!  " "~ 
• Saturday, May 12 
Saturday, May 25 
Sunday, May 26 
.... Sunday, June 9 
Saturday, June 22 
Sunday, June 23 
Saturday, July 6 
Sunday, July 7 
Sunday, July 21 
Saturday, Aug. 3 
Sunday, Aug. 4 
Sunday, Aug. 18 
Sunday, Sept 8 
Saturday, May 4 
Saturday, ~L,  28 :Awards Banquet & Dance 
'>, <:': : '~.'~]~i: ,;gEE~YOU ATTHE RACES1 -:. 
I '~ezz~ce .~t~c~ G z ~o¢&tZon 
1991 SEASON 
Terrace Speedway Race Schedule for 1991: 
Mother's Day, Regular Races 
Regular Races 
Regular Races & Bump toPass 
Races 
Kiddies Day 
Open Wheel Invitational, 
Regular Races 
Open Wheel Invitational, ~:- 
Regular Races ~ !/ i~!i! 
Regular Races 
Regular Races . . :":i I~: <~ 
Regulai' Races ;~ 
Memorial Races : ,:,:~;'~;:4;~;::~. :~:,i 
Memorial Races :~:" :':':" 
Kiddies Day ' -  "/:!>: ! ] <;i~ .... ,,it,,:,. 
Open Day Races & Demolition; De/t 
OTHER EVENTS: ~' ~c:;~ ,~, 
Start.Up Dance 
/'! •i 
/ 
reoaid__ s $17,883,36. Some conditlom apply.. May not oe commneo wan any tuner oner. ~ t~a~ ,u~ u~u~,).., . >": 
- 'A " , . : ,  ' . ' ;  
>: 4631 Keith Ave., Tefface 
- % - : , . .  • • 
( )TEM  FOR , 
7 
,~ {"  "L -:  . ' ' ~-  ~ , ;%!"" ' : '  " '{ ' t  " "  X, ' ,h . .~  : ' : : , . '~ . , ,  , ,~ ' , :~ :~"~' ;< ' ; . ' ,  ' .~ '% "~ ' ~, i  ~ .~  '~ , :~ . ' J , '~  '% ~'?  " 
*~ '~ - ' t  - /  ", * ,~• '~ " ; '0"~"~*~0"~ ~; ~ " :~ '~ ' "  ' : ' " ' : '% " :~t  " " " "~ ' : ' " ' "  . . . .  ~ "~ " ~'~t ' "  ~" "~; ' :~ '~: '~ '~ '~""  * '  
.~ . . . •  . 
DI mUCK MONTH.. 
crews clear Munthe, says homeowner Cord Bielman. He's 
angry that salt in the snow has damaged his lawn but he can't 
get the city to respond. 
Resident angry i ' 
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court in action 
~.~ERRACE - -  Small claims both sides a chance to settle the ment . . . . . . .  
:~ur t  was operating differently dispute. A trial isn't actually The settlement co.nfe~enc~ 
]~ere Apr. 2 when more than a scheduled.until aftei" the settle- are expected, to reduce:'-: me 
idozen local people showed up to ment conference fails. : number of trials, ii ~ :
.fight their cases. The new program also allows Informatiofi booklets on each 
~: New~ rules introduced this court documents o be served by step of the process are a~;dj.'lahle 
!~ear bythe provincial govern, mail. Failure toobey" a judge's at the court registry office and 
ment makes it simpler to have order canresult in imprison- at the library. ,, 
your:.~da, iacourt, and last Reformers grow Tuesday was the first time small 
clg!~s , court convened here 
fifider':th~ ~ revised system. 
Gone is most of the legalese TERRACE --  Back from the ed whether they favoured open- 
and jargon that surrounds the recent Reform Party assembly ing it up to those east of the 
:legal system, held in Saskatoon, Skeena con- M~mitoba border. Individuals 
; Now you can sue someone for stituency delegate Lorne Sexton from the Maritimes and Ontario 
up to $10,000 in small claims says the event showed, its attending the event had sported 
court by using information reputation of being " just badges reading "The East 
5ooklets and fill-in-the-blank another western fringe party 'Wants In",  headded. 
forms, made up of disgruntled red- Other resolutions passed at 
GOvernment officials say the necks" is wide of the mark. the assembly included rejection 
new small claims program is the He pointed out party leader of the Reform Party moving in- 
only one of its kind in Canada, Preston Manning h~d made it to the provincial arena ~uzd a 
end that B.C. is a leader in the clear to tbe 1,400 in attendance call to abolish the federal 
movement to more simple "radicais did not have a home muit icultur ism department 
Straightforward court language in the party." while emphasizing people were 
and rules. Although Reform's current "free to preserve their cultural 
New to the system is the man- constitution limits membership heritage using their own 
datory settlement conference, to those living in the four resources." 
which is like a mediation western provinces, Sexton said Also attending from the 
meeting, with a judge, giving its members.would now be ask- Skeena constituency association 
I THEREAL ESTATE INS~.~ OF BRITISH COLUMBIA ! wasKit imat'sTomGoyert.  
~,~ HOME RENOVATIONS WORKSHOP 
Saturday, June 1, 1991 at 9:00 a.m. I 
Terrace Inn I !, TOTEM FURNITURE'S 
Featuring 
Ed Witzke 
AUTHOR OF "THE HOUSE DOCTOR" 
Workshop Highlights Include: 
. • Design/Technique Tips 
• Products/Matedals 
• 10 Ways a House Can Grow 
• Bidding/Receiving Bids 
REGISTER EARLYI, SEATING IS LIMITED 
. -  . . . . .  : To register, please contact: 
'~", " - -L~ulvl¢= ~df f ln  
i l l V  g l V i l i  
TO: ALL SKEENA PROGRESSIVE CONSERVATIVE MEMBERS 
NOTICE OF 
ANNUAL MEETING 
The annual meeting of the Skeena Progressive Censer- 
vative Riding membership will be held: 
Saturday, May 11, 1991 : 
:Room No. 318 (Boardroom) : 
Inn of The West -- Terrace 
1:00 p.m. 
WE urge you all to come out, let us know how you feel 
things are going and what we want to tell our Government to 
do differently. " 
~ TERRACE DISTRICT MULTICULTURAL ASSDICiATIOH TOU 
, ,  to the following for their donations to " 
the International Potluck Supper:. 
Ounter Lenardt 
~. A. E, Manll 
Northwestern Speclalty, Food~ 
Dr. F. OseI-Tutu 
Overwaitea . . . . . .  . 
Photowork StUdio 
Pizza Hut : 
Dr. W.' Redpath . . . .  -',:: 
Skeena Broadcasters  : 
skeena Vid!iy Guru:nanak 
Brotherhood 
• ,. ' .  1 I Terrac e 2ROr:lOPurple ~ pa~::~lcon, 
Blueback Terrace F N T C . . . . . . . . .  ' ' .  - i , _ ' ' "  ~ 1  
. . . .  : :  . . . .  _ .  / ,,,Swim Club.. Ski Club I T~o ~ 
• " "  747 , 'l~'~zCanadan 1 
) " . 0 :. ' / : . .  . ~ I_  I y Air Cadets Igp :~ l~ ~ I l T~e I 
Terrace . -Terrace ~,erm.~.? =err.ace Terrace . ~s~_;:._ oq... 
Athletic . ' Minor 
• Assoc. .Hockey" 
12 13 
T - Terrace efface "" r MmO 
Athletic - ke 
Ass~. "oc y 
Friendship Peaks Tar =.  N.T.C, - . - - - - - - - -~- ' - " - - I  
• ~earcn ~ Terrace mg 
• Society Gymnastics Rescue Local 
14 15 16 Order of 17 I18  
Kermode Terrace Royal Purple Association Terrace I 
Friendship Blueback ' Terrace NeTfc e " [ ~  
Society Swim Club Ski Club '~.ocal . [_ Figure Skating"-----"'"--. 
1,9 20 21 
' T  . . . . . .  Terrace Kermode 
~,~,'~.'~ Minor Friendship 
. . . . . . .  Hockey Society 
2~: : : :  2~Terrac e 28rinode 
• Athletic Minor . Friendship 
Assoc.. Baseball Society 
22 
Terrace 
Peaks 
Gymnastics 
29 
, Aser~lntio~ Theatre. 
Terrace N T~: -  KineUes 
Search & Ter~acb 
• Rescue Local I~'others. 
wJd ' l  ~.L 1 Canadian : 
~U Order of ~ I Paraple~i( 
Royal Purple A.S_SO~_ alia. , 
N./.U 
/errace Terrac5 
Ski Club Local • . 
Terrace 
Blueback 
Swim Club 
Ncan Barb Ottens 
'1~. L. Almas 
Marllyn Asaeistlne 
B.C. Tel 
Bed's Dell 
. Rosemarle Brand 
Canada Safeway 
Canadian,Filipino Ass0,C.. 
Clty of Terrace i l ~:: ~; 
Don Diego's : 
Vesta Douglas :. 
Emerson Medical CIInio .:: 
811snn0n En'mr~n 
Dennis Fell 
Fr~n'e Ceramics : : 
Gin H Mlmketlng '. " " :  
. Gift Oonvenlance Store 
' ~m'e Restauranti: ' : 
Or (~ltlan Hodge : ::. 
Almedoachln ~, ~:: 
Laura Jobb 
And to the Entedalnera: 
, L . ,  
Sat. Afternoon Games Doors 11:30 a.m. 
Evening Games Doors 4:30 p.m. 
Fd. - Sat. Late night Games Doors 0:30 p.m. 
T.V. MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL 
.... ,~ ;~y  Bail& Laverne Zmns~ . : . . .~  
::.,],l~y~jo~nmn ~the .~, ,~:: 
",~ Kltsumkalum Oau~ore " i  
, Irish l~ncers . . . . . . . . .  
, :T.J. MscKenzle, Dorothy : '~i' '~ : 
Smllh & Tmla MacKenzie • 
,ViCkl ps'vkdnen Oan~re, . '  ,: '~ 
Erda SanL~ a I ~: ~' i  ~ . , - :  
cameo Ce~rto:',~i i ! "  ; , ::.:.. 
: . . : ,  , , .  ; . ,  
NO DOWN PAYMENT 
i; 
See your Totem Furniture 
"Spring Splash" flyer for details. 
Or, drop in to the store and 
ask our sales staff. 
/ 
/ / ,  
Rc~cO~s,  REFLECTIONS 7 PIECE DINETTE H'cUccq()u . 
* This 7-piece dinette features 
• with.durable upholstered ' ~-a~~97 
mrs  .am! backs . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,!,. ~ : . -  
Games 12:45 
Games 6:15 
Games 10:00 p.m. 
AISLE CONCESSION 
NO INTEREST UNTIL 1992 
'!:~" CHARGEPLAN : :". .... 
' . :  . , .  , 
• : i i 
WING CHAIR AND OTTOMAN 
Buy a Wingback chair for . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $3~?~A'P ' "  
Receive the matching Ottoman for . . . . . . . . . . .  " II llqll~lll~ 
• Both pleces upholstered In I00% nylon, with awlde 
assortment of colours available. 
i~PALL ISER 
PALLISER 
ENTERTAINMENT CENTRE 
• Functional and compact 
tn Monterey oak with 
adjustable shelves . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
SALE ENDS SOON! 
..... ::" i.,:~:: ~/:: ' / : '  • ' ~:'i,'~: " . 
IRE & APPLIANCE {NIT! LTD: 1 , S ince 196J 
638-1 Avenu e i0i  kelse 
, . . ~ . 
$2999T 
• " ~ " ~ " ~  ~ "~I '~  " ~ ' ~ " ~  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . .  - ............. " -  " 
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Quali  and 
Llue at Safewav 
. t - -  
At Safeway Woe " Honor .All..Compeutors uouporl, 
• ~ f ,  .... ~--, ~ ,  I tems We Car ry  in  S tock  ' ..... " ' ' ..... " .... ' 
~ ~i  
i!~! :i':¸I ~': '/'~i ~t~1~ 
ITRE .... i :! i '  2 
i l  
HO, uBO 
CHICKEN 
Ready to Eat. 2.5 to 2.75 Ibs average weight before 
cooking. "Have an Indoor picnic tonight. Enjoy 
BBQ Chicken from Safeway." 
FRESH .~ 
CARNATIONS i I 
' NO, 1 av,s ~;: quality. "Don't forget Morn. Mother's "i 
May 12th. Order early, don't be disappointed." , 
STRAWBERRY 
• TARTS ' 
Fresh Baked 3" siZe. "Enjoy a sweet treat today. 
• Mmrnn Goodl" ~ 
1.OO F i R 
Saturday: 9, a.m.,  6 p.m. 
I I I 
..~,. ~ ,,..~,,,. w~y.  
• May 1 to ~tucday, May 4. 
%1'* 
m 
II II I 
mmmmn mmm 
I I II IIII I ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
all 
k . 
I 
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WHAT'S  
UP 
APRIL 16 - JUNE 25, 1991 - -  
Adult Bible Study. We invite all 
who are interested in a women's 
bible study to join us Tues. mor- 
nings 9:30 ~- I I a.m. at Knox 
United Church. Free childcare 
will be provided, 
MAY !, 1991 - -  Shames Moun- 
tain Ski Club will hold a general 
meeting on Wednesday at 7:30 
p.m. in Rm. 208 at NWCC,Ter- 
race. All current and, former 
members  are urged to 
attend.Anyone interested in 
becoming involved with the club 
in the development of an Alpine 
race program on Shames Mm. 
will be welcome. Information 
will be available on the plans for 
the coming year's race program 
and fundraislng activities. 
MAY !, 1991 --  The 747 A]r 
Cadet Sqd. would like to invite 
all past Cadets to an open house 
in the Air Cadet Hall at the Air- 
port. There must be many in the 
Terrace-Kitimat rea who would 
like to come and see the hall after 
many years away, and meet he 
officers and cadets. Air Cadets in 
Canada re celebrating their 50th 
year in operation and we hop- 
you will join us at the hall. Ir you 
need any information, please call 
me at 635-2158 and I will be glad 
to talk to you. 
• ,k ~r ~ ~r ~ 
MAY l, 1991 --  Canadian 
Women In Timber (Terrace 
Branch) are holding a general 
meeting on Wed. at 7:30 p.m. in 
Skeena Health Unit. Everyone 
welcome. "National Forest 
Week" I 
t, ,A' ~" ,k • 
MAY6, 1991 - Terrace Little 
Theatre annual general meeting 
7:30 p.m. at McCall Playhouse, ~, 
3625 Kalum St., old and new 
members are encouraged to at. 
tend to help in the planning of 
another exciting year of live 
theatre in Terrace• Call 635.2942 
• for further information, 
MAY 7, 1921 -- Tuesday -- The 
Breastfeedin8 Support Group 
will 13¢ meeting in the Mills 
'Memorial Hospital education 
room at 8:00 p.m, This months 
topic is Night Time Parenting. 
Feel free to  brin~ any child- 
'-~:/i.~il~ib~-'q~tt]'dns.;'.~ve are iribie ~ 
than just bremt feeding.'r, 
.MAY 8~ 1991= A meting of 
:the Riverboat Days Society will 
,be' held in the Auditorium of the 
Ro~tl Canadian Legion in Ter- 
race on Wed. at 7:30 p.m. 
Anyone interbred is encouraged 
to attend. Society members who 
have not as yet paid their dues 
are requested to bring them to 
the meeting. 
,. /r tk ~/ r /~  
MAY 8, 1991 - -  The Annual 
general meeting and election of 
officers for the Terrace Com- 
munity Volunteer Bureau and 
Seniors' Information Access will 
take place Wednesday at 7:30 
p.m. at the Skeena Health Unit 
Auditorium. All members of the 
community are welcome to at- 
tend. 
. ~ # ~'A" ~ 
MAY 14, 1921- -  The Royal 
Canadian Legion, Branch 13 will 
be holdins their May general 
meet ing  in the Legion 
Auditorium at 800 p.m. on Tugs- 
, day. All members are urged to 
.attend. 
MAY 15, 1991 --  A meeting of 
those'involved with Music '91 
will be held in the Auditorium of 
the Royal Canadian Legion in 
Terrace at 7:30 p.m, Wed. 
Anyone is invited to attend. 
MAY 17,1991 - -  Organizational 
support group meeting for per- 
sons  su f fe r ing  f rom 
M. E , /C ,F . I ,D .S . /C .E .B ,V . -  
IChmnic Fatlque Sydrome/Yup- 
pie Flu/etc. This meeting will be 
held at the Terrace Public 
Library downstairs meeting 
room at '/:30 p.m, For more ln- 
fo. please call Kathleen Talstra t 
635-2718 
' Cont'd B I I  
The Terrace Standard 
offera ~WhaI'S Up :*as 8 
public service to::ltg 
readers and commuuity 
ors~eo, , , :  " " 
This column, h Intended 
for non-profit orssnim. 
lions sad those eventg for 
wbkll there is no admls- 
don chii~e. 
Tomeet our production 
deadlines, we ask that any 
item for What's UI~ be 
submitted by noon on the 
FRIDAY,, preceding the 
Ill.me in which It h tO Up" 
Pe~o'r mntributed articles, 
th e deadline is 5 p,m, on 
the ~ precedln| THURS. 
DAW , '  : 
We also ask Ihtt |B sub- 
lahdonn be typed or 
, t~t~l  NattY. 
T ,  v 
MISS TERRACE candidates were out April 21 doing their bit for the beautification society's garbathon. 
It was their first official appearance leading up to the July pageant. Pictured here are Miss Elan Travel 
Heather Bretfeld, Miss Elks Laura Flynn, Miss Photo Specialties Michelle Monkrnan, Miss Skeena Mall 
Tina Appler and Miss Kinsmen Denise Emerson. 
Hunters prey 
The. Terrace Beautification 
Society held its sixth annual 
Garbathon Sunday, April 21 
and the event was quite a suc- 
cess. 
With the weather co- 
operating, nine teams and eight 
families turned out for a total of 
106 people. Between them they 
collected 104 bags of garbage. 
The eleven Miss Terrace 
pageant contestants and two 
committee members accounted 
for 19 bags with .the 26-strong 
Bank of Montreal team picking: 
up another 16. 
The Miss Terrace contingent 
covered a three-block area 
along Lakelse and Lazelle 
Avenues. They also won the 
scavenger hunt, finding all 10 
items of litter including a 
baseball card, twist tie and bub- 
ble gum wrapper. 
Many prizes and certificates 
were handed out and everyone 
was treated to drinks and ice 
cream bars. 
A couple of noteworthy ef- 
forts: Unable to make the Sun- 
day event, the Wayne Martin 
family picked up garbage bags 
from the organizers and did 
their stuff the previous day. 
And, having decided the~new 
Skeena bridge needed sweeping. 
Lea Watmough did just that. It 
"Here 'n  
There" 
by  
Yvonne Moon 
/ 
took two sesslons totalling three 
and a half hoursl I asked Les if 
any0he stopped to ask him what 
he was doing. "Yes," was the 
reply, "Someone asked me if I 
had to do some community ser- 
vice." 
Two judges from the 
Beautification Society will be 
driving around to all the schools 
next week to see which has the 
cleanest School yard. 
The society would like to 
thank all those who took part in 
the Garbathon and remind 
those who couldn't make it. you 
can still help by taking a couple 
of hours to clean up around 
your home or workplace. 
, ~,k,k t, 
Just a reminder: the Skeena 
Valley Quilters raffle draw 
takes place this Saturday at 
noon in the Centennial Chris- 
tian school gym. 
1 was talking to Ray 
Skogland's daughter Joan when 
she and husband Roger were in 
town recently to visit sister AHce 
Ewart and friends. 
Joan said her father will be in 
town this week --  he celebrated 
his 76th birthday yesterday. 
Many residents will remember 
Ray opening the Skogland (now 
Mount Layton) hotsprings in 
1958. 
Anlhony Joseph Cote passed 
away April 5 at Terraceview 
Lodge after a straggle with 
cancer. 
Tony Cote was born Oct. 27, 
i909 in Winnipeg, Man. The 
family - -  Tony, his mother 
Florida, grandmother and 
grandfather Cote and their 10 
children --  moved to Terrace in 
1920, taking up residence in a 
large: loghome on the site of 
what is todaythe golf course. 
They were heavily into farm- 
ing. A large potato patch was 
located on a sidehill just above 
the house and each fall they fill- 
ed to capacity anapproximately 
50ft. long root house. 
It was here Tony met Kay and 
they were married in'1934. They 
had four children: Joyce, Roy, 
Irene and Anne.i 
Tony was a hBxd Worker all 
his life and even after retiring 
was always.i:~busy do ing  
something, once,' witen work- 
ing for Swain's Transfer, he had 
to move a piano up a flight of 
stairs for a lady -- quite a strug- 
gle, apparently .... ~,:: 
At that" tlme"people used 
either firewood or coal Swain's 
would deliver both, picking up 
the firewood from a Swede out 
on the Old Lakelse Lake road 
and the coal from the railyard 
- -  it came down from the 
Telkwa mine by boxcar. 
Tony also worked at the Lit- 
tle, Hangland, Kerr, Pohle and 
Columbia Cellulose sawmills. 
He retired in 1974 :which 8ave 
ham more time tog0 fishing and 
hunting . . . . .  . ' 
Tony: and friend Tony Hipp 
TLT Chips in winner 
Terrace Little Theatres's A Chip in the Sugar is off to 
Nelson next month as the northwest's representative in the 
provincial drama competition. 
Starring Alan Westori, the production was chosen during 
the Skeena zone drama festival here April 18-20. 
Weston was chosen best actor during the festival while 
Merry Hallsor was chosen best director for A Chip in the  
Sugar. 
Weston plays Graham Whittaker, a middle aged British • 
man living with his elderly mother who faces a possible 
change in his life. 
Best actress was Jenne Feenan for her portrayal of Au ie  in 
Boiler Room Suite, a production from the Buikley Valley 
Players in Smithers. 
Aggie's a a street person who lives in the boiler room of an 
abandoned hotel in a Prairie city. 
Prince Rupert's Harbour Theatre production of TheBrute 
received the special merit backstage award. 
Two certificates of special attention were also giwn - -  one 
to David Battison of Terrace Little Theatre for set :and 
lighting in combination i  A Chip in the Sugar and one to 
Kevin Stewart for light design in The Brute. 
The latter production was also chosen to go to Nelson for 
the provincial drama production with the opportunity of 
working with a professional director for 15 hours. 
Smith leaving ntre 
The Kermode Friendship Center's program director is leav- 
ing. 
Francis Smith, Who has held the job for two years, is retur- 
ning to the west coast of Vancouver Island. 
"I've applied for a number 
of positions (on Vancouver 
Island). I'm now waiting to 
see what turns up," he said. 
Smith's last day is April 
30. The centre began inter- 
viewing this week for a 
replacement. 
Smith said he enjoyed 
working at the center, 
especially in developing 
recreational programs for 
young people. 
" I  hope that continues. 
There's a need for that in the 
:city," he ~ald . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Francis Smith -- 
Phantom bowlers 
A great ime was had by all and a good cause was helped at 
the same time --  that was the verdict following a recent 
bowlathon organized by students at Skeena Jr. Secondary 
school. 
The event was the idea of students planning to visit Van- 
couver to take in the Phantom of the Opera and who also 
wanted to make acontribution tothe fundralsing effort for a 
CT Scan for Mills Memorial hospital. 
The competition pitted youth against hose a little older, 
the latter including local members of the B.C. Seniors Games 
society. 
Although the actual scores achieved on the lanes have not 
been released, there's little question the seniors scored an 
overwhelminging success in the pledge department - - they 
raised some $800! 
Congratulating the seniors on their effort, Betty Misfeldt 
said Bob Goodvin, Maxine Smallwood, Renata Davies, Bud 
Kirkaldy and Betty Nordstrom had provided "a little solace 
to the ill and a bit of culture to the young." 
Students net bursaries 
The Academic Workers union (CUPE local 24003 has nam- 
ed this year's recipients of its two bursades for Northwest 
Community College students. 
Julia Adams received the Jeff Marvin Memorial bursary of 
$450, awarded each year to a native student, while Gloria 
Nisyok was presented with the Rhena Gurdiner Memorial 
bursary, also $450, which goes to a student in the Early 
Childhood Education program. 
In congratulating the students, local vice-presidem Liz Ball 
said the bursaries were intended to provide a continuing 
reminder of the work of the two individuals for whom they 
were named. 
A psychology instructor and counsellor, Marvin was also 
the co-ordinator f a nationally~acclalmed native studies pro- 
gram at NWCC. Ball said the bursary marks his dedication i
providing post-secondary education to meet the needs of 
native people in the region. 
Head nurse at Hazelton's Wrinch Memorial hospital, Gut- 
diner was the "founder and guiding l~ht" of the Hazelton 
Children's Home. Describing the home as a pioneer centre in 
pzoviding family-centred care for special needs children, Ball 
said the bursary served as a reminder of Gardiner's work in 
the education of young children, particularly those with 
special needs. 
Julia Adams Gloria Nisyok 
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Did you 
know thor... 
Courtesy Skeena Health Unit 
A helmet can 
save your life 
By DEBRA ZORN 
Did You Know 
That...twenty people die 
each year in B.C. due to bicy- 
cle accidents. Ninety percent 
of these deaths are caused by 
head injuries. There is con- 
vincing evidence that if more 
cyclists, part icular ly 
children, were to wear 
helmets, the frequency and 
severity of head injuries 
could be reduced. 
Even though a bicycle 
helmet can save your life you 
should be aware that if you 
don't wear it correctly or it 
doesn't fit right it woun't 
serve the purpose it was 
designed fort 
A helmet should not be 
worn back on the head like a 
baseball cap. When you're 
looking straight ahead the 
brim of the helmet should be 
parallel to the ground. It 
should sit about" one finger 
breadth above the eyebrows, 
covering the forehead. It 
should not move up more 
than 1 inch. 
If you can push the front 
of the helmet back past your 
hairline you need to tighten 
the side straps. There should 
not be enough space between 
your helmet and head to put 
most of your hand under the 
helmet when the straps are 
done up. The connection bet- 
ween the front and back 
straps hould sit slightly for- 
ward of your jawbone. The 
chin strap should be tight but 
.not painful. If you nod your 
head in an emphatic "Yes" 
and the helmet falls over 
Debra Zorn 
no shell, and thin shell. The 
hardshel| has a hard plastic 
or fibre#ass shell with a liner 
of expanded polystyrene 
foam, similar to plastic foam 
that protects VCR's and 
TV's in their shipping boxes. 
The lightweight material 
crushes on impact absorbing 
the shock that would other- 
wise be transferred to the 
wearer's head. The hardshell 
protects against sharp ob- 
jects and helps resist wear 
and tear. It is also the 
heaviest model. 
The no shell has done 
away with the shell and 
usually has a lycra cover. The 
cover is there for appearance 
but may also protect the head 
after the initial blow by 
holding the helmet pieces 
together. It is the lightest 
type. 
The newer thin shells have 
a thin layer of semi-rigid 
plastic. It weighs a bit more 
than the no shell and does 
.~.,.your.eye~.the~ba,,;k~straPs=~.a~e ~well .in: impart, tests and 
too lo.ose "Str~p~ ~na~i  ~:: "~:~i~t.~;' pe~et~rii~'i~ ~''better" " 
slipperyffabrie!.and ~: must be 
checked often: 
Don't wear hockey or 
football helmets when cycl- 
ing. They are designed for a 
different type of impact. 
Make sure your helmet is 
ANSI, CSA or SNELL ap- 
proved. ANSI and SNELL 
are two American companies 
who make it their business to 
test helmets. CSA is Cana- 
dian Standards Association 
and is tougher than the other 
two. 
A lot of helmet informa- 
tion can also be found in 
Consumer magazines. Some 
articles go into specific tests 
on the various models 
available. 
There are three types of 
bicycle helmets: hardsheil, 
than the no shells:" 
if you have an accident, 
get a new helmet. Once 
crushed, foam of this kind 
loses much of its capacity to 
absorb energy. 
People think it's not 
"cool" to wear a bicycle 
helmet but may change their 
mind when they or someone 
they know has a close call in 
a bike accident. So be 
"cool", be smart[ Wear an 
approved, correctly fitted 
bicycle helmet when cycling 
and protect yourself rom a 
potentially fatal head injury. 
What are your questions 
and concerns? Write us at: 
"Did You Know That..." 
c/o Skeena Health Unit, 
3412 Kalum Street, Terrace, 
B.C. V8G 4"I"2 
t 
Two Terrace residents have 
been awarded aNobel prize for 
Science. 
No, not:.the internationally 
famous one, but the one handed 
out at Clarence Michiel elemen- 
tary school's recent science fair. 
Recipients of the nevertheless 
prestigious prize, and trophy, 
were James Crawford and 
Trevor Woods for their electric 
light bulb display. 
Also picking up a trophy were 
Mike Ward and Scott Frezell 
for their experiment toshow the 
effects of fertilizer. 
Honourable mentions Went o 
grade four students Jessica 
Cooley, Pare Haugland and 
Nicole Lefrancois (make raisins 
dance); Pare Houlden, Ajit 
Jaswal and Fred McKenzie (bot- 
tle xylophone); Nada Gibson, 
Jessica Hogg and Mavis Tait 
(wet or dry experiment); Jaclyn 
Smith (dolphins); gr//de five 
students Susan Groat (plant ex- 
periment); Lindsay Moleski 
(electro-magnet); Brent' Stok- 
keland (a i r  pressure 
experiment); Jessica-Chase 
(light 'bulb); •` Kathleen Marsh 
(tape recordings); grade.sixers 
Andrea Sam (experiment with 
salt solutions); Gurjeet Gill and 
Sara Nyland (air contraction); 
and grade seven students Sandi 
Irving (display on Cats); Carrie 
Caledonia Senior Secondary 
grade 11 and 12 student take to 
the runways to present the 
schoo l ' s  seventh  annua l  
Fashionable Skits show. 
The performance takes place 
at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
Dupas (oil spill display); Todd 
Hawryluk and Jordan Wilson 
(electric currentsdisplay); and 
Amy Stevens and Andrea Col- 
lins (world of the unexplained 
display) . . . . .  . 
: * *~r**  , [ 
.,.Award winners at Clarence" :':~ " I Michiel's, assembly last week 
• Were:• - . . . .  ' ., 
Academic ,  Zandra Bjorn- 
dahl, Lee van Haideren,' Kevin 
Teixeira, Melanie Ken:; Linnae 
Bee, Robbie hewith ¥iki 
Poulios and Amy Stevens, " 
•. C i t i zensh ip  - -  .Micheai  
Dickson, Gurjit Gill,: Sara 
Nyland,, Ruby~ Prihar, Pam 
Houlden, I~in:Henyu, Tammy 
Robgrts and Grainne Sheridan. 
Good effort and attitude - -  
Frank Wilson,. Elmer Wright, 
Franklin McDonald, Corey. 
Malmgren; Roxanne, Abou, 
Jaclyn Smith, Todd Hawryluk, 
Rajindra Thandi, Zandra 
Bjorndahl and Jeff Robinson; 
Special award -- Ken Robin- 
son for showing inner strength 
and a sense of humour during a 
very difficult situation. 
Clarence Michiel students are 
being invited to sign up to take 
part in a musical called Assign- 
ment: EARTH, to be staged at 
the R.E.M. Lee Theatre, June 
6. 
All playing fields :in the Terracean 
:area schools will be fertilized m0i 
Program will run from May throug 
, :1991. 
Notto be missed 
This Friday night sees the beginning at 8 p.m. Tickets are 
$5 and available from models, 
participating businesses or at 
the door. 
Promising a high energy 
show, the students are asking 
the community to come out and 
support them. 
Terrace Little Tl~eatre 
"Talking With...." 
bY Jane Martin 
directed by 
Karla Hennig 
. traduced by 
Gordon Oates 
set design by 
: " Dave Battison 
2,3,4 May& 9,10,11 May 1991 
McColl playhouse, 3625 Kalum Str. Terrace 
8:00 pm 
tickets at Emln Jewell'e'r'$ (Sketna Mall) & Bank of Montreal $81thun & $10U'dlsat 
Ku'ds need I s'um°er'°°°e R st ur n' 
your.help , l Mother s Day T eS  e t e "drenFund I 
t0:assisti~tEef~-~l~t~ Lq '/~]9~K0y'°fB'C'is °°kingf°r'd°nati°ns °1:~ :;~i ! ~;;~; 3: ~' •::':; I : !I:' " " '  . . . .  : ,  . . . .  . . . .  . " . . . . .  I 
• Save the Children ~S s,endmg 
food, tents, sheetfng~ ~bfankets 
and clothing which have already I Eggs ~.~.,o, or a~ 'el I= ~ ~ -  ~ I  
been air-dropped over border I Strawbei'ry Roll-Ups i~k  4 [  ~I~ f. ~ ] >/ " - " l i~~JF l  
areas. " "  I Cof fee  or Tea ~ \ ~ ~  ~' I  I 
The organization has: one l 8 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
team woi'king in lran getting V ~'~ '  : [ ! 
supplies t° s°uthern lraq ~vhile I : 
another is co.ordinating "elef I nc ludes  FREE CARNATION for  Morn!  
efforts in Turkey. 
Donations can be sent to Save 
the Children Fund of B.C., 
Main Floor, 325 Howe St., 
Vancouver V6C IZ7. For more 
information, phone 685-7716. 
CALEDONIA 
SENIOR 
SECONDAR vi 
Presents The 
7TH ANNUAL 
FASHIONABLE SKITS ' 
i Friday, May 3 :: 
8 p.m. - R.E.M. LEE THEATRE 
• ~ COST- $5.00 
' : : ",. T!ckete Available From 
,:, MODELS '" PARTICIPATING STORES 
& AT THE DOOR 
: PARTICIPATING STORES: 
ALL SEASONS GLASS SLIPPER SMART SET 
BENSON'S OPTICAL IMAGES STAR APPAREL 
:!: COTTON COMPANY JEAHS NORTH UNIQUELY YOURS ~: ::.ELIZABETH FASHION MANTIQUE I~ r ' ~ ' 
::"": DON'T MISS THIS ' HIGH-ENERGY SHOW] 
.~ I "  i = : '11 III I " I 
Grand Trunk  Restaurant  
~'  ~:~ Terrace Slumber Lodge 
. "~  ( J.t~'~./'~ 4702 Lakelse Ave.. 
~.~(~l=~J~ Terrace, B.C., TaG 1R6 
635-6302 
m~ 
,TELEVISIONS THAT PLAY AS HARDAS YOU DO 
If you,re looking for the name In Televi- 
slonsthatyou can depend on to work as 
' hard andplay as hard as you do - -  
you're, looking for Hlta0hl, Hitachi 
::Televisions are built for those of you 
who demand nothing less than excep- 
tional performance every time. 
The amazingly .clear, high-resolution 
picture With MTS stereo and'surround :- 
sound, along .with every one of the many 
advanced features, will tell you - -  this Is 
theTelevislon to 0trlve for. , , :: 
Terr 
I !@H ITACH I i 
' ' ' . . . . . . . .  i i~il ' " ~ I I I  I I III 
Gmig Avenue !~, :~,;: i:,i: ,,i 
Phone 63~6347 : ; 
ii 
. ~ .~. :~~*t ! ; J~ , ' , :  "'~'' . . . . .  - , .  . . . . . . .  ~, . .~. ,~.••, . - - . . - .~ . . . . . .  ~-.-.;.*,~-~,~.,wr~'~~*'~'~':~-':,~k~d~*.*.~.s.~¶.~ ~ ~ , ,  i ._  
. . . . . .  Slices from ten lives 
TERRACE -- One of the great a serial killer, : i: 
things about travelling is that The production 
people you encounter will tell ordinary women 
you the most amazing things, extraordinary thrc 
There's a curious sense of cant event ineac 
security and anonymity in tell- 
ing strangers secrets you would 
not tell anybody else. 
That's about the same with womanhood. 
Talking With, a Terrace Little 
Theatre production on stage 
May 2-4 and May 9-11 at the 
McColi Playhouse. 
For two hours, you hear the 
thoughts, of 10 women 
presented in monologue 
fashion. 
There's an actress getting 
ready for a performance, a 
woman who lives in the world 
of theWizard of Oz, one who 
has lost her mother, an ageing 
rodeo :stai, a baton twit!or, an 
actress about to audition, !a 
woman in labour, a woman 
j from a ,religious cult which 
II handles poisonous nakes;: ~in 
SCRAPS lives a Wizard of Oz life during the day while alone at elderly woman who wants to 
home. She's played by Gloria Mertens and is one of 10 Characters live in McDonald's and a 
in Tailing With, a Terrace Little Theatre product ion . : .  . . woman. . who.., may..o r may.:no t be. 
who becom~ 
ry ough a signifi- 
 ll One's life. 
Because of that;Talking:With 
might be Viewed,as omething 
feminist or as a celebration of 
That's a bit unfair because 
every person ,at one time or 
another has had something hap- 
pen that makes them intriguing 
to somebody else. 
What you see and hear in 
Talking With is that element 
which makes each person just a 
bit different. 
Talking With presents those 
differences through good, 
strong writing. It reveals as 
much about each character as 
about he society in which they 
live; 
Some of what comes out may 
be considered a bit weird as well 
as being refreshing. It's the kind 
of stuff that might get you in 
trouble if repeated in certain 
social circles. 
Yet it's also funny for there's 
humour even in the blackest or 
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Contflbuted • Karen Enriquez and Los and strangest moments. & 
For the past 25 years Edith Diane Watmough (seven years). 
Martin has volunteered her time The presentations took place 
" [~n m4[,'l- to help theB.C. Heart and April 20 during a workshop for 
i Stroke Foundation's annual Foundation committee 
I-- b iLL  canvas to raise money for the members throughout the 
organ izat ion ,  north~vest-centrai region. That for less... A LOT LESS! the i r  i Martin was °no 12 l°cal event featured a visit from San- 
residents who recently received dra Nesbit, the organization's l /  [ heart 1 certificates and pins in rec°gni" pr°vinciai v°lunteer recruit" 
tion of their"outstanding con- ment co-ordinator. 
tribution" to the work of the 
in t~ : . L /o~,~ Foundation. Other recipients Kathleen Houston, president 
were Linda Bee, Vicki Par- of the Prince Rupert chapter, 
viainen, Olivia Marques, Nora also presented a humorous and 
• Gines, Carol Harrison, Esther enlightening talk on the 
Postuk and Sharon Postuk (all challenges facing a new presi- I 
10 years) and Kathleen Talstra, dent. k 
take note ,tree Branch members Estimates 
~l~ * Reasonable . ,~  
Have you paid your 1991 ~ ~  ~ ~.Pr i ces  
dues? . • Truck Mount 
if you haven't, you are no ~ ~.~.~t¢ ~ ~ ~  i I ~ l ~  longer a m~:mber in good stan- Notes 
ding.However, there is no need 
to panic, the situation can be Branch 43. Terrace I I 
rectified..Drop into the Branch " r ' "  ] 
and any of the staff on duty will r - ~  
take your dues and issue you a 
[ec~t~c l~ i l l  ~¢t=as~nin-;not stay on for awhile and discuss activities and polices A ,J,A~',,~  .., ........... : . f , 
terihi,~d,:~,~; .... "-  . :~i'~. -,:,,~dance to live music?~ You can t that affee~ this, the nor- ~ ' . .~ . .~-O~ "17' . . . . . .  ~-- -t,~ 
If ,there i~ "any problemwnth make ,t Friday night? Then thwestern zone of the Legzon~ OTHERS~. ,V l ,S  ~.OVlO~.o: i lerrace .... 
yore: membership, drop into the come on out on Saturday night In the case of the immediate • Fire &waterDamage Restoration l " enue . . . . . . . .  
Brahch :0r phone and leave a -  live music for members and Past meeting, electi°ns were .  Odour Control. Pet Odour Control [ 4730 K- h OPEN TO TIlE PUBLIC 
mes.~age for Marie to return guests in Branch 13 evew Friday held for zone officers and, corn- PHONE • Monday- Wednesday 9a.m.. 6 ~ :n. 
yourcall. Marje is the member- and Saturday night from 9 p.m. mencing the end of June. Cde.  635-3558 1 635-4111 .u , , °a , , , , , . , ,~  , ,~  
ship clerk and has the to I a.m. I'll be there- come on Art Pugh of Kitimat will be the rerFn~E=ffmaf=~! Sunday Closed 
knowledge, fficiency and abili- down and say hello. Zone Commander, Cde. Maria 
ty to straighten out all member- 
ship problems. 
Speaking of dropping into the 
Branch, have you joined us on 
the first" Friday of each month 
for Steak Night? Steak and all 
the trimmings, cooked to your 
exact specifications "a la 
Howard" -- it is truly excellent 
and the price is right. If you 
haven't been out before come 
and join us for the next one on 
FridayMay 3rd between 5p.m. 
and 8 p.m. Bring your guests 
for good food, good company 
and a good time. 
A~S ' long as you are there why 
Branch 13 is a fun place to be 
but all is not fun and games. 
There is much good work ac- 
complished by the members of 
this organization both locally 
and further afield. 
Three delegates and three 
observers from the Branch plus 
representatives of our Ladies 
Auxiliary have just returned 
from a zone meeting in Prince 
Rupert. What is a zone 
meeting? That is when represen- 
tatives of the eight Branches 
and their Ladies Auxiliaries 
from Houston through to the 
Queen Charlotte Islands meet o 
Thomson of Terrace will be the 
deputy Zone Commander, Cde. 
A! Larsen, a member of Br. 13, 
is the Vice-Chairman and Cde. 
Mike Lamb from Prince Rupert 
is the Sports Officer. For the 
Ladies Auxiliary Pat Lovegren 
from Kitimat was returned as 
Zone Commander and Bey 
Dickie from Terrace was elected 
Deputy Zone Commander. 
Millie Carson from Kitimat was 
installed as 
Secretary/Treasurer. Con- 
gratulations to all these 
dedicated Legionnaires. have a 
successful term of Office. 
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Conversation is difficult 
with our mouths full of halibut, 
fries, coke and coffee. 
After dinner we find the 
meeting room in the back of the 
Prince Rupert Library, and 
walk in like a trio of Daniels in- 
ton den of lions. 
Assembled are 20 gillnetters. 
They appear human and 
diverse. They could easily be 
mistaken for a group of sport- 
fishermen. They look serious, 
deadly serious. We Sit down 
near the door and Iookuncom- 
fortable. 
Des Noble introduces himself 
and bids us do the:same. 
"This is Doug Webb, Bruce 
Hill and I'm Rob Bgown," :,I 
say. ,'We're members :of  the 
Steclhead Society. Our position 
is that the commercial fishery is 
leading totbe extirpation --ithe 
inevitable xtinction- of sum- 
merrun steelhead. 
One of the gillnetters growls. 
With .luminaries in the B.C, but 
:.Wildlife ~Federation declaring 
wax on Commercial fishermen 
m,  a .war they hope will 
:uitimately lead to the.banning 
/:.of ,all, gillnetters off','(the B.C, 
,~oast -  Des Noble and the 
~itiembers of the Gillnetters' 
~Association in Prince :Rupert 
~c0uld be expected to be less than 
"~e~:eptiveto/a trio~ of dedicated 
~t~el:teaders from Terrace. • " 
f.~:/, Still,we had been offered an 
![nvitMibn' some time ago, so 
,~rebb, Hill anti I hop in Webb's 
liny new track that rides like a 
ir.,and ' make for Prince 
~Rupert.i . . . .  
~' ,we  oughta discuss our posi- 
:/ion,before the meeting," says 
iHili.~./ 
"",Yeah, we aughts," I say 
agreeably. 
• i~:-Wecan caucus over fish and 
chips," adds Webb. 
: We do that, or rather we have 
every intention of doing that, 
I continue to lead with my chin. 
"We think that traps and .weirs 
- -  selective harvesting methods 
- -  are the way to go." 
"You ' re  the problemt" 
shouts a green-jacketed fishei-- 
man on my flank. "You sport- 
smen are killing too manY 
f i sh . "  .... 
,'How can we when the limit 
.on them is one or none every 
.year?" I counter. 
. The temperature in the morn 
begins rising rapidly. 
"Hold it," says Bruce in an 
nothing against you guys. We 
don't want your jobs. But you 
must know you're in trouble. 
Gilinetting has caused problems 
for anadromous fi h all over the 
world, Sportfishermen, guides 
structive mode. We begin ex- 
ploring areas of concern. 
"What's wrong with hat- 
cheries? asks one of the gillnet- 
tet~s. "Yeah, hatcheries are the 
answer," says another. 
Webb explains the problems 
we encountered trying to raise a 
few steelhead in our Deep Creek 
• facility..:Bruce and  I ,  follow 
Webb's:lead citing biological 
problems and the baleful ex- 
periences with hatcheries in 'the 
Unit~ States. 
i:: '*What about he Babine pro- 
jest?" asks another giilnetter. 
"That's a big success." 
arid ledge owners are starting to We point out that the increase 
get 6rgantzed, theyYre not going in Babine Sockeye has led to in- 
J~o,.~it~,,by~an~atch fish t at are :, creased fishingl pressure on  
their,~:,:li~/elihood disappear. ~ them by the fleet and fihally to 
They're'getting the ears of the the problems facing us right 
polit!cians." now. 
,~, ".i,." _ ~ The discussion moves from 
The gillnetters eem to ap- enhancement to seals, to gear 
preciate Bruce's candour. The types, to Japanese drift nets, to 
intimidating voice. "We've got meeting slips into,a more con- the preservation f fish habitat 
",t~' 
meeting is ,in. the problem- 
solving mode. We:icOnS awaY, 
feeling we have met with a 
group of men threatened by 
economic hanges and forces 
within the industry, itself: 
honest, hard-working: men WhO 
make their living riding atop the 
waves analyzing time and tide~ 
We have a lot in common with 
them. . .; 
.... There:,may be a solutioii r to  
this problem' 0f declining:irish 
stocks. If there is, we'wlli find it 
through ~:ommunication 0nd 
cooperation, whichlbegins- by 
learning about each others 
needs and concerns in meetings 
like this. 
BREAKAWAY! 
• .. -~ 
:,,i :. ,~  , . . - .  
' . - , 
I~EADING EOR thehoop;!Uplands Grade 7 boys basketball player Lee Moroko streaks in to put :" 
his team up by two poinis ina game against centennlai Christian School. In Grade 6 girls basket- :' 
bail action at UplandsApr.!3, it was Cassle Hall coming out on t~p, tying Thornhil120-20 and  
defeating Clarence,Michie126-22. 
Boxing the best 
TERRACE --  Terrace's Joey 
Losier won two straight fights 
at the Canadian Junior Na- 
tional boxing championships 
before narrowly losing a split 
decision in the gold medal 
round last week. 
The 14-year-old boxer pushed 
the defending national cham- 
pion -- 16-year-old Stevie 
Watts of Charlottetown, Prince 
Edward Island --  tO the wall in 
his silver-medal performance at
the nationals in Sarnia, Ont. 
"That was the most exciting 
fight of the championships - -
Joey's gold-medal fight," said 
B.C team coach and local box- 
~.coring system had them even at 
the end of the bout." 
But when ~the decision was 
given, the points deadlock Was 
given to Watts. The PEI boxer 
was two years older than Losier 
and had twice as many bouts 
under his belt. 
"It was just so close," said 
Dilley. "It was a well fought 
fight, but Joey came out on the 
short end of it." 
It was Losier's third bout of 
the championships, fighting in 
the 125-1b Junior 'C' division 
against eight other boxers. 
In his first fight, Losier won 
decisively, leading by twice as 
many points and scoring a 
second-round knockout to 
eliminate Manitoba's Kelly 
Brown, 
: ,Joey was tight in the first 
round,"  Dilley said.: "His 
power and hand speed just over- 
whelmed >tills kid in the'second 
round. He stopped him just a 
minute into the second round." 
In his second fight --  a.semi- 
THE CARD CRAZE 
addictive." She pulls a dated Ken Dryden been involved in drugs or 
rookie card out of the plastic, whatever --  their card just 
holds it up and grins, about fails off the market." 
"1 like to get hard-to-get The valueofEdmontonOiler 
cards," she explains, "and goaltender Grant Fuhr's card, 
cards of some old favourites., for example, hit the toilet after 
High up on her hit list right he  was suspended by the NHL 
now is the first-season Brett fo r  admitting to cocaine use. 
She operates out of her own 
home or rents tables at the mall. 
But with more than three sports 
card stores in Prince George 
now and new stores opening on 
a weekly basis in' Vancouver, 
she predicts it's only a matter of 
time before somebody opens Hull card. St. Louis' Golden Now that the Oiler goalie got a 
one here. Brett was playing for four years reprieve from the league and 
before.his card came out in the  :has been performing well lathe 
Most new cards are sold as ".'88~'89 season. - ::hat in the playoffs, Fuhr's card~- 
"wax packs" that you pay a "He 's  really hot right now," like Ben Johnson, may get a se- 
dollar or two for and get an Hamer says. "Nobody wants to cond chance with the fans. 
assortment of several cards, let go of that one."" ~ !• "Some kids seem to be will.' 
i ing t0 :forgive,,, Hamerobserv.' "Kids really rule the market - -  they determine  : ~d.  : " " 
who's hot and who's cold., There are different, ;:'~ P6puMrity of some players is 
surveys that different magazines do to chart the ups ~ , : ~,,, ,;rl~ t,. o~ ~),~,. ,,. ,, ~,~,t" 
t~, ,J~_, .'-:yt?'r" . . . .  and downs of the market., It s supply and demand. . . ,  ,.. -:even before they first hit NHL  
"They're fun because you '~Althoughthe object of all this:, ;~lce, Edc Lmdros hasn t even 
don't know who_~ you're goifi8 :iitiere st~ is a piece of' p r in~ !!,played.h!s first season yet; but 
to get - you could end up with cardboard with no real value, ;his Cars =S out'proclaiming him 
an Eric Lindros card worth prices of sports cards soar mid ;as a "future superstar." 
"His card in Vancouver is 
TERRACE -- The 1990-91 
NHL hockey season may well 
.be remembered more for the 
ballooning popularity of sports 
card trading than for anything 
that happened on the ice. 
When the, current craze for 
collecting hockey cards first 
started, no one's quite sur~. But 
the best guess among collectors 
is about the same time Wayne 
>Gre izkY[ '  was ::traded s0uth to 
Los Angeles three years ago. 
It's undisputed that this 
season has been.a banner year 
;for cards. Players have been 
=mobbed by fans wanting them 
,to sign cards. Retail sales have 
: skyr'0cketed, :Wayne Gretzky 
land Kings' boss :Bruce McNall 
':paida rccord';$451,O00, for a 
"1910 Honus iWagner baseball 
,card. And' stores specializing 
strictly inthe selling and' trading 
of sports cards plummet like penny stocks on 
Silver, bronze 
for Terrace boys 
final for the right to advance to 
the gold-medal round -- Losier 
built a 23-11 point spread over 
his opponent by the end of the 
regulation three rounds. 
Dilley said the Terrace fighter 
was having more difficulty 
penetrating the defences of the 
other boxer. "You could tell 
that Joey had the power over 
actually beat his kid. But it was 
too late by then." 
The other northwest boxer on 
the B.C. junior team -- Prince 
Rupert's Brian Kohnn -- also 
picked up a bronze medal. 
He won his first bout by a 
healthy decision on points, 
before falling to Quebec's Bob- 
by Boucher in the semifinal. 
everyone else who was there,".~ .... Dilley said the Terrace box- 
~he exl~lmned, 0But he wal too2 .  e~'. perfo[t~ances :serve notice 
~Tn~xpe['ie~c~-,d. t "  g%~i.,-"th'ose'~"~ar~d~='r'.~h~.ql~.~'tl be.r i'iii:h'ihg t6 tli~ 
blows through their defences. L~! : .~ ium ofthe nattonals 
"He survived more on 
natural.strength and agility than 
on boxing experience," he add- 
ed. "We're going back to the 
drawing board to work out a 
plan. He knows what he has to 
do to win their next time." 
Terrace's Darren Bell cap- 
tured a bronze medal at the 
championships. He got a by in 
the first round before stepping 
into the ring for his first fight 
against Ontario's Nicky Farrell. 
Bell lost the match, but Dilley 
said it was a. lot closer than the 
scoring indicated. 
Bell was rattled by the fact 
that Farreli is black, Dilley 
noted, and that meant a 
psychological strugg!e for the 
Terrace boxer to get back to 
concentrating onhis game. 
':The best boxers in the world 
are black ,boxers," Dilley Said. 
"Darren let it get to him. He 
didn't realize until the end of 
the second round that he could 
in the years ahead. Both Logier 
and Bell - -  who were raised an 
age level to allow them to com- 
pete -- still have two more years 
of competition ahead of them in 
their present age category. 
"Both the boys feel a new 
confidence now that they know 
they can compete with the best 
in Canada," Dilley said." 
Bell and Losier accounted for 
half of the B.C. team's four 
medals. 
"We by no means got blown 
out of the water as a team," 
Dilley said. "In terms 0t~ pro- 
vincial standings, we-were 
fourth in total medals." 
Kitimat will he the centre of 
boxing action this weekend, 
where Prince Rupert's: Steve 
• Yeager is headlining a 12-bout 
boxing card. 
It's set for 7 p.m. May 4 at 
Mount Elizabeth Senior Secqn- 
dary school. 
,ere springing up $15," she says, "And the other . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • 
everywhere~;'./~!!ii': ,i. :.~,ii ,  thing with wax packs is you do a the Vancouver Stock.Exchange. iLse!ung tar He ngnt now and ne 
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CENTURY 21 WIGHTMAN & SMITH REALTY LTD. 
OPEN HOUSE 4603 GRAHAM AVENUE 
MAY 5 - 1-3 PM L~u,e Fo~.  In Attendance 
• ~: '  ~,'-", 1 ,400  8q. ft. 
~~~: ,~, :  fu, .ni~hed 
,~  ~~' : , :~  above ground basement  
5 bedrooms 
: 3 bathrooms 
double paved dr iveway 
, .::,L,z~,~-~ Anew 
"~/~ giving. 
I "Senior Citizens receive I 
, I I  !,:':ii~'j.O%.pff mcn updcee  R 
I ,~ i , i ; ra :m. .  8:30: :p :m, '  I I  
i l i~ i ' iundzy&HolMq '~ ~, I 
'li:,": 8 a.m,. 3 p.m, I 
i 
Here is your opportunity 
to buy a seed older home at  
a moderate pf lce.  13ds  
home hu db~1na, ] iv in~ 
room, kitchm; a four pi¢~. 
bathroom and two 
bedrooms on the main 
floor. In the basement there 
is another bedroom,  a turn-  
pus  room; a two pi¢c~ 
bathroom, a shop/storage 
room and a laundry/fur- 
nace room. ']'he basement is 
f in ished in ye l low cedar 
t r im,  *: 
' rh~re ate two  sundecks, 
one in the f ront  so you can 
catch the warmth of the 
morning sun and one in the. 
back so you, can set some 
afternoon shade. 
Along with a 12' x 12':sh- 
ed, this all sits on a large 450' 
x 400' lot. Def'mitely not to  
be overlooked, listed MI~. 
$73,000. C . I I  TED TO- 
DAYI At work 635-6361 or 
at home 635-5619. 
CARRIER 
OF THE 
WEEK 
- Querier Cheese or Dig Mac 
- Large r-fles 
- RgoIdar 6eft Odnk 
- Sundae 
Compliments of McDonald's 
In a c lear record of  del ivery 
and a job wel l  done  you 've  
earned a FREE McHappy  
Meal. 
DarteR Sears " • 
t TERR CE STANDARr~ 
HANDLES FAMILY NEEDS .hum .nuc  v~ ¢i z:naux , ~ , , . . . .u  vet  z:~'r.osu'r 
Fireplace eoziriess is a desirable 
feature. Newly decorated, wood 
bungalow. Oulet sheet, space for 
expansion. Gas heat, carpeting, 
finished basement, Rec room, 
workshop, comer lot. $67,500 MLS 
(910023) Brenda Erickson 
638-1721 
LOOKING FOR A LOT 
to put a trailer on? 2.14 acres has, 
wired shed. Priced to sell at 
$11,000. Call Joyce Findlay 
635-2697 Exclusive (900220) 
KITWAHGA 
18.56 acres. 1,6oo square feet, 3 
beseem, 1 bath Io9 house. 18 x 24 
shop, barn, fencing, $56,088. Call 
Joyce Findlay 1or details. MLS 
635.2697 (910061) 
i SUITS FAMILY LIVING 
teasant southside • bungalow VEW SITE CHARM l A,T ~6AC~2~ _~.  ,,h 
Jii 
Verne Ferguson Brenda Edckson Gordon Hamilton Joyco Findlay 
635.3369 638-1721 636-9637 635-2697 
i . 
(1976) LTD. 
~, ,~~, , - : ,~ : - ,1  ~ , ~  . . . . . . .  i:i, i : - i~ i !~ ' : i~-  " :  ' : " "' ' " " ' ' " 
~; '~ '  . . . . . .  ~ LIKE IerllHG THE JACIO~OT GOOD STARTER HOME 
COMMERCIAL BUILDING A WORLD OF LIVING NO 6ST ON THIS 2.YR CUTE AND COZY with this lovely rambling rancher Located close to Hospital and 
lOyr. old 3,800 sq.ft, concrote blk ,, in this newly redecorated family NEW HOME 3bedroomhm~olnaquletlncation. with a full basement at 3958 04(I schools andwlthlnwalklngdistance building divided into 3 sections, home. 3 level split with 4 brms on 
Each has its own entrance. Upstairs upper level. Situated on quiet street Great for bringing up your children. Vz acre lot l(x future development. Lakelse Lake Rd. Folly landscaped ot town. 3 bedrooms, N.G. heat and 
Thomhelohts Sulxllvislon. 31xms, 2 This home features combined liv. is unfinished & needs to be close to Uplanda ScheM. An ex. 1.2 acres boasts a b~us for the hot water. Attached garage, 
baths, large spacious oak Idtchen, leg/dining area, n.g. fireplace and a small co,hector with wired truck stooge shed. Home is In good con. 
developed. Good potential for in. cellent buy at $80,900, Call Joy. dining & tiv[ngro~xn combe, Quality detached 16 x 24 garage area, Of. creased revenue. Asking shop and barn/workshop. Asking dttl~. Asking $48,800. MLS. Call 
$120,O00,MLS.CallDavefermore MLS fixtures and features thronghout, fared at $62,500, Call Suzanne $122,500. Call Joy. MLS Dave. 
details. Call Sunrme. EXCL. $89,900° MLS 
MOBILE HOME LARGE PARCEL IT'S NOTPERFECT BUT NEW HOME WITH JUST LISTED 
in local trailer park, 3 brine, built.in MODERN 6ESMN Available In choice IocaUon. Could that's exacGy why you cac bw th i s  DNAMATIC FLAIR Condominium In town. 3 bedrooms, 
china cabinet In eating area. New and quality const~ctl~ make this sot)divide into several lots, Se~ . 2 tx, m home for ~ ~['1~900. Do a Situated ina vmy private setting off 1Vz baths,AtllJlasemeot. Why rent 
n.g, furnace. Small finished addl. newer home a spe¢isl Item, 2 x6 available to the Pmperty l~.  Some bt to f~ou ldhove  Westvtew. This new 31xm home when you,l~l[§l~lqll-payment s 
tieD. This mobile Is in 9ond condl, framing, vinyl windows & hot water rmwer homes In the area. Call a ~ cutd~li~al a g!eat price has 2x6 construction, vaulted cell- may be ch~w)~'llkl~j~r rent. For 
tim. Asking $14,000. Call Dave heat are a great combination for Suzanne and enquire today. C~ S~ for an appointment to trigs, curved oak bannister stair- more information call Dave. Asking 
HOW.:MLS economy & cornlod. Fabuloes curv. $64,980 MLS visw. MLS way, jacuzzl tub and a large bdOht $32,500 MLS 
* ed kllchen layout has an abundance Of "k  "b~ ~ ~" ~ ~'  ~ '  i J~  t 0 ~ ~ I ~ ' ~ ~I  ~ l l I ~ l  l "~q l  I~  " I kitchen, Listed 81 $I~)4,900. Call 
OPEN :,HOU E i .o. . . , ,  located on the Bench. Each tel L~ view, $129,500 EXCL. : Joy, EXCL. No GST 67.5 x 288,5. Zoned R2, suitable : ) YOU'RE HOT DREAMI6 3 small parcels of land conalstlnG Of 
This ts your op i~ty  to own 5,42, 5.13 and 4,85 acres. All 
,.~,~,e-t~.,~d.,,,nG~d®,e.. Saturday, Hay 4 own ~0 .,~ 4 ~,. ~ *,,,~*,~®~,,o~.',ke. 
Both lots are level end cleared, if STEWART INVESTMENT basement, natural gas Imting. Ideal for m~te ho¢-~ or buildings. you are thldkJ~ of building, don't 
overlook these choice lots. AsklnO Vacant:18.acm ParCel ~ltNn the 12:00 • 2:00 p.m. 2010 Walnut Drive N~,~y Wx~,,ud ~W~odY~.  VendormolNated.Asklno$19,OOO, 
$20,000 each. ML8, Call Dave town I ~  on buck route. All for only $59,500, PALS. Act $19,000 and $21,000 MLS. Call 
NOW. - ' Zo~d tndO-~d~ Caa Joy. Ks  " Hosted by  Sumnne G lemon NOW and ca, Joy. Dave 
I I i , 
pRUDEN & CURRIE (1976)•. LTD. 4650 LAKELSE AVE. 635-6142 i 
May 4 . . . . . . .  : . . . . .  - 
2"4 p.m., • . 1 T -~:~ , ~ .~ - = . ¢.~. ++ .,1.. =- 
2808 Kenney  8t reat  ~ '  ',:~' ~,'::::: ~ ~: ~- :  " ~'*"~~. 
i l 636-0660 I,IBdlllHI:' 636"606|  
' " ' ' " i ii [illilL " I i . . . . . . . .  i i ' l i l l  I i 
• :XT:", -!;~" 
',, May 1 . 1991 
EAL 
. . . . . .  -. . . . .  . . ...- , ~ t#tl , t 
i . 
. . -. _=z~.~. '~v~w . , .~ , '~  ~, 
.- HOME PLAN ..:" 
The projection of the l i¢lng,. 
room . with its front-faclng "--:"i 
gable and sheltered porch '::' 
create an inv i t ing.  look to " " " r: :~ :'~ i/'i " ' " 
.:..:i:.:, . .  
ans Available Through 
TERRACE 
BUILDERS 
CENTRE 
3207 Munroe, Terrace 
635-6273 
:'::! : • +-•i 
Econ¢ 
Rancher 
Width: 51!-6 n 
. , , . ,  
Depth: 31u .-~i I
Main Floor: 11 
• LR 
? '. 20-5 X 16-0 . 
• 62~.6 X/,26? 
i0"0xt0"O<,,, mzi U I i L  
3ot, e xso4e l i~  I10"6, 3,?00 x3o~l,Xl°'° 
ALL  - . - -  = 
"~-o%-, "" 10-o x 12-0 271) X 2895 r-~10/,6 X3558n 
CARPORT 
", : /  
. .  _< 
MEMBER• 
I-~PAGE= i = - 
Associate Broker Network 
I l i O I l i i l I O i l l i  i • ~ #  f t i~ i  l i t  3 0 I l i l i l l O "  
- CUL DE SAC LOCATION 
Cozy family home on a 69 x 132 
foot tot, Built-th china cabinet, 
fireplace, • built.in breakfast nook 
and on a quiet no through road. This 
centrally located home offers 4 
bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, natural gas 
heat, 1,160 sq. it. and lull bas e- 
menL MLS__ . . . .  . ; . .3~ . 
NASS VALLEY --H0ME 
ON ACREAGE .... " : 
2 storey A.frame cabin on 10 acres 
with a year round creek. 2 
bedrooms, 2 baths, 1,100 sq, It, ap. 
prox, & basement. Drilled & creek 
wells, Wood shed & ronthouse. Sat- 
telite dish available. For more info~. 
matlen & map of property, call te- 
day. Asking $59,900 MLS ' 
Ralph Gndllnski 
838.49B0 
COPPERSIDE RESIDENTIAL' 
3 bedroom home under $40,000 on 
quiet street in good subdlvlelon.. 5 
minutes to town situated on treed 
lot with wired garage. Exclusive 
with Terrace Realty Ltd. 
TERRACE REALTY  LTD,  
MODERH CHARMER ~.~ t ~ ' . '~ .~ 
You'll adore this tasteful 2 bedroom LARGE & SPACIOUS HOME 
2 bath 2 storey home on an acre in 1,600 sq, ft. home finished up and 
town, only 3Vz yrs; old. Rnlshed s/4 down. 3 washrooms, 4 bedrooms, 
basement with 3rdbudroam, laun. rec room, games room, natural gas 
dry and rec. room. Large sundeck heat and 32 x 16 It. sundack. Pay- 
over double carped, and roomto ed'.double driveway, Suite 
}ark the recreational veblcle,butld a downstairs with separate entrance 
shopor your own tsnnlscourt. Ask- currently rented. MLS 
lag $107,500 MLS L . ' - 
OFFICE BIJH.DIHG • ' BY THE PARK 
1,100 sq. ft. " includino 2 Yonr famlly will love this bdoht new 
washrooms, kitchenette, nat. gas home. 1,500 sq. ft., cathedral en. 
heat and air conditioning, located t~nce with unique ?!o~/.p!a_n. 
4635 Lazelle Avenue 
638-0371 
FAX 638-1172 
near the curling dnk. And price In. 
cludas 3 • 50 x 122 ft. lots, pro- 
tiding room for expansion and ample 
parking.Asklng $75,000 MLS 
,Features elegant vaultnd foyer, 
generous oak kitchen, 4 bedrooms, 
wired workshop and garage. 
$129,500 EXCl. 
RVE DEDROOM HOME IN 
THE60'S 
Give It a little TiC and this will 
make a nice home in an affordable 
price range. There is a full 2 budr. 
suite downstairs to help with the 
payments, plus 3 bedrs upstairs. 
Located on a one acre lot on Krumm 
Rd. in Thornhill. Call now, tot more 
details. Asking $69,900 MLS 
' KALUM LAKE DR. - 
ACREAGE 
Located just past Dutch Valley, 
16.07 ,acres, fronting on Kalum 
Lake Drive..timbered with road ac. 
tess into tim property. Signs 
posted. Asking $30,900 MLS 
SOUTHSlDE RESIDENTIAL 
Well kept home featuring large don, 
ble fireplace In living and dining 
room. 1,067 sq, ft . ,3 bedrooms, 
1-4 Pce. bath, and large 81 x 132 
ft. attractively landscaped lot. Ex. 
clusively listed with Terrace Realty 
Ltd. 
iil;iLi :i: 
LOW 60'8 VALUE 
Recently refinished 3 bedroom 
home in immaculate' condition. 
BeauUlul oak cabloets, built in 
countertop & self cleaning oven. 
Large lot with covered pafio. MLS 
A SEa iM THE ll0nSES.0E 
Ideal family location on popular 
McRae Crescent, beauUfugy main. 
tined 4 budroorn, 2 storey home, 
Compact and uP.Oraded within: the 
'past 5 yrs. Including, roof, hot water 
iank, ~eW windows, caq~ting, 
sundock, bathroom and gutters. 
Double driveway, fenced back yard 
and nat, gas fireplace. $96,000 Ex. 
ctusive. 
Rusty LJuooh Sylvia Griffin Joe Bad~nsa Rm Redden Chdstel Gndllnski 
635,5764 R.I,(D.C.) 836-6604 338-1010 636-3397 
338-0404 
But you can beat the odds 
on lung disease. 
• Am yourse l f  w l th  the latest  
lung facts from the B.C. Lung 
~ Association. 
' Reduce a i r  po l lu t ion  from 
residenfiol wood smoke end oulo 
emissions with Hps From 
the Asr~ociafion. 
. S.pp~t oo'~,,~,a retouch 
and province-wide community 
educatio n programs sponsored by 
your Lung Associal on 
I , Box 3400~. S~ition D 
I Vancouvcr, B.C. V6.14M2 
R/GH i : 7{ : 
i~ ; 77:77!:i,'~..? :~: ' :~" : ' ] '  " . 
< Whereat you move the ;Welcome 
• :"!~i Ka en i83H707 
Waldo* hostess is the liiht person to 
i ~'~ iHdp you lind a placejn your new 
'~ Community,.!~;. ,' ; .~ :  , 
R 
4520 Little $190,000 4617 Hamer $79,900 
SOLD ....... , 
W W  ~ '  !"i':" .: 
4910 Hnlllwoll $60,900 4029 McConnell $07,900 4609 Otter 846,000 
" 3674 Walnut Dr $124,900 4386 Oueensway $76,900 4901 Galr $92,000 4620 Olson $73,900 Estate S l i l ~  
I 
3536 Cottonwood $84,000 Klennza Dr. 174,900 3531 Howell $74j000 4903 Labelle. $99,900 2145 Hemlock $84,900 
:! These are homes we have recently sold. If you want YOUR home "SOLD"  •, 
~l, ii' ' Give your nelghbourhood professionals a call; i 
il: W i l l  , . . FOR SALE  ! 
> 
,730o0 ,,4,,oo m ,lO, OOO .xo i,,ooo . ,  
iI~_~.~,.., ~ \'~/;~,'-"~:::IL ] ~-, "> !i: i'7~ ' 
$59,000 MLS $104,500 MLS . $29,900 MLS $54,900 MLS $86,500 ML8 
A .................... I I I  ....... i t  ' a l l  
Carol McCowan Stan Parker Jim Daffy Laiirle Forbes Harry McCowan Gordon Olson Hans Stach Shaunco Krulssolbdnk Ted Garner 
790-1286 636-4031 636.6600 §36-630Z 796-3206 636-1946 636.6739' . 636-6302 . ' §36-6610 
I 
• ::L . . . . . . . .  
i , , -m i i 
' .  i I 
I l i  nn *: ,, Of Terrace / '  i : . . . . . . . . . .  Olck Evand John Evans Edka Pelletler Gixdle 
• 636 ,~0t6  ..... . 636,16111 . , 0~$'47~a ,OIl l .4~ !vl ~ i 
4654 Lazello-Av~'(CPedit Union Bu i ld lhg)  ~.~.~: . . .o~. .~. .  , . , :  , : . :  : . , : . :  ~,:: , . ,~ . . . : :~ :~.~ .:., . . . .  ~ . . . .  , . .L .  " " . . . . .  " '  " * ;  ' ~ "~ i : . '  ~, ~ '  
. . . . .  ~ : i ~ i~i:;ii ::• i L " ': ! i:~ ~•:i !i : :: : • • ~!:i::i•!: :¸ ¸
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TERRACE EXPERTS.- in A GLANCE 
OF THE WEEK : ' ' '~" -1  11 TI~ i i  i ' i 
NEID ENTERPRISES LTD. i 
i i ;; : ' SPECIALIZING IN ALUMINUM WELDING I 
!i j i  . : & MANUFACTURING ! 
'.'I!iCUSTOI~ BUILT BOATS -- aOM REPAIR8 --evlNnuos D~,LER I 
~[i:.!i : .:. ALUMINUM FABRICATION - GAS TANKS - TOOL BOXES 1 
:,~|:~!'i RUNNING BOARDS - BOX L NERS - ]0 FT, SHEAR i I 
~li~il.i::!!:,: ; ~ 200 TON MEr'L BEND'NG PRESS I 
i ?~. : . . . . - ,  . . . . .  . . "..~...~.__~__L~ JIM NEID ' I I : ~ : ~"  V,H.F..& U.H.F. Radios , ,  ~ r ~' ~ 
I TIONS : 
! ,o: 4:5002 Pohle ,638-0261 .. I 
IOrTHLAND COMMUNICATIONS 
~ .  • V.H.F. & U.H.F. Radios 
• Portable Radio's 
' • Marine Radio's 
= Mountain Top Repeaters 
" N= Nr  
IAND MOBILE  RADIO L .~UUUUU 
CANADA LTD, 
NORTHLAND COMMUNICATIONS 
No. 4-50o~ Poh~e U38"0261 
....... SKEENA CONCRETE PRODUCTS LTD. 
, Division of East End Holdings Ltd. 
Bricks, Blocks, Masonry Chimneys, 
i!i ] Reinfo, clng Steel, Cement, Lime, Grout, • 
i~1:8on0 Tubes~ Blaming,Sand and ManY Other,, 
~;, ' :  ~. : .  ~ . . , , ,  , . .  r3  ~ ;~.  ~ ,~ , ,~  ~..~ .~ ~ ~ . ~,:,,, ~ *~, .~ . ~ ~ , 
~:t~.!~:~,:';,~'~.1~::'~= nstJ~'c~i'dn Supplies,, ",~ ,: ,~' ~.:, .-, 
!ii~i.~.J-': ::':~ i i : Also .A.vi~lable Sand and. Gravel. 
:iii:~!1 :~: , Concrete • Screened Top So i l  
!:':i 3751 Old Lakelse Lake Drive 635-3936 or 638-847' 
.~.,4 •, 
18-8477 
MACKAY'S FUNERAL 
SEIRVICES LTD. 
Terrace Crematorium 4626 Davis Ave., Terrace 
Direc fors :  
JAMES WESTERMAN & DOUG MAC FARLANE 
" " JEANETTE DE FRANE .. 
e,~" P~,~,q~ 24 HOUR ~,A 
I, mo~u,m' Answering and Pager Service 
T~'=.,.,.~ s~,,~ 2444 ~"~"~ 
This space available to advertise 
your business or serv,ce centre! 
• Call anyone of our Advertisin8 Consultants today! 
~64~ Laze,e Avenue. 638-S~VE 
This space available to advertise 
your business or service centre! 
Call anyone of our Advertising Consultants today! 
"ERRACE STANDAI~ 
4647 Lazelle Avenue. 638-SAVE 
635-7400 
~L 
i- S IMONS CONSTRUCTION 
i'~ ' i , .  Carpent ry -  Renovations 
/- • : "No Job too Small" 
~!~.~ ~:. ' • SeniorsRates 
i~i! i. ',?,514 IQng Ave.: 
:. ;i: ~ Ten-ace, B.C. J0um~y~ Caq~nter 
)i )~ iV8G 4Z3 Ph. 635:7724 
~,- -  == A . .L i ~=.. • _-~__ ~ --_ ;~  -~ 
PHONE 635-4997 
Lazelle Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 1~ 
PROFESSIONAL HAIRSTYUNG 
& ESTHETIC SERVICES 
• MANC~ES .eAAJ~ .FACIALS 
• S C ~  N~$, • PEDCU~'S 
• ~/A~ a EV~B~V t/N~NG 
• BODY& FACIAL HAtRREMOVAL 
• " "PLUS 
TANNING &TONING 
Total Beauty & ~ Care 
This space available to advertise 
your business or service centre! 
" Call anyone of our Advertising Consultants today! 
I ! 
4647 Lazelle Avenue. 638-SAVE 
i • 
. . .  SINCE r 955 ' • Thornhiil Electric N STRA TRANSPORTA T~p_N I 
i * Residential & Commercial Wiring J~  ' -~S  YS  TEMS L TO.= I 
~.'. " * 24 hr. Answering Service I Dally freight sel'cice ex Vancouvw I 
~i :~ ' ~ Service Calls ur Specialty I TEL:(604) 635-2728 " " : 
if: ~'~ ii : 635°9787 I:FAX'(~04)63S'7'97 • ,~ , ,~ ,o ,~.~ 
~'~i~'32:01~ Lakelse Lake Re 'Rick IlcCa~n P E THETI 
!=;:.!~e~ceiB:C, VSGSA7 ReglstratlonNo. ,see4 I~reFle= 4e S 311tBLAKEBURNST., TEI~RACE.B:C. VSG3J, 
SKEENA VALLEY VIDEO CLINIC 
~II~RiCHARD STEELE FLOORING 
i:i'! i' ,,,Specializing in Complete Flooring Installations' (~5-~'~ '62  ~ . ~  
i,,!:..iii "i i - -  Carpets, vinyl, tile and hardwoods.: HOURS " I t - ]) I 
- -  Residential and Commercial ~.~,B])AY'I'OS&TUI~A¥ J~ ~"~H 
! i ! ~  SERVING TERRACE AND AREA FOR 28 YEAR8 ' : • ' : 
i !~ '  ..... i 635-7466 : : • $~,.,,=,.~,nVC, a.d ~ Y I  
202 ' 4716 Lazelle Avenue 
, V8G, 1T2 i,, 
D  ANE , I your bus,nese or service centre! 
  I:'iFUN L HO l Call anyone of our Advertising Consultants today! I 
: "  Box 247, S~n-ffhbl's~S.C. • ~7-2441_ i II I 
t! :. : Omvs,vm: .... . I~, ,  ~," : . ; i~ . : ,~  . l |4647 Lazelle AvenUe'!: i . : I ' 6SB . .SAVE i~ 
L 
, :ACTION AD, RATES": 
638-SAVE 
DEADLINE:  NOON SATURDAYS 
5. For Sale Misc. 
6. Wanted Misc. 
7. For Rent Misc, 
8. Cars for Sale 
9. Trucks for Sale 
LO. Aircraft  
! 1. Recreat iona l  
Vehic les  
igaw~l .m= 
The T~ Sla~anl ~e~ the d~t 1o clz~f,/Rds 
und~ ~aptopdale he~O~ ml Iout rims t l~  a~d to 
The Terrace Stand&'d res4¢ves the rlgM to revise, edit, 
c~ or reject z~V Idve~t~m~ll md to mlaln imy werem~ 
dt~e¢~d toU~ I~r~z Box R~ply Sw~ce, a~d to r~ay t~e 
cuslmw I~e stm~ pWd for the lldver~ml and box rental. 
Box mpl~ on "H~Id'~ Imb'u¢~em not plck4M ~ wlthl~ 10 
day& of expky of ~ adv~t  w~ be de~fxoy~l uness 
Ins~-ucnons we mcelv~KI. Tho~ ~mwemg I~x 
Nm~ m requested net o s~md originals ofd~umem to 
Ivold Mss. 
AJI claims o~ errors In advmUs~ must be rlmlved by 
t~ PqNe~w vde~n 300aye znw ~ nrst m~.a~. 
n ~, ~nled by me Idv~ nl~Un0 iplce Uut the 
I1~ of the Terrace. ~ In the event el fatlzxe to 
I~  an Idvmlf~m~t 0On Ule event of an error appeadn 0 
le I~e ~Ivw~samnt LI ix~Y~ s~dl be limited tothe . 
• ~e~nt p~d ~ lhe ~dv~ser fet o~y or~ ~ t  ins4~on 
f~t~ ~ of ~ adv~UsLnO sp~ce occdpk~d ~ ~ ~or. 
tect ~ on~r~HWn o~, ~m ~r  thin ~ I  be no 14~jty k~ " 
wy evmt 0maw thin ~'momt p~d tot z~J~.  • 
Class i f ied and Class i f ied Display 
ADVERTIS ING DEADLINES:  When a Mat  ho l iday  fa l l s  on  a 
Saturday ,  Sunday  or  Monday ,  tho  dood l ing  Is Thursday  st  
6 p ,m,  fo r  a l l  d i sp lay  and  c lass i f ied  ads .  
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE., TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1S8 
NI cla~fied and cleal~fied display ado must be prepaid by either cash, 
Visa or Mastercord. When phoning In ads please have you Vies or Master. 
card number ready. '~ 
20 woTde (nrot Inaedlon) $4.70 plue 12¢ for additional worde. *(Addl. 
tlonal InearUo~s) $3,10 plus 9¢ for additional words. "$8.96 for 4 wNk l  
(not excNdlng 20 wocde, non.commerchsl) Prices include 7% G.S.T. 
OVER 30 CLASS IF ICAT IONS!  
1. Real Estate 12 ,  Motorcyc les  24.  Not ices 
2. Mob i le  Homes  13.  Snowmobi les  25.  Business 
3. For Rent 14:  Boats  & Mar ine  Opportun i t ies  
4.  Wanted  to  Rent 15. Mach inery  26.  Personals  
16. Farm Produce 27 .  Announcement .  ~ 
17. Garage  Sales 28.  Card of Thanks  
18. Bus iness Services 29.  In Memor iam 
19. Lost & Found 30.  Obi tuar ies  
20 .  Pets & L ivestock 31 .  Auction Sales 
21 .  He lp  Wanted  -32 .  Legal Not ices 
22 .  Careers  .33 .  Travel  .- 
23 .  :Work Wanted  .. 
1. Real Estate 
CABIN FOR SALE.. Rnished cabin of approx- 
imaisly 900 sqare feet. Available for sale on 
4.24 acres ol leased recreational property 
1. Real Estate 
GRANISLE: HOUSE 3 bedrooms, master 
bedroom eneuite, renovated kitchen, full base- 
ment (unfinished). Sauna by the lake, On .9 
acre lot. Friced at $45000. Willing to take any 
reasonable offer, interested persons caii 
1,353.7358 eves. 4p52 
33 ACRES V. NORTH LOT 1712 of Nass River. 
Askng $27,000. Call (313)725.6363 
Michigan, USA 4p52 
3BEDRDOM HOME 0N2.2 ACRES. Located in 
Usk, sundeck, fruit trees, large garden, barn 
and fenced pasture, Work shop located under 
sundeck. Also suitable as fourth bedroom, 
$47,300. call 635-2750 4pl 
3 BEOROOM HOME 1000 PLUS sq, ft. Close to 
schools, hospital Call 635-4890 4pl 
PROFERTY ON 5200 HALLIWELL for sale. 4.6 
acres, partially cleared, Asking $52,0D0, 
835-3728 4p2 - 
2 BEOROOM HOUSE ON 'h ACRE of land, 
Garden, fruit trees. By owner. 635-3360 seen 
by appointment only. lp2 
located on Scum Lake, 55 miles west and 32 . . . .  I 
p~ttes outh of Williams Lake. Comes~ith pr~ . . . .  - . . - / / ~  
~ne st0vs,~Ir, P~lJ~t[d propaar~,~i~(~ht ln~.~~ ~ 
~lshed CUjYO~S"~a~ i t~rior wat~syst~m: '~P, j ,~d  ' ~  
I~0 field or well. Lake has privateS'air strip, l ~ q ~ q l i ' A l l q  
Asking $16,500 for quick sale. Call Indra Gra- I~ '~ " 
inger at Really World Northern for further Info. ~ . ~ ~ I  ~ ~-'~ ~ [ ~ ~] ~J 
398.8206 days or 398-7470 evenings. Lease " - _ - . _ . . . .  _ .- q 
is assumable or avallabis for purchase from ~l~l J ; l | lR I I l t  
the B.C. Government. " " 44tin ~ ~ j ~  
~ ~-~:s-~-~  ~ ~s~ • - -  _, 
$12,000. Will use for down payment on home :11 ;l?~l;,,-~ill'~l  
will buld to suit. 635.6230 4p51 31 :PP lm' ]~ I : ' J l I~ ; ,~  
PRIVATE SALE 1,625 sq. ft, custom designed . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . .  . 
rancher on landscaped lot In Phase III of Thor- 
nheiohts, thre bedroom, large kitchen, 2% 
baths, double jacuzzi, 5 skylights and extra 
features galore. Asking • $139,600. Phone 
635-2833 for appointment toview. No agents 
please, 4p51 
12- 33' INDUSTRIAL LOTS with rented 24 x 
50 building in New Hazelton. "627-1048. Box 
942, Pdnce Rupert, B,C, V8J 487 4p52 
HOUSE FOR SALE, Near hospital, school and 
park. 1,200 sq. It,, 3 bdrm, basement, rented 
basement suite, large lot with outbuildings 
and garden, fruit trees. Phone 635-2489 
3p52 
HOUSE FOH SALE BUY BUILDER, New 3 
bedroom, full hasement; 1,225 .sq. It,; 2 full 
baths, doubleGarage. Full price $125,000 
638.3093 4p52 
ACREAGE CLOSE TO TOWN, 4- 5 acre lots. 1 
- 50 acre lot with potential gravel pit. Hydro 
available, $35,000 for eve~hing or vendor 
will carry. 1.692-7658 e'~e, 4p52 
4 6EDROOM HOUSE FOR SALE. Close to 
schools and town, Ensuite, also'household 
fumiture for sale, 635-2153, Serious en. 
quiries, 4p52 
, High :Retum0n Inveitment • 
:.:~ o wet, S Uri~U p!i CO ~f:,!~i! :h):.,~ 
,Tra in ing pa ck~age!:~:•: :~ ::![:. : :,): 
. 26 s )&,  :~n):i'.c,>':::i::. ;!  i-:: .i) ~ 
: :294; .•5678 :< 
2. Mobile Homes 
FOR SALE 1972 12 x 52 Leader moble home 
with gas furnace, patio, porch & storage shed, 
Clean unil. $8,000. Phone 632-4061 4p51 
1973 MOBILE HOME. Natural gas furnace, 
washer, dryer, fridge, stove, dishwasher and 
alr-condlfioser. Good condition, $12,500 ODe 
567-3029 4p51 
12 x 68 MOBILE HOME, Natural gas. 10 x 20 
addition. 10 x 32 sundeck, Fenced yard. Thor. 
nhill $15,000 635-5939 4p51 
12 x 68 MOBILE HOME with addition in Pine 
Park, Trailer court, Both sold together or 
separately, Ca, 635.5674 (leave message) 
4p52 
196812 x 54, 2 BEORDOM Duchess mobile in 
GC. Well built insulated addition, n. D. heat, 
frtdge/stove, washer/dryer, $9,500 
635.4498 4pl 
12 x 50 2 BEDROOM MOBILE HOME with 
frldge and stove $8,000, Set upon private 
one acre lot. No rent on property for six men. 
ths. Rent lor lot will be $95 per month. Phone 
635-9155 4ol 
3. For Rent 
3 & 4 BEDRDOM TOWNHOUSES featuring 
1150.1300 sq, ft, plus basement, 2 baths, 
pdvate yard, carport and satellite T.V. 
Houston. Pbons 845.3161. 31fin 
850 SO, FT. of office space, 4623 Lakelse, 
$525 per month, Call 1.592-1177, 24tin 
FOR RENT OR LEASE In prime business Ioca. 
N 
: ENT, 
3, For Rent -~' 6; For SaleMisc. 
TRAILER PADSFOR RENT. Located on Clark NEED BOXES??? We have LOTSI 10 boxes 
St:~.592.1177 . . 52tin for $2.50 plus GST Call 638-7283 51fin 
QUIET CLEAN 2 bedroom apartment.' fddge, 78 GMC~PICKUP',$SOO'~ Is; 2 tires &' rims;:. 
• stove laundry faclfites. Parking $440 per " new,75815 $200;,:Hl~ichi AMIFM case;'- 
month. ~ Available: July 1191 635.2558, No player $i50; ladieS O rey'suede jacket small 
~IS; . . . .  . " 4pl $50.63~-0941 evenlngg' 4p51 
WANTED 3RD PERSON (Preferably male) to 
share clean 3 bedroom house. Two Mocks to 
town. $450 per ruth. References required, Call 
635.?579 between 4 sad 7 p,m, 2pl 
FURNISHED ROOM WITH kitchenette, Includes 
hydro and cable, Larry facilities available. 
$400/month:Cal163,~8541 2p2 
SLEEPING ROOM FOR RENT. call 835.7176 
lp2 
1,200 SQUARE FOOT 1 BEDROOM house for 
rent with fireplace, large pdvate yard and 
sundeck, Suitable for single or couple, Ap. 
prances included. 635-7508 1 p2 
2 BEDROOM TRAILER out of town. Phone 
evenings 635.3657 lp2 
FOR RENT - EXECUTIVE HOME for Lease, 
one year or longer from July 1. Must have 
references. 635-3019 after 6,p,m, 2p2 
OFFICE SPACE TO LEASE I 
245 sq. ft.. 525 sq. ft.. 580 sq. 
ft., pdme downtown location. Air 
conditioning. Lots of parking. For 
more infomnation call 635.3475 
evenings. 
WOODLAND 
APARTMENTS 
CO~NER OF KALUM Z I¢OTr 
CLOI~ TO TOWN AND SCHOOLS 
Fddoe, stove, heat, hot water and NOW 
hydro Included. Carpeting, laundry 
facilities, storage space. References re- 
qulred, 
1 Bedroom Apt. $405.00 When 
2 Bedroom Apt, $480.00 AvdaMa 
3 Bedroom Apt. $550.00 
PHONE O~F~CE 635-5224 
i 
4. Wanted to Rent 
WANTED TO RENT, CABIN AT LAKELSE LAKE 
for the summer. Prefer waterfront. Reply Box 
6291, 4647 Lazele. Terrace. 35ttn 
BY RESPONSIBLE WORKING COUPLE, A house 
in Terrace or Thomhill, Would like large yard 
to work in. References available. 638-8287 
@51 
RESPONSIBLE WORKING MALE looking for 
house, (prelerably out of town) to ~ rent. 
References avalleble. 635., 5543 '~,'4 4p52 
miami" ,co.  
pie..ve~, clean. Refer-efic~g a~a, ll~ible, Nd 
Lazelis, Terrace VBG 1S8 or 835-3661 
4pl 
WORKING MALE (NONSMOKER) In eady,,thir, 
ties would like shared accommodation with 
one other person, Please phone or leave a 
message for Cliff at 635.9707 2pl 
- - r  
5. For Sale Misc. : 
J.D, 350 LOADER, New engine, new tracks. 
etc. $1400.00 0,C.3 Crawler Cat, blade & 
bucket 80% new. $5500. 32 it, house boat 
-lifetime aluminum -has everything & troller 
• $19500, 82 lade 2-door auto • good cond. 
$1500. 14 It, Trl.hull speed boat - 50 homo 
monk, trailer $2800. Clean Okanagan Camper 
-hyd. jacks, $2000. New Kuboda late plant & 
battery change $550, Ken Allen 8ox 161 
Granlsis. Ph. 697.2474. 19ttn 
SMOKED GLASS 6FT, TABLE with 4 burgundy 
chairs, chestedield and chair. Call 635.5586 
4p52 
1977 CAPRI ENGINE 302 (Parts). House for 
rent to couple. Non smokers, option to buy;. 
Call mornings from 8.10 a.m. or after 11:30• 
p,m. 635.3841. 8p52 
"2,4 ACRE APPROVED BUILDING 'LOT, ex.i 
cellent v)ew, Clam,alh Rlvei;, California. Trade,' 
sell $10,000. 28 Rberlorm Executive C/B, 
Surveyed $42,000, quick sale $29,500, 
Video available 1.800.663.2968 4p52 
LIGHTWEIGHT PICKUP CANOPY. Complete 
with boat rack, $400 OBO~ Phone 638.1659 
4p52 
HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE, '86 Aerostar van, 
'83 Dodge Arels, 3 new bifoid doors, N/G 
water and gas supplies for house 635.7710 
• 4p52 
4TOYO P255/60 HR15 radials on Ford 5 bolt 
gold & chrome medulare, hardly used. Offers; 
638-8408 pr 635-4981 (Kelly) 4pl 
FULL LINE OF POTATO EQUIPMENT. Planter, 
hilers,'l row harvester, bulk system, sealing 
equipment and much more. 963.6128 4pl 
1978 440 ARCTIC CAT CHEETAH. Ex. condi. 
lion, electric: start $900; Commodore 128 
onmputer system; keyboard, colour monitor,. 
1571 disk drive, pdnter, modem, some pro- 
grams $800 OBO. 1.694-3698 4pl 
MOVING MUST SEUJ Evep)thlng must Doll All 
office furniture. Resselnquire at Avco Flnan. 
clal Service's, 4609 Lazetie, 635.2826. Offers 
by sealed bids. Bids must be received by May 
10/91 at 5:00 p,m. 3cl 
1983 CHEVY SCOOTER, 77,000 kms. 5 
speed. $2,500 OBO. Kenmore dryer $225; 
Filter Queen Vacuum Cleaner $350, Call 
635-3583 4pl 
PORTABLE CD/DUAL CASSETTE PLAYER 
.recorder with Dolby. New $269,99 plus 
taxes, Modtech Electronics,. Kltlmat 
632-5537 4p2 
CD-WALKMAN, CARRY CASE and head- 
phones. New $169.99 plus taxes. Modte(:h 
Electronics Kttimat 632-5537 . • '4p2 
1.0 CU.~FT.' CONVECTION MICROWAVE OVEN 
with turntable. New, $399.99 plus taxes, 
Mndtech Electronics Kitimat 632-5537 4p2 
PUP MOTOR, 2 Electdc start, conversion kit 
for 08H $1,200. ATCO 4 rm camp trailer 10 x 
50, $4,500. 72 Lincoln Mark IV D49.5446 
4p2 
MUS~: SELLll Bra~li new,,;Majestjc, i.Fjltsr 
lOOsen, Paid $2,000, sell ~or,~$850~060~ ~1 
;6725 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ; . . . . . .  4p2 
FOLD.UP TRAMPOLINE.' Frame: 9' x 15'. Bed:, 
6' x 12'. Excetient.co~tJon,~,500 OBO, Call: 
635-3035 4p~ 
WARNOCK HERSEY WOOD STOVE with 3 wa~ 
fan and 6 ft. Salkirk Chimney: $550 OBO,' 
635-5318 . . . .  4p2 
COMPLETE CERAMIC WORKS; Comes with 
large kiln,, mixer, gieenware; moulds, 
miscellaneous tools, $4,000, 1.698-7451. 
No calls on Sunday 4p2 
4 MICHELIN ALL TERRAIN tires 33 x 1250 on 
6 belt GM Rally dms, Used one summer $650; 
17' Coleman canoe with new MInkota electric 
motor $750; Sewing machine cabinet adjusts 
for free an~ sewing, Good condition. 
$250 Call 638.0830 after 6:30 p.m, 3p2 
21" STEREO MONITOR/'rv, flat screen, cable 
ready, new $399.99 plus taxes, Modtech 
Electronics Kttlmat 832.5537 4p2 
WORLD FAMOUS CHEESECAKE Offer. Send 
$2 and a self-addressed stamped eovelope to 
Incredible Cheesecake, 5010'Agar, Terrace, 
B,C. VSG 1JI 4p2 
MAKE COOKIES LIKE MRS, FIELDS at Vz the 
:Cost. Sand $5iand a S:A.S.E, to Copy Cat 
• Cookies, 5010 Agaro Terrace,: B.C. VSG 1J1 
. . . . . . .  4p2  
QUALITY 
Screened Topsoil 
&:Driveway Crush 
IT COSTS NO MORE to get the best. Over 20 
. years in professional taxidermy. For free 
estimate, call Wol[gang at Bus. 1-692-3093, 
Has, 1-692-7682 tin21 
22 - 250 REMINGTON VARMINT SPECIAL. 
Heavy contour barrel, 4 x 12 power scope: 
$500. Call 635-4894 29tfQ 
MUST SELLI1.1942 30130 bolt action Spr. 
ingfield Savage rifle with original ~;ldemount 
Springfield Savage scope and guncase. $500 
firm. Call after 5 p.m. 
638,8015 .i~" 5Olin 
SEASONED BIRCH FIREWOOD (split) FUrl stack 
cord $90 Terrace; $125 Kitlmat. Free :leli~,ery 
in Terrace, Call collac1633.2646 4p51 
SOFT TOP FOR A JEEP YJ. Black $400cali 
632.2883 4p51 
BAKKERS MODULAR STRUCTURES. For sale: 
Pro.lab greenhouses delivered and assemM- 
ed. Phons 638.1768 evenings 4p51 
1985 BONAIR TENT TRAILER. 3 burner stove, 
3 way frldge, sleeps 8, Asking $6,500 OBO. 
Phone 638-1667 4p51 
HOMEMADE OUILT$ FOR SALE, A variety: M. 
sizes:Call 635,5571 " " @5i 
NINTENOO GAMES FOR SALE. $35 es¢h. Also 
wll pay" 15¢ each for comics in good cond l . '  
tion, Phone 635.3823 evenings 4p51 
. . . . . . . .  ;> ::t.- .. 
6,:Wiittid!Ml~c; ~ " 
WANTED .'TO. BUY: .1079 "FORD 250 4x4, 
already res t~ ~"in res i~le condifion. 
Call 845.7419 or 845;2498 _ 3pl 
s WANTED 
pring Mushrooms 
(Early Morels & True Morels) 
Brain muehrooma 
wil not ~ accepted this season 
SEASON STARTING SOON 
DEPOT 'OPEN 
4:30 pm we'pkdeys •1 pm Sat; & Sun. 
4106 Hwy; i8  F l i t  & Klrkaldy 
635.6479 or 635.7824 
" , ]. FOR MORE~INFORMATION ' 
Mo Na:Foods,: 
8. Cars for Sale 
1985 DODGE CARAVAN. One owner. Ex- 
cellent condition. $5,500. Call 
638-1514 : 4p51 
1984 PONTIAC ACADIAN 4.door hatchback. 
Low mileage, excellent condition, Asking 
$3,000, Call 838.0847 4p51 
1989 MUSTANG GT. Auto,, red, loaded, ex- 
cept air, .16,000 kin, Lady driven, stored 
winters, extended warranty, undercoated; 
paint & cloth protection, Asking $18,000 OBO 
1-695-6530 4p52 
1985 HYUNDAI PONY.'63,OOO km. Excellent 
condition, 49 miles per gal. $2350. Phone 
635.2468 . :. 4pl 
1977 DODGE WAGON, Slant 6, automatic, 
needs carburetor $200,635-2750 @1 
1981 510 DATSUN STATIONWAGON, Good 
condition, Cai1'638-8967 a,m. or 849.5446 
anytime, 4p2 
1988 SUOARU DL. Silver.grey WagOn, 5 
speed, rust.check, 38,D00 km, Excellent con- 
dition, no GST, Asking $9,900, Call. 
635.2116 4p2 
1977 PONTIAC LEMA.NS. Auto, good condi- 
tion $1,500 firm. Call 638-1109 4p2 
1984 RX7. 61,000 km, good co,deign, 1 
, owner, woman ddven, $10,500. Call after 6 
p.m. 638.D772 4p2 
1979 CHRYSLER CORDOBA, Fully loaded, 
power everything, cruise, air, sunroof and 
more, Mint condition, comes V~i!h/or without 
alpine stereo. 638.2047, 4p2 
ONE OWNER,.1978::Chev Monte Cede. Ex- 
cellent condition, 57,000 miles, Two tone 
grey 635.2400 4p2 
MERCURY GRAND MARQUIS 1983, loaded, 4 
door sedan, EC, low mileage, one previous 
owner. $7,999. To view 635.7485 I p2 
t188..OMNI..Goad condition. $4,500. Call: 
5,~9Q80,~.t ~~ m,,~'~l;~il ~x~'.:~.'-'-.~.~.~ ~p2~ 
~9"68 ~MH~RA,i',;li,~do~riDrauto~hatii:, ~AM/FM!
cassette, Warranty to'July 1993., Low km.',~ 
$5,695. Phone 635.7852 after 6 ~;m, lp2 
9. Trucks for Sale ..... ! 
DUMP TRUCK.FOR SALE. 1971 KW. $12,500; 
1975 HD Hayes $27,500; 1969 HD Hayes 
$7,80~ 1978 LT 900 Ford $16,500; 15YD 
Heavy Steel gravel ~x  and hoist $6,500. 
635.6711 635-6606 or wdte Box ,447,•Ter o 
race, 3p51 
1987 F150 Supercab 4x4 Automatic, Natural 
gas conversion, captains chairs. Rear bench, 
air, power windows, locks, loaded. $16,500 
635.5939 4p51 
1985 CHEVY SHONTBED 4x4. Loaded, A/C, 
dual tanks, tilt, cruise, V8 auto, up from 
Texas, no rust. Never see~ salt. 74,000 
miles, New tires, truck owned by older man, 
Mint conditioln,:'$12,995. 1-694.3691 early 
morning best time to call, -.. 4p52 
91 GMC JIMMY 4 Dr, 4x4:crulse, tilt, PS, PB, 
AM/FM cass., lO,OOO kin. $25,000 0130. Call 
collect 1.846.5089" 4p52 
1977 FORD VAN AUTOMATIC. Partially 
campedzed. Swivel captain seats, Good rub. 
her. $1,2000B0. 635-6316 " " 4pl 
1984 FORD ORONCOII. 4x4, 5 speed, am/fro 
cassette. Excellent condition, $8,400 OB0. 
Call 635.9069 4pl 
1988 FOND CHINOOK F150 Superoab 300 Cl. 
5 speed, OD, 44,000 kin, alum num running 
beards, cloth seats, $10,500. Call 635.2439 
4pl 
FOR SALE 199G BLAZER. Fully loaded, low 
mileage, excellent' condition'. $28,000 
638-1212 after 5 p.m. 4pl 
1978 CHEVY VAN. Customized, rebuilt 350, 
9, Trucks " ........ ~: for Salli~: ~-,,:!~ 
sleeper steel 16' . g . pe~-L :' 
Lots of new parts, runs excellent. Will oedlfy,! ". 
$10,DO0, Call Ft. Nelson vnobile'iihone opr, torL 
JJ3-7580 on Telegraph Hill Ch, r" 2pl ~. 
1980 GMC van. Great running condition. Ha;i; 
somo rust Asking $3,000, Call 635.76834p.! 
FORD RANGER EXTRACAB XLT. Cruise tilt 
air, aluminum wheels, box rails, new tires, ex- 
collont condition. $12,995 0BO 635.25404pl .i
1988 DOOOEDAKOTA 4 cyL.Ssp, canopy,, 
and mnnng boards, rust checked full, 
coverage warraoly, 50,000 km. Exc'ellenL, 
cond. $8,000.638-0680 ; 4pl .  
1988 FORD CH NOOK.F150: custom pickup, 
59,D00 km,, 6 eyl.,:, 5 speed , P/S,. P/B,~ tier :, 
$8,900. Call 632-3832 (leave message)~r lp2 
1979 P150 PACIFIC LOG,TRUCK. Transmls- 
sion, rearends, suspension and,t;teerlng:box 
all done In tha last 6 monthsrWO available. 
$15,000. 567.4156 -4p2. 
1981 FOND BRONCO. 300'co. in,, 4 slXl, good 
condition. $5,500 0130, 635.7518 4p2 
FOR SALE 
BY BID 
1987 Ford Ranger 4x4 auto trees,, cruise 
control, air condifioning, power windows, 
AM/FM cassette and Mgh dse canopy. 
1986 G.M.C. 4x4 Siena 1600 r115,000 
kms., W8, 4 ,opd. trans,' 
1942 Fargo Pick.up partially restored and 
customized with Vl8 auto trees., lots of 
chrome goodies, 
1990 Ciwder Daytona low mileage, 5 
SlXI. trans.. AM/FM cassette, 
1988 Ford MuetimDMuto trans., AM/FM 
cassette, power I~ks and mirrors, cruise 
control. 
19116 Yamaha 1100 Vingo 12,773 kms,, 
tots of chrome and gold tilm, 
For appointment to view • call 
635-7649. All sales are On an "as.ts- 
where.is" basis, no warranties or 
guarantees Implied or given. 
R. Jooee 
! 
11. Recreational 
Vehicles 
1974 F 350 One ton Ford with 13 ft, camper. 
$4,000, 635-4894 tin45 
1970 INTERNATICHAL, BUS sultaMe~for 
campedzing. Seats out and panelled Inside. 
~p2~ooc~,, 63s.82o5 4p52 
197,8 8'9" SECORITY~ CAMPER. Four oumer 
stovei'o)tti~;r3.v~;~y fr doe furnace hot water 
hatlvou~hower, hydrau c jacks. Very good 
condition. $4,200, Call 845.3108 4p52 
1983 8 FT, 9 inch Rontier camper; Ionlndns 4 
burner stove and oven, 3.way fridge, 
bathroom (flush toilet), hydraulic jack=, roof 
rack, sleeps 4. $3,800 firm. Call 845.7734 
. . .: 4p52 
1985 34 FOOT SPORTSCOACH motor home on 
Chev chassis, 454 engine, cruise, air, tilt 
steedng wheel, ddver door, deluxe captains 
seats, swivel and recline, central vacuum, kit. 
chen center, microwave, rear hedroorn, own- 
Ing, 5 kw Owen generator, storage pod, tow 
package and car doily. Automatic leveling 
jacks. This unit is very clean and in excellent 
condition. Will consider trade. Interested per.; 
sons call 846.9446 4p52 
19Vz FOND MOTORHOME In excellent condl. 
tion, 3 way frldge, 3 burner stove with oven, 
bathroom with toilet, sink & shower, Swivel 
captains chairs, hot water tank, furnace, 
sleeps 6. Phone 635.5674. if no one home, 
leave message on machine," 4pl 
1985 BONAIR TENT TRAILER. ;3 burner stove; 
3 way fridge, sleeps 8. Asking $6,500 OBO. 
Phone 638.1667 . . :  4pl 
1981 TRAVELAIRE motorhome, Oeluxe bath, 
eye level oven, awning, plus.more:' EC 
$21,5D0, Will consider trades. Call 
638.1236 4p1~ 
22' 1979 KIT COMPANION tandem travel 
trailer. Fully self contained. Full awning, very ~ 
good condition• $5,D00 firm. Phone 
635.3318 ., 4p2, 
1978 PIF VANGUARD fiberglass top~ped 
camper, $3,800, Call 835.9090 4p2 
LUXURY MOTOR HOME for rent. Travel in' 14 WIDE | 
MOBILE HOME 
2 bedroom, front kitchen, stove, 
fridge, washer & dryer. Located in 
Pine Park, Inquire at office or ~)hone: 
635-9418 ' 
REVENUE 
PROPERTY 
FOR SALE 
9 units containing a mix of 1, 2 and 
CALL warranty to Sept. 1991. $4,500 OBO, com. comfort: shower, oven, furnace, hoVcold 
plots natural gas conversion off 350 $2,800 water, Reserve now. gaily, weekly, moathly.: 
638"8477 new, asking $1,400,1-694.3698 4pl 638.1468 12p2 
,OR 635-3133 .....: 
IFO SAt CI 
¢olumbiUlOuntslno APTS. 
bedroom homes PlUS 6 mobile home pads. lion across from scheal in Thomhlll (former I 
=.=oo,  o=. ,o  I *2 MONTHS Asking $260,000. 3 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE, Centrally located, 
W/W carpet, frldGe, stove, washer, dryet, FREE RENT!! 
; : IWOOD I REBN; i i•:: :: j J ! bclrm; apts. withmoUntain vlews!O~;:i~! 
FOR SALEOR RENT LUXURY CONDOMINIUMS I I ' i ~:'~ !i:hi/: 
4832 LAZELLE AVENUE I ii . Drapes . Cablevlslon 
• w/w Carpets  - ~ : ,k  ~rChenne l ,  
• , EnsuRe Storage 
• Spacious & Clear 
io.*Bf~* ~" <~>' :-
Natured Gas Rrep laces ,  D lshw~her6 ,  Fddge,  S tove ,  Drapes,  
P lush :Carpet ing ,  Ba lcon ies  or  Persona l  Patios,  
C, erarnic T i led Bathrooms & Ensu l te6 
1 /2  B lock  f rom Skeena Mall  & MacDona lds  
la rge ,K i tchens ,  beaut i fu l ly  appo inted .  
Entr c6 
,.~<.~ ::~:> i: :~:~ Undercover  Paddng- .  ' i. 
: . . • '  :~ii i:Prlee~•• I~np $3t,000 to S|41,500 
 IAre You Moving? • The Terrace Standard has 
Lni i  I CARDBOARD 
BOXES 
m:•m . 
ii?~i:i!i~ 
63 :&-VE I 
i :- HONDAV65 MAGNA motorcycle 1100 cc,' : -  10,200 km. Mint condition. To view call 
"~ 632.2883 , . 4p51 
[ : ; : : '  1989 KAWASAKI ZXIO NInja, 6 800 km. Ex'. 
: celient Condit!on. Was over $9,060 new, open 
. . . .  tO offers. Pbone Darren at 835.8310 days, 
. .- :(* • ." : :  . .  4p52 
: ;... 1982 YAMAHA.400.HeriIage Special, 0nly 
18,000.' km,-.Asklng. $750 0BO, Call 
635.6350 (leave a message on machine) or 
ri l l  even!nos,. ' 1tin 
YAMAHA 550 MAXIMA 'and Honda 750 With 
Wind Jammer. Yamaha 400 special edition, 
Call 635-2819 lp2 
1983 SUZUKI 650 Motorcycle $995. Phone 
635:5407 after7 p.m, lp2 
14. Beats & Madne 
1990KAWASAKI KOX 200 ENDUBO, Best 
Idke:,in "i~"c!i'ss, Low mileage, Very fast 
$2,700 OBO 635.7367 4pl 
22 IT, REINELL BOAT, new upholstery, no 
motor $2,000. Call 635.4894 tfnl 
ACHILLES INFLATABLE BOAT. 15.5 It., 40 
HP, Suzuki motor, troll plate, Scuttle downdg. 
oars, bailer, canopy, extras. Used 4 months. 
Best Offer. 635..3142 4pl 
18' WELDED ALUMINUM BOAT, 60 HP 
Madner. Steedng pack, EZ trailer. Asking 
$13,800 .  638.6724 4pl 
15 FT, CHRYSLER FIBERGLASS boat. 70 HP 
Evinrede and accessories. Asking $2,650 
OBO.  Call 635.7309 4pl 
18' CAMPION with 90 HP Madner. Like new, 
lots of extras. $16,000. 638-0419 after 5 
p .m.  4p2 
BANK REPOSSESSION. 1961 35 Ft. Chdsa 
Craft for sale. Located at Kitlmat Boomlag 
contractors duck. Written bids accepted until 
May 10191. $10,000 OBO. Bids can he for. 
warded to CIBO, Terrace, B.C. 2p2 
16 Ft, Freighter Canoe. $350. Phone 
638.1074 4p2 
15. Machinery 
MADILL 009 TOWER 12V71, Witchata's, All 
lines and dgging in excellent shape, NO Friday 
night or Saforday calls. Call 842-6463 4p51 
FORD TRACTOR LOADER with arm mower, in 
Terrace call collect after 6 p.m. 248.3456 
4p51 
FORD 2000 FARM TRACTOR, EC. Front end 
loader with 60" bucket, manure, 3pt hitch, 
PTO and cab $5,800, 635-3258 4p52 
1960 KENWORTH area 19 & 20 H plates. 40 
ton Iowbed, 9 It, deck, 1978 966C L-5 rubber, 
10 hrs on motor, EC, 635.6416 4p52 
~ .... .  16; Farm Produce 
HAY FOR SALE. Cummins Rancid:. HWY:16 
WestJsauth I.lazalt~842.5ooS] "e'6 ~8H7 
SOIL& STAKES. Twn type{' of !~gh qual ty 
.: oroanlc sureened" Sdi fo~ flcSwer beds, 
greenhouses, vegetable gardens, potUng 
plants: We' also have garden and surveylng 
'stakes, treated fireplace kindling, Call APD 
Enterpdses 845.7783 4p52 
18. Business Services 
' • r'---24 HRS.-'- i  
1635-6181 J 
J 
MAZATLAN ,,=,= 1 
CRUISE $1,348 
ITALY $1,279 
BAHAMAS $399 
RETAILERS WANTED 
We have a pdme retail IosaUon 
aveiisbla in the 
OESIO~ATA DUSIHESS PARKS 
Highway 16/25 - Motz Rd. - 
Consisting of 20,000 square feet 
We are prepared to offer generous t e. 
uant allowances and concessioos to 
strong quality retailers, 
Cd Kad Marx 
635-231| er 638.0444 
i 
l . . .  I 
• • ~,.~,~ 
' . '  .!.1 
:. ~ ~'~ - ,:, , , ,.' 
'SILVER BIRCH ! 
I::ELECTR IcAL 
i ';:'~= MO}Oi:' Appliance Flepalr 
• Electrical Wi~ lg"  • 
' ';~.,,, :. IVAi~i:~' H ITCH.  !!: 
: ":. I~ i~No.~eor= , 
- .~..' p - - - - - -CALL - - - -~  " 
:: 163,8 72991 
TIO:.  AD 
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19; Lost&: Found 
IT COSTS YOU NOTHING to place a Lost and 
Found Classified Phone 638-SAVE before 12 
Noon Saturdays, 
LOST BROWN" DRESS GLOVES. Downtown 
Terrace, week of April 8. Reward, Call 
798,22.86.. : .  2pl 
LOST ATSKEENA HIGH SCHOOL Black skate 
board (name Hassan 'under board), leather 
jacket and blue tie dye sweatsblrt (L.A. Cool) 
638-1276 2pl 
FOUND 1 GOLD AND DIAMOND woman's dng 
in May of 1990 at a local bank in Terrece, fl 
you lost a dog please' call 635-2261, Full 
description Is requ ,k'od in order to claim, 2pl 
21: Help Wadted 
LICENCED HAIRSTYLIST NEEDED for Bennies 
• Cut & Cud. Cohle¢t Llnda at 635-3037 tfn51 
,WANTED:  SUMMER SALES AGENTS. Apply at 
Dtckle Dee Ice cream; The icocream bicycle 
peepie..Cal1635-3102 4p51 
HOUSTON PRESCHOOL requires supervis~ 
starting September. Six Classes a week, ECE 
preferred. Send resume: Box. 791, Houston, 
B,C, by May 31,1991, 4p51 
NEED 04STRIBUTGHS/HOME WORKERS. Ex- 
cellent pay, lO0's of companies Recorded 
message gives details. 1,604.591.9402 24 
hrs. GepL AS0 - • 4p51 
~ORTWEAR PARTIES. Enthusiastic raps to 
. sell fashion sports wear and t.shi~ at house 
parties, Good Income. , Call Allan Wear. 
1.766.2567 Kelowca collect. 41)52 
HOUSTON PRESCHOOL requires supervisor 
starting September. Six classes a week. ECE 
preferred. Send resume: Box 791, Houston, 
B.C, by May 31,1991 4p52 
LOOKING FOR W0MEN who love Ilngede and 
want to make lots of money. Flexible work 
hours. Re your own boss. Work furl or part- 
time. For details call Wendy 645-7095 4pl 
AN EFFICIENT CERTIFIED DENTAL assistant is 
required to join a professional team in Terrace. 
Apply with resume to Or. J,D. Zuocldatti, 
4623 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, B.C: 2ctfn 
NORTHERN MOTOR INN - We are looking for 
mature career minded individuals who want to 
be a part of a orowing team that takes great. 
pride in their wmk. Experience is preferred but 
will train the dgM individual who has a 
positive attitude and a desire to learn. We of- 
ter competitive wages and an excellent 
benefit package, We are now taking applica- 
tions for the following positions: 
Walter/waltrsss, tore clerks, bartenders, bar 
waiter/waitresses, cooks/prep, cooks, 
chambermaids, desk clerks. 14c2 
HELP WANTED 
The Stikine River Fish Company needs 
SIX e.xl~deooed fishermen to fish,the up-: 
-oomlng season, -Tiwe*,appticants- must: 
own a boat and secassary equipment. 
They mUSt have at least three years ex. 
pedeoce drift fishing acceptable to depart- 
lent  of Fisbedes & Oceans s tsn~.  
Applicants must speak a NeRve language, 
Apply to: 
Sttkine River Fish Company 
c/o Tabltan Tribal Council 
General Deliver/ 
Geese Lake, B.C, 
VOO 1LO 
Contact:. Oon Asp 
Manager SBkine River Fish Co. 
Phone No, 771.5151 
23. Work Wanted 
THE TERRACE STANDARD reminds adver- 
tisers that the human rights code in British 
Columbia forbids publication of any advertise. 
merit in connection with employment which 
discriminates against any parson because of 
odgin, or requires an job applicant O furnish 
any information coucemlng race, religion, col. 
our, ancestry, place of mlgin or political belief. 
Readers: In ads where 'male' Is referred to, 
please read also as 'female' and where 
'female' is used, read also as 'male'. 
REPLYING TO A BOX NUMBER? Please he 
sure you have the correct box number as 
given in the ad, Address to: Box , The Ter- 
race Standard, 4647 Lazelle, Ave., Terrace, 
B.C., V8G 1S8: Please do not include bulk 
goods or money to Box replies, 
JOURNEYMAN CARPENTER WILL do finishing, 
renovation, install cabinets, patio, painting. 
Also builds furniture tc, Call 635.6277 and 
leave message 8p49 
B,C. INTERIOR SCALER needs work. Phone 
635.5353 4p51 
JBOI'S PET CARE SERVICES, Certified Groom. 
Ing, exercising, pat sitting. 26786 Clark. Call 
635.7797 4p52 
CARING MOM OF ONE WILL babysit for $12 
per day in Thamhiti area, References 
available. Call 638.7245 4pl 
KITCHEN HELP OR EXCELLENT COOK for small 
crew willing to travel. Available immediately. 
Phone 638-1850 after 6 p .m.  4pl 
LARDCLEARING. For estimates phone even. 
togs, 638.7285 4pl 
EXPERIENCED SIDING APPLICATOR will supp- 
ly and install vinyl siding te your home. Good 
prices. Will take photocopier as partial pay. 
mont. 635.6230 4pl 
25 YRS. EXPERIENCE CAT OPERAT0R, ddllar, 
blaster. Some excavator, class, ddver's 
ticence. Call 632-7313 4pl 
WILL BABYSIT iN MY OWN HOME in Clarence 
Micblel area. Fenced yard. lots of experience. 
Call 635.3246 41)2 
WiLL DO SEWING FOR ANY OCCASION. Grad 
gowns, weddings, costumes. Please call 
Kathy at 635-5426 4p2 
24. Notices 
PRO.LIFE EDUCATION available to general 
public; videos, pamphlets, lending library, 
dealing with human life issues such as abut, 
tide and euthanasia, Student enquiries 
welcome, Call 635.6427 or 838.0382. 5tfn 
BORED? LOOKING FOR ADVENTURE, excite. 
ment, perhaps a tropical island? Call Elan 
Travel al 635.6181 and catch tbe spidt] th12 
REGISTER NOW FOR THE FRENCH Preschool 
Fall 91 program. ChiMren must be a minimum 
32 months and toilet trained. Knowledge of 
French not required. Furt l~" information- 
Nirvana 
.. (~ J )  Metaphysics Centre 
May 10-12 Le¢Im & HOlingl 
"Jalmd Heaim" 
3611 Cethimmd Cnncut 
635-7776 I~Heliisbation 
25 Business 
Opportunities 
EXCITING BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY, Phone 
635.3484 42tfn 
TRaNS c.ao.Na,Da CREDIT 
Is Moving To 
4548 Lakelse Ave.Terraces B.C. V8G 1P8 
(Beside Wilkinson Business Machines) 
On May 10, 1991 
Barren and staff invite you to come In and visit us at our new Ioca. 
lion for all your personal loan and mortgage needs. Earning your 
respect In Canada for over 50 years and Terrace for over 25 years. 
VENDING EXPLOSION 
Beet one man business ever. Will not interfere with present 
employment, 
" 26  Personals 
ADVERTISE personal messages in the Terrace 
Standard. Confidentiality is assured. Phone 
638.7283 Monday tn Friday, 9 a,m to 5 p.m. 
SINGLE MALE, MID 30's, 180 Ibs, 6', social 
drinker, about avereoe otherwise, but don't 
take my word for It. Looking for female com. 
pardonJfdend between 25.48.100 to 165 Ib, 
5'- 6' should be reasonably fit with good per. 
~onality. Reply to Box 13 clo The Terrace 
Standard, 4647 Lazelie Ave,, Terrace VSG 
1S6. 3p52 
HI, I'M A 36 YEAR OLD, SINGLE AGAIN 
woman who would like to meet a (male) best 
fdend. 
• I'm the outdoor type. Some of the things I 
like are skiing, skating, gardening, camping, 
sailing, canoeing and good times with my son, 
I enjoy long talks over celiac, as well as quiet 
times te think and reflect, I read a lot and love 
a good'game of "Trivial Pursuit". I smoke - 
not quite ready toqult yet, I value my fdends 
and my social life, but rm not a party animal, 
I believe lile is meant to be enjoyed, not en- 
dured and that sharing it with someone 
special is best ()f all. Feel the same way? 
Let's get in touch. Write to Box 11,  clo The 
Terrace Standard, 4647 Lazelle Ave, ,.Tar. 
race, B.C. V8G 1S8 2p2 
:~:~i~ t . . . . . . . . .  :~¢ .~,:..;. . . . . .  . . -~:.,:,  , , • , ,~  
/~ ~.  " , • : :  ~ ~;~i,, ! ~'~ ! .~ 
~. .  , :  , ,  :~ ~ : . ' : " j :  ,: 
: - . . .  . , 
Happy 20th Bidhday 
Anfla 
.4 
OH ME, OH MY 
OOPS, OH LORDY, 
~:'" ',THIS'YOUNG L'ADY ':~ ' 
STOP SMOKING 
WITH LASER THERAPY 
. Safe .  Effective. Painless 
Stop Smoking ~.  $95,0B 
)let Control . . . .  s§5,00 
|pdng Speclul . . .  $59,00 
PLUS G,S.T. 
For appointment call 
PRINCE GEORGE 
561-7170 
Terrace-M~'y 5, 6 & 7 
Aek About Our New 
• High Fibre "High Energy 
Diet Cookies & Cakn l  
(Oletdbutors Wanted) 
From the BAHA'I HOLY wdtl i~ 
"Truthfulness i  tho foundation of 
all human virtues, Without 
butMulness progm8s and"suc, 
ce8s, in d ,tho worlds of God, are 
imposslido for any soul," 
To explore these wdUngs further rail 
635-3219 or 636-9012 
~..~,~.~ 
Laude, Laude 
You've Hit 401 
Love, L, J& N 
31. Auction Sales 
BEGINNING SATURDAY APRIL 6 1 p,m. to 4 
p.m. every Saturday in Apdl, For further inter. 
marion phone 635-7624 6.8 p,m. weekdays. 
L,W. Sears Auction & Supply, 4106 Hwy. 16 
East, Terrace. 4p51 
CiTY OF TERRACE 
NOTICE 
SPRING CLEAN-UP WEEK 
MAY 6 -  10, 1991 
The City of Terrace'e Public Works Department win pick up 
extra garbage and refuse, free of charge, on the above 
dates. 
This service does NOT include car bodies, stumps or in- 
duetrisl waste. Kindly arrange to have this extra garbage and 
waste material set out on your regular pick up day. Please 
have garbage and waste material in plastic bags or cartons to 
assist in the pick up. 
Residents are reminded to check their Add-A-Day CaJen- 
dam, as garbage pick up days change following all Statutory 
Holidays, 
The City of Terrace 
BACK-UP 
CARRIERS 
NEEDED 
. . . . .  NOW!::::;:!: 
Are you ~ f~ 
ways to earn a little 
extra cash? 
We are now Icoklng to 
fill ro~ thre4~be~t 
our distribution area 
TEI~CE STANDARD 
SKEENA MARKETPLACE 
rd I~ to be a ~mA~ STAmU~ mm~,LACE 
NAME 
ADDRESS 
PHONE 
Please drop off or send to: 
TERRACE STANDARD (Attention Terry) 
4047 IJzelle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1S8 
265- River IMve 
270- Birch Hlig, Cedur, Peddnl, Walsh 
... THE K ID 'S  NO, "NO C'ST'  / This is an Incredible opportunity to secure your financial 
future. We have the hottest little vending machine eger made, 
All cash, unbelievable repeat business, huge profits. No ex- 
perience necessary. No competition. Exclusive machine. We 
supply premium established locations. RequlriKI investment ~ 
$16,600. Secured by equipment, z . ivozzvvu  Day Care for 21/2 to 5 year old children 
For your Information cotour brochure, Call collect: 
, , ,  ,, , ,  n"  Manager PLAY & LEARN CENTRE'S INCLUDE: 
. Rectangle Rim (Circle time) . Happy Home . Mad}P. Maze 
(604) 464-0296 . , . ,  . Water Waves . Work World . CounW Cottage 
. Table Toys . Cracker Jack Construction . Power Play 
Vancouver, B.C. . PokiEr Pa .ts . Puzz,e nay .0 oo, 
. . . .  :~ , _ ~ / . Creative Crafts . Meow Manipulative . Kid's Kastle Room 
" : :'m~',  ~ rm:~' :  ~ : DEV EL0 PM ENT 'PLAN I A " ' m ' ( SOME Re T'V'T' ss ' He L u o E: A 
:r ' Blocks * Outings to Park, Pool & Lake , Ixama & uance [ " ' "~~' :~ ' i ' ; : ! / ; '~! '  ;: :~ i ' )~;~:- - -a i lable f public " r l l e~ CO L~ :~ ' t  to make e.v or L~. / . ; . ,  Conslruction & BuMng , A dio& Visual Centres , Sclence~ntre ~)  
I (il~: *'StOly Time With Amle & Zak . Music & Songs . Arts &Crafts 
the L /  , 'F ie ld Tdps To Community , Quiet Play , Nap Time "~"~ 5 Plan No. 6 Forest I 
~ A ' ! O 8 3 , 2 f , ~ ~ ~  tiOnswithlntheKispl°x I J • . cZz 
' " ' :  " "" " i  : : : '  : :  . . . .  ' " I ~' i ' - ,  I ':II "~' 'We hive immldilte but limited openings for cMIdrgn 2½ to§ yearl old. J 
( , I i  ,,'.':'~ " ' ,, an evening or daytime appolntm nt. " ,~w=y;i!~WG.,!,.,Terr,4~,.e,CiuntllJuneee, leel,d o I , . . . . . .  
Comments " ~and,  to en~lm.con~ldemtion.they , ~?~::Wetn~.y~w~dqua~ty~careandc~mpet~t~vepdc~byus~ngthisexc~t~ngesrvloe~ 
h :, 
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I TERRACERECYCLIN6 i 
I I N" I   - F   0MMISSIONI I I 
! ~ I ~ ~  ~ l n g  I 
Support Commission to recommend to Council and the 
greater community methods of recycling which could be In- 
stituted to enhance the environment, while being financially 
viable. 
Council envisions the, Commission to consist of approx- 
imately 12 individuals and, would, In the first instance, like to 
undertake some general study sssslon workshops to collec- 
tively delineate Terms of Reference for the Commission, as 
well as certain priorily areas or programs to be Investigated. 
The City of Terrace would appreciate receiving wdtten 
resumes from persons Interested In becoming a volunteer 
member of the Recycling Support Commission. Please sub- 
mlt your resumes to the undersigned by May 6, 1991, and 
feel free to telephone for further Information. 
E.R. Hallsor, 
Clerk-Administrator 
City of Terrace 
3215 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2X8 
Telephone: 635-6311 
Fax: 638-4777 
MINISTRY OF ADVANCED EDUCATION 
TRAINING AND TECHNOLOGY 
Job Training Branch, Field Services 
APPRENTICESHIP COUNSELLOR 
Counsellor Apprenticeship 
Industdal Training 1 - 2 
COMPETITION AE91:418 $36,106 - $42,960 
In Terrace, promote administer and evaluate provincial training programs 
in apprenticeship, Industrial training and certification; ensure funding 
eligibility and training meet program objectives and standards; 8chsdule 
apprenticeship training; provide consultative and training requtrements 
and suitability of on-the-job experience and supervision; Inspect and 
monitor employer/employee program participation to ensure compliance 
with Apprenticeship Act, government regulations and policy, funding 
agreements, Industrial standards and employment legislature. 
Qualifications - -  The successful candidate will have: a combination of 
related education and experience in the areas of apprenticeship, In- 
dustrtal training, certification and/or human resource development. Ex- 
celisnt oral and written communication and presentation skills; ability to 
deal effectively with public, union officials, employees and employers; 
proven ability to work with minimum supervision. Must possess and main- 
tain a valid B.C. Ddver's Ucence. May be requlrsd to use own vehicle on 
expense account basis. Extensive travel required. Eligibility lists may be 
established. 
• Please send appllcanons no later than May 8, 1991 to Ministry of Ad- 
vanced Education, Training and Technology, Human Resources Branch, 
2nd Floor, 818 Broughton Street, Victoria, V8W 1E4. Telephone 
387.6284, Facsimile 356-0033. Reass quote competition umber. 
% 
School  Distr ict  No. 88 (Terrace) 
POSTING 
Sc.,c~ho~,.Distfict #B8 (Te~c~)~ i.s ~kirlg,,~..~p{z~ time.•(3,. 
hours/day) Specml Services Assistant for E.T. Kenney 
Primai'y School~ The salary ranges from $1•1 ;06to $12.8 
depending on qualifications and training. 
ESSENTIAL QUALIFICATIONS: 
1. Demonstrated ability to work co.operatively under the 
direction of a classroom teacher in an elementary school 
setting. 
2. Must be able to establish a rapport with the special needs 
child. Applicants will be expected to spend some time with i 
the child prior to appointment. 
3, Demonstrated successful experience working with 
children with special needs. 
4. Strong interpersonal skills and demonstrated ability to 
work effectively with professional consultants. 
Applications to: Mr. Andrew Scruton 
Director of Instruction : 
(Special Services) 
School District # 88 (Terrace) 
3211 Kenney Street 
Terrace. B.C. 
V8G 3E9 
Closing Date: May 10, 1991 
.',, , , 
k 
GENERAL cLERK 
Position available at Terrace Co-Op 
in Childrens Wear Department 
Please apply in person to 
Family Fashions Manager  
in Family Fashions Department 
~ Tenace Co-oP:Department Store 
4617 Greig Ave .  Terrace 
I~  ImprcMn,~ your odds ay, ainsl Cmmd!Cs , 
. . . .  # 1 killer. 
We are as.eking a 
Government Certified 
Individual 
in the commemlai/realdential refrigeration 
and air conditioning trade, 
Please submit resume to: Caledonia 
Refrloeration and Air Conditioning Ltd., 
3103 Hampton Street, Terrace, B.C. V8G 
1N9 
Delivery 
Drivers 
Wanted 
with own vehicle. Rate 
negotiable. 
638-1500 
Ask for Jerry 
CAREER TRAINING 
IN 
HAIRDRESSING 
Come to Vemon In the sunny 
Okanagan Valley and study hair- 
dressing. 
A new anO rewarding career can be 
yours in 10 months with our B.C. 
government approved course. 
Classes start the first Monday ,of 
Student loansme av~s~e,~ osq., 
whoqualltyr .• . ........ . ;~ ..~', L 
Accommodation assistance can be 
arranged. 
We have the latest equipment 
available. 
Phone or wdte for full information. 
NORTH OKANAGAN 
SCHOOL 
of HAIRDRESSING LTD. 
3001-30th Avenue 
Vernon, B.C. V1T 2C1 
Ph. (604)  542-6393 
BCYCNA 
COMMUNnY 
.,w.,,~ 2 0 2 ASSO¢IA'g0N 
ClRCULATIO I i~ 
SUPERVISOR 
This is a full-time, Monday to Friday position. 
Duties Include office work, carrier payroll, co- 
ordinating our carrier force, delivery and receiving 
freighL Must be able to deal effectively• with the 
public; Some heavy lifting Involved. Occasional 
weekend work may be needed. 
• -. Resume required. 
 TERRACE STANDARr  
I 
4647 I.ezelle Avenue 638-7283 [ 
I 
GITWANGAK EDUCA !ON SOCIETY 
" " Box 280, Kitwanga, B:C. 
• VOJ 2AO 
Telephone: 849.5330 Fax Line: 849-5327 
EXCIT ING AND CHALLENGING EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES 
- . .~,breaking new ground and  redefining education .... 
Three (3)poslUons with the Gitwangak Elementary School which offers Gitksan Immersion. Apply by 
resumeto Employment Services Office. Box 229, Hazelton, B.C. V0J 1 Y0. 0eadllne May 15. 1991, inter- 
views to take place May 16 and 17. 
• . . . .  
1, Principal/Curriculum Designer 
* To provide overall s~ooimanagement, supervi •
sign and administration in a small community 
school with 43 studellts, -: 
'A" TO assist with teaching staff professional 
development, 
. In cooperation.with e Society,. parents, elders 
and, chiefs, to assist with the implementation f the 
Society's curriculum design plan of action, A 
redefinition of education with an innovative ap- 
proach to learning and.teaching. The curriculum will 
reflect the Gitksan worldview; knowledge and 
thought, systems and structure, laws and prac- 
tires, authority and jurisdiction and, communlca. 
tions. 
. To describe and contrast"western" knowledge, 
topics and, subjects with the Gitksan curriculum 
through a cultural translation process to examine 
the relationships and articulate ach. 
. With the program team of staff, volunteers, 
parents and eiders to; 
- conduct research and development 
- -  design themes, content, subjects and topics 
- idenUtyskilis and exploratory questions 
- define learning and teachng objectives 
. 
'k 
,k. 
.k. 
. . . .  . To 
• ",,• • , 
Teaching Positions: 
Immersion Kindergarten 
6rode1 Teacher and 
and Immersion 6rade 213 
teacher 
To participate with and assist in the Implemen- 
tation of the Society's plan of action for Gitksan 
Immersion Curriculum Design. 
To teach the immersion curriculum in Gltsanlmx 
to the classes; Kindergarten/Grade 1 split class 
and the Grade 213 split class, 
The immersion curriculum Is based on Gitksan 
knowledge of natural sciences, humanities, 
histories, literature, arithmetic and, language 
arts. 
Must have a valid B,C. Teaching Certificate and 
be a fluent Gitksanimx speaker. 
Ten month probationary pedod, future contract 
offer to be determined by a successful evaiua. 
tion. 
Salary scale between $25,463 to $57,809 
dependent on expedence. 
begin teaching this next school year, 
- identify learning activities; classroom employment to begin prior to school year start. 
, bas~, territory based, and community based. Complete and detailed job descriptions available 
.-upon request, please contact Employment Services • ~'" ~de~elol~medt ~ind pri~lU~ctlb~ of teachip~]: * '  ~ . . . . .  ~ " '" ' . . . . . .  
matenats . . . .  ' ~ O~ the SOC ely:. ~ • - ' 
- plan teaching methodologies and evaluation . 
processes 
.'Valid teaching certificate, at least 5 years 
teaching experience or direct related experience in 
education field, good working knowledge of Gitkssn 
culture or another ab0dginal culture. 
. A 13 month term position, starting salary at 
$37,000 per year. With qualifications and ex- 
perience, the salary may be increased to $61,000 
per year. 
. Employment to begin June 3, 1991. 
~' BLANKET CLASS IF IEDS 
These ads appear in more than 100 community newspapers In B.C. and Yukon 
and reach more than 3 mlglon readers. 
.. TO PLACE AN AD CALL THIS PAPER OR BCYCNA AT (604) 669-9222. 
Northwest  Communi ty  Col lege ~ ~ ~, ~,~, . . .~ .~_~.  LP_.PF_%~; 
TERRACE =,-,,~,,,~,*- C_,~o.lk~¢aS-' i~emon=um,,.,~.-_-,,... 
.. Northwest Community College is growing in student numbers and program . . . .  . . . . . . . .  " - - - - - "  - bhl g r i s t  I~e 
' ' offerings. We are a multi.campus college with over 2,500 students enrolled AtrlrOMOTIVl_ ~ plx;~lnun,~ 
in full-time programsin flvemajorcampusssfrom the Quean Chadotts Bl~s~Mofodlor~-40'10~_C~- ~ I Y ~ E  Ibe 
Islands to Houston. verdi (1~,_ =D~d_g~tmr,Z,~:~" ol~lex ~ VeN:~ver 
ex~sner~incW~a~. - .  ' a .w~ra~l , rv~wf~le f l f~  
ASSISTANT, DIRECTORS r = "  ' °  " - -  
We are seeking three candidates for our Centre Management eam for gns, ~ 5kw ~..,, lflv~ d~, ~'~"2S".~7,1ooI. On=rl0Od 
r~atcamenl, nlanyouarex}m~, h " ~ h ~  bus[nests  
Prince Rupert, Hazellon and Houston campuses. M ~  owne~, i~r ' , (Kz ,  v . . . . . . . . . . . . .  It the 
These positions report to the Centre Director and ere responsible for • ~ be Chosen to exhl~ Pedsct condition. Remit =m- . . .  ,.,.M,~,,~  ~hOW 
ogo u,,.,, v, . . . . . .  development, Implementation and ongoing manogement of assigned pro- ~6~tg$,,ll~r=d=al" A king $70, . I~=du~l. induc~z~l~p ~1~ - 
grams and operations, including supervision of faculty and staff, We need In. ~, , ' ,, my, glmm, vn~vln~, ~ be 
novative thinkers, solidly based in reality, with an excellent rack record of at nun n0Ngt 6 t , IP~ err  other creldtvt wan~ w~. . . . .  ~ whde~e to buyem ~eom 
least two years !n administration, preferably In post.seoondary education. S~(:m01 C.,amu~ led If~ padre 
The Successful candidates will have a Degree in Business or Education or 0OO1~1 ~N~OW~ [nt01~. . . . . . . .  o, uud,s in t~Od [11 ~d smdor wood, .m .~d. ==no -r~U~L~="'--~'--'Z'~;,.~--~d 
equivalent. These positions will Interest professionals earning in the mid French doom, wood w~',4ows, ==-mwu,,,=,*,-.,. . . .  " r - - -  
. . . .  ~,= . o~ c- ,~o~ ~,~'~_~._~P~.....~_~ $40,000 range. " ItS June., ,  ~v*,. ,,,=,=,-- W~I3(ER DOOR and WIN~OW by . . . . . . . . .  ...,....~,w 
ggBW .V~ v '  ~'=='' In Vanceuv (604) -~ -.-.--.-uj,,,--,uo~ o, INSTRUCTORS er., . . . . .  
Prince Rupert has three Instructor positions available: Uterecy (E,S,L.), BU51N1ES~QPI~RTUN;111~ ~ I K ~ e Y ~ ~ ~  t 
Business Administration, and eunlnola Education. Art appropriate com- 6TART YOUR OWN IMPORT/ l~ .  For m o m ~ , ~  
blnation of business expedence and educational qunlifioations Is required, cv=~;rr h,,dnmuL ewe m ~n u~¢1~IO11, oo~a= 
Terrace has one position available for a Nurelng Instructor to teanh all ~ 'No~.  ~o¢ ~ n ~  ~1F20~/20 .  ' 
sspe~ts of the first and second year Nursing Program. A BaChelor of Nursing 8tv~ 1948. Fre ~ ~ . : 
Wld World Trlde, ~O ~ ..,,,,; ~ , , - , ,~v ~.,*..4,,,,~z,~ 
Science Is required as well as a variety of clinical expudepca Including ,._.~,~.,.,_.,...,.,~ n,..~ w I u,~u~,,~, nv=,~, "." ~""dr~'~_ " emz~au=~m~,u---.~,-z.,,---  . . _ . ,~AN: IM~I~,n ;MI I  
psychiatric nursing. 16 el~gwayAw., Toronto, On- ~ ~ u Pa~ 
These are full-time continuing positions commencing August 1901, t=fo, MtM ~VI. ~apd~llto'7~-~r-.'_l~-.ll~_. 
Teaching experience is a very strong asset. These positions are covered by = - " iedn0t G ,~._and  Rroglal~t v~o~a., z~p,o.~=, .==~ W, ttWp~n,V~=,!,~0- 
the Collective Agreement between the B.C.G.E.U and the C°lloge. / p ~ e , ~ t  ~ 90~0, ' " ' 
~tm~9 Noo~,no~ - _ . . INSTRUCTORS - -UNIVERSITY , TO,  
• CREDIT PROGRAMS 
Prince Rupert requires an Instructor In 8o¢111 8clerics (Psychology -- ~ -  IX~X~, InW~m ~i~'48bueetm~--'~u~ .._. 
' BN,MON ARM GO.CART~ - pitdwrCrlek, l~l, TOKlW0, 
Anthropology). acm"AOin~¢r I' c_N~w.mm~. 
,   . ~ 
p,~AURAHT.T.G.Hw~.I~ 
sue. RecmmJcndma. ~1~ 
on I.,17 ~ N~n;;l 
Terrace requires an Instructor In Mathematics (Computer Science) and 
another In English (Philosophy) ' • . 
These,me,full time continuing poaltlor~ to instruct first and second year 
unlverelty credit cour~s. A Master's Degree In an appropriate dlsolpllne Is 
required and teaching experlence 18 an asset, These positions are covered 
bytha Csiieofive Agreement between C.U.P,E and the College. 
The closing date for applications IS May 10; 1991. Applioetlons arid 
resumes bllould be sent to: 
" ' ' r ~" : i ~*" Msnmger, Huron ResOurces ' , : 
N~rthwnt Community College 
. . . .  " 'Box/20, TerreOe, ILC.' VOO 403 .: 
, .: . . . . . . .  / . . .  ;...: FAX (604) 656-3811 * .., ~.:- . . .  . ,.,,;. 
Ut~JMrrBD INr...OME POTEH- 
11AL Uan|,dauaz-zr nov9 s. _mot*, 
enva~ new fm~ lu~ot veneer, 
Col/~m ~m~dk~ (41qmS- 
$195 
$3.7o each addllanal word 
, j 
' ,v.,o=, 
Cosz 
l~lor m~ exp,n~._ =m er,-n~=m, uou~ . , taX. WOOdt~Y=, Msenlbly ~i . . . . .  ,.------..., .,e,L~2B. 
ml~k=g$2.re~undw]Mt or- ~nmw~p.~r. r,~,,',,.--,,- ~- - ,  
~K0. . ~,,~,,.%~n"~'Y.="~"~, Pmbn~la~l Fuld<~lt-k~ 
. . . . . . . . . .  torSite. Be~-,ad~ S~mmemab. 
. . . . . . . .  ;__~ SaCrum AmCn~itUNm basin . . . . . . . .  - 
,:M~T;,,.~--;-.~,T;~T~ , ~amexpe~noempem_ ano Mub~y~.yeerok~ 
,01' _ l~orT~. ; :~p~"  ~ beneflls IMd=__ ge offel'~L ~ ~ 14.,~d1., exoe l l l~d~ 
u~m_~ . m ~  ~,,.~P,,,,~ nmnne or FAX to C. Booth, Box d~bmdsl~hm;u~and[en-  
~ ~ , , - ~  eee, sa.~,~,n,,~.,WE,em. ~u,,,.c~C~l.m~,o~. 
~am, ~m.~z~,,-, ~ FAX 832-~t 9o - -  ~x¢=a,v~tors, Dozer'8. T.ru.ok • ,; ~'. pml~OHAJ.,~ 
1 Sca~l, Graders... ~ REOES~ION PROOF INDUS. Fm=g pERSOmurrv ;and~ 
P."L.'*','?;.'Z'~-.^%"" o,";'~,'~' TRY! 'IS.Year o~ m.z.-munon Y~u~nanmnalttydetem',~.~Jr 
to tandb ~ " - - - - -  OLFCAR INVENTORY t ivu i t  your ~uea ,  i.l~ot~'-~",800.T.F'~'O r*,~ n . ' ru  (~ • Pct~mOit . . ,n,- , ,n~., . .  BLOWOUT. $750osedinvtm- p~ -m~hanLr=d~..., - I 1.800-387-87d~. 
dubc== Y, E- ~clo+ ,v=mum~. u=, 
Cl~t~r¢ le t~u~ , .~.,.,, r~ e,,u, u, ...a~ m,~ ,v*,u.~,m. fromeoo.4,o0o. , . . . .  o~. , ,  ,o~,*~*um.~, ~ S;I~..SEA S ~  MS"  I I~ ,  ~ 10.110. ~e.d~lKt .
~i=. . '  .... ' ~0~oPar n~,=r, ~ ~ ' ~  ~ " . . . .  "~ n'~=~u~'l~O~ =PW~ I~v~me.¢ 30~,¢ha|m, ELO., YOt= 
~_ loam. Bubam S04068, - -  
, ~ ~' - - ,  . . . .  1~0~7- "tlNOEFI THE ISHABOW d the 
tff~11SlMUoocmld ~ mr,~r -_.~.,.,.~--,L_..,.,.I1L, VIler ~ ~za~¢,M¢(azta~l.~,Nqlgft 
~en[ams]A~lZ lam.  ea l  , . . r~4e@o4r l -  d.,*U.A,~ a = m l ~  ' e  HA1 L 'm'A~n~ ' 
" A=~mOdllbg,Box=e,~sS, RR PROd' re  
~J~--~ _--=_~"-;~ a.o, ~ A~ ~ ~ . , .  ~ '~, ,~, .~, ' ,~ . ,  
~m,  v w~,~,=_~,1:-P%";; ,- P.,~e E~lt44tt goln.,rnlmm~ ~ . . . .  , .m, . ,  -, . . ,  ,.,,,.,. , 
Dep~ ~ t=== ,.~t_, . ' ;" ' ' : ' -----~.~d " n,..,~,~,,,,, w..  
IdomI, Ro~,Ouabe~,HOP " 'nhnne 498-,2~1 or W~s BoX L*n~Fo~-n ,~,~. . , . .  , . .  
~MU~r .  vpg~.v_ , - -  ,'---*,- m,,~zulznltreeum~t~ i . k , , .~  P.,,.,....--"-~".~--,:.T, 
~,~matNq - - - -  ~m m m l .  iwI1 
o~; ,~, , : ,~"  ton ~ . . . .  ~t(.eo~l~.,HT4. 
• p., , .~ d, X4  or  n I - ,M IQ Z4  / .~mm.v ,  - - _ _  
eIKI I I I IO~ G l~l~Iml lw~qI ,  l - v~ l 
~c=g =0,a:  (e04)'r~. 
. 0or~snoy I~  
• ~ i t 
3 - - r - q r - r r r r ~  , -~- l~ l~rr f  [ l ! ! v I , ~ , , 
A C T I O N  A D N ~ _ ~  1 ~ : ,  'Terri:e A : : W h a  T,~I frac° s tandafd ' 'w 'ne 'ay '  May 1' 1991 - pa{~O 0 ' 1 '  : ~p '  U p  
: CO-DEPENDANTS 
• . ,  /BUY v'SELL./RENT: . , . /TRADE / ::" l :i'/!Ave Everyo.e *e,come, 
"Your:Chad,/of Choice" 
Your ca dng.g!fts In Honour or InMemndam 
are a beautiful and thouohtful reminder.. 
Please help' us fight Canada's No. 1 killer' 
.. with research and education. 
Terrace, B,C. 
V8G 4A2 
Marjorle Park . 
638-1167 
Mabr Cm~lCmh 
A~epted . 
Yoer ¢lonatlon te
tax dedu~ 
32. Legal Notices 
Invitation 
to tender 
Transpertallm ~rdee 
Seek~d tendms for the logowtng tfme.por. 
latlon servk:e will be received at the ed. 
dress betow until 15:O0 on the specified 
closing dale. 
/ . .  
Smlce" -' 
TERRACE g KITIMAT 
HlaHWAY ,SERVICES 
81~l~lflc~llOfll 
Full details as to contract specifications, 
~hedule of service ~1 tender form may 
be obt~ned from: 
Post Offices in Terrace or Kltlmat 
or 
Cenada Post Corporation, 
Transpoctation Contracting 
Services, 
Box 2110, 
V~m¢ou~n,'. e.o. 
VBB 4Z3 
Tel: 604.662-1449 
ClmlnO Date May 24, 1991 
Bopo*lt: 2% of Annual Am~Jnt by 
nm,-m of Cert~f~d ~ ~ Idocey 
Order. 
The lewelt or any lender will not 
n~e=asdly be ae~elpted. 
M AI L~POSTE. 
•i 
, ? 
Recycling: 
we wrote 
the book 
Recyc l ing ,  compost ing  
env i ronmenta l  p ro tect ion .  
We have a book  for you.  
After all, circulaling books is 
recycling. 
It's Your 
Library 
Ten'ace 
ROA-----DSI%E SCREENING DEVICES 
FIT IN THE PAUVI OF 
COURT 
BAILIFF SALE 
The Court Bailiff will offer Ior Sale by 
way of Sealed Bid, the interest of the 
following debtor, Northland.Kalen 
Automotive Salvage Ltd. in the following 
goods and chattels, purported to be: 
1 Portable P&H air compressor •Model 
No. 2-10.20PV, 230 volt, 60 hz., 125 
'PSI complete with hose. 
1 Snap On Model No. MSIO impact gun. 
1 Snap OnM0del No. PH45B air chisel. 
1 Bluepoint Model No. AT7OOC air 
wrench. 
1 Set 0xi.acetylene r gulator hose and 
cutting torch. 
1 1980 F350 Tow Truck complete with 
Model 3540 Holmes Wrecker. 
All bids are on an "as is-where is" 
basis. No warranties of fitness are,given 
or implied. For further information or ap- 
pointment to view, phone 635-7649, 
: TERMS OF SAL t=' 
10% Bid Deposit must be received at 
the dine of Bid for ~d to be accepted. 
Deposit of successful Bidder will be 
forfeited ifbalance of Bid is not paid within 
stated time. 
R. Jones 
Cnurt B~m 
Temce. B.C. 
/ I t T  
CITY OF 
TERRACE 
INVITATION 
CIIi, I  h i t  I: lr l l laUlt, 14~illl g l l l l i i l l l t  i l l  INlfll! 
t ;  , ,.. , , J~ ,-, : 
*11 ] I ]L;IIIt}UI t H '~ 
• ~:~n/~i~ " I l :  p.m., Thursday, May 9, at Terrace City Ha11,,3215. Eby 
• I I ,  F | I~ l lU I~ I  i I Street, Terrace, B,C., V8G 2X8. Tenders w i l lbe  opened 
" publicly at that time. 
Tron=pml=tkm Bondee Tenders must be clearly marked "Tender for Terrace Arena 
TOTENDER 
~eI~KI t o ~  for the tollowk~g I rmspor-  
taUon 8re'vice wLI be  received at the  ad- 
dreu betow until 15:OO on the specified 
doelng date. 
lkavW= 
WATeON LAKE .TELEGRAPH 
CREEK STAGE 
8peeHIr~llonm 
Fui dete~ as to contract sDeciflcauons. 
echedule of Mevk::e and tender Io~m ay 
be obttt~ed from: 
Post Offices in Wateon Lake. Tetegmph 
Creek, Oease I.~, CasBW. Iskut 
or 
Box 2110, 
Vem¢0~v~'. O.C. 
VeB 4Z3 
Tel:. 6o4.662 .1449 
CIo41ng Dale , May 15, 1991 
Dep~l t :  2% Of Annual An l0~l  by  
mean l  of Cer l l l led Cheque or Money 
Order. 
The lowell or any tender will not 
m~'eas~fily beI~¢~pted. 
M A! L}I, POSTE 
Peg, iqllqMa s $ttllt, ~ I l l  ~ltl*t 
( ~  F~ovmee oi INrustr/of 
BnUsh ~ Fmests 
CONTRACT FVLCR91R04"O02 
Prof~ for the foaowlnO 3.yeor Mun~Phue 
WNIo Survey Contract wa be received by the 
~Btd¢t Mlmager. MlniaW of For.etc. P.O. Box 
215, I.~eaon, B.C.. VOJ IYO, on the date 
shown betow. 
Co(llmCl FVkCRB1RO4.002 lo Io~ded,wt~ 
tbe Ir.J~ ~ F~I  ,UiaSd¢l ond ~ Coesiar. 
Forast Ohl~l wl~ ~ than 95% Of the mwo~ 
located within the Kamlox Fornl Ut¢'~ct. 
co~lntet ~ Include: the Myout and eetal~ 
rnent of Wrote Survey i~ot=; the n~lo f  
wute and ~ wltl~n the IdOte; the mem~re" 
ml~l of the ItN. of all klld~lgl I~d I~Klklg l i l t  
em o~ d vaete ~,J mttUue; ,be ~ Of 
mtoe ~ e,~,, '-- Ixdt' rosa md Ime~8 
~ el. i~¢lul: t~l ~ the tlandffd~ asblbllehed bY
Tbe c4~bl0t will be for tm ore= of IP l~t t ly  
:'rod ~eo ~Bon plots p,r pw.. "thee 
~ mt etme on ~ll~ted emal I~m 
Fon~t Enteq~ I ~  ~u~ =rid mw 
' =~nO= du= ~ounfome.m ~roummm~, i 
. = ' ; 'd ,  7 ~: ' ;~  - 
P.M. 0(1' Mly 10, 1081 IM the I(kN~OX Di~dOt 
Fmmt Olflee; ~ e2, l-~,d~m, B.O., at 
~ i~ ek0tm~ m ma ,= oewr P*rt~mt: 
Air Conditioning". 
Tender documents and specifications may be received 
from the Terrace Parks and Recreation Department at the 
Terrace Arena, 3320 Kalum Street, Terrace. 
The lowest or  any tender not neoessarily accepted. 
E.R.  Ha l l sor ,  Clerk .Admin is t rator  
City of Terrace 
Invitation To Tender 
B.C. Hydro is inviting tenders from powerline 
contractors for the conversion of approximately 
190 mercury vapor street lights in the Terrace 
area. The tender also includes the replacement of 
approximately 60 arms and the addition of 23 new 
lights. 
Tender closes •Wednesday May 15/91. Copies 
of the tender documents are available at the local 
B.C. Hydro office at 5220 Keith Ave., Terrace. 
For any further information please contact B.P. 
Clarke at the above address or phone r 638-5615. 
BChgdro m lUUl 
invitation 
TO Tender 
j - 
- " B.C, Hydro !~ invit!ng tender from powedlne con- 
tractors for,he ° oonversion of approximately 128 
mercury vapor street fights with high pressure 
~/sOdiiJmin SteW~. "" ~:.'i,,:* " 
Tender closes Wednesday May 22/91. Copies 
'of the tender docuq~ents are available at the local 
B.C'. Hydro office at 5220 Keith Ave. Terrace. 
For any further information please contact B.P. 
Clarke at the above:address or phone 638-5615 
- / .  
'especiullyicharter members. For 
further Information call Betty at 
635-6248; '~ '  
HERITAGE PARK MUSEUM 
sponsored by the Terrace 
Regional Museum Society is 
open for tours daily from Tues. 
through Sat, between il-4 p.m. 
For group tours, school tours or 
weddings, please make an ap- 
pointment andphone 6354546 
or 635-2508/ 
**~i**  
• REFORM PARTY OF 
CANADA, Skeena Constituency 
meets every 3rd Wed. of each 
month. For  information call 
635-3543, leave messase. 
A NEW SINGLES CLUB is 
meeting every Tuesday evenitt8 
for coffee at 8 p.m. at Tim Her- 
ton's. For more information call 
Ann at 635-3858. 
TEI~RACE PIPES & DRUMS 
= practice very Men. from 7:30 
8:10 p.m. Jr. Table; 8:20 - 9:00 
p.m. Sr. Table; 9:15 - 9:45 p.m. 
piping & drumming. Meet at the 
Kin Hut next to Heritage Park. 
Anyone imerested in playing or 
learning to  play, call Audrey 
Kerr at 635-3726. 
• k ~r'k t" 'k 
CCB TERRACE AND 
DISTR ICT  
White Cane Club meeting the 
2nd Tues. of every month at !:00 
p.m. in the Women's Resource 
Centre. Everyone welcome. For 
information phone Phyllis at 
638-O412 or Evelyn at 635-7015. 
A NEWLY FORMED SINGLES 
Club meets every Tuesday night 
at 7 p.m. at Mr. Mikes. For more 
information, call Ann at 
635-3858. 
MAY 8 - JUNE 8, 1991 -- 
Voting is simple in Canada. But 
do you know the proees taking 
place before and after you cast 
your vote? "Behind the Ballot 
Box" describes this process. The 
exhibition is a populist look at 
the history of Canada's electoral 
sDtem, it is based on four 
themes: Voting is a Right, Voting 
is a Scret, Voting is Accessible, 
Voting is Fair. Kitimat Centen- 
nial Museum. 
THE MOH/I LISA /~ ONE 
OF THE MOST FAN/dOS 
PAIHTIPIGS IN  THE 
WORLD BUT WHEH IT 
WAS X-RAYED IT WAS 
FOUHD THAT THE ARTIST. 
L EOHARDO DA ~TNCl, H ,~ 
AC.TUALLY PAIHTED TNREE 
DIFFERENT V~R$10/fS OF IT/ 
"Child Health Clinics" Im- 
munization Clinics Tuesdays 
9:30 a.m..noon and 1-4 p.m. 
Weighing and measuring 
children, no lifting necessary. 
For more Into. phone the Skerna 
Health Unit 638-3310. 
ANYONE INTERESTED in 
joining a support group for step 
and blended families, oall Lee at 
63!1.9055. 
TERRACE AA MEETINGS, 
635.6533, Men's Sun. are 7 p.m. 
Hospital Psych Unit, 4720 
Hanghland. Sun. Women's 8:30 
p.m. Hospital Psych Unit. Mon- 
day nits 8:30 p.m. Blue Gables 
Corr. lmtitution. Monday nits 
8:30 p.m., Knox United Church, 
4907 Lazeile Ave. Tuesday note 
8:30 p.m. Catholic Church, 4830 
Straume Ave. Wed. note Begin- 
, next 7:30 p,m. Hospital Psych 
Unit. Friday nOte 8:30 p.m. Ker- 
mode Centre 3313 Knlum St. 
OSTOMY SUPPORT GROUP 
for any persons having an 
ostomy or needing one in the 
future. A chance to share pro- 
blems, concerns, Information 
and receive support from others 
in the same situation. Call T~- 
race 635-~905 or Kitimat 
632.5951. 
TERRACE CO.DEPENDENTS 
Anonymous. Meets Monday 
Evenings 8-9 p.m. at Skcena 
Health Unit. The only require- 
ment for membership is the 
desire for healthy and fulfilling 
relationships. Contact Mary at 
635-5518 
ALANON MEETING. Family 
and Friends of alcoholics meet 
Men. nights 8 p.m. at Mills 
Memorial Hospital,psych. con- 
ference room. Contacts: Noreen 
635-6938 or Sharon 638-1836. 
FOR INFORMATION ON THE 
Girl Guide of Canada, Tall 
Totem Division, contact Kathy 
Davies 638-1245 or Marg Cooper 
638-06O9. 
AWANA CLUBS for boys and 
8iris runs at Thomhlll Commtmi. 
ty Centre very Wed. evening at 
6:30 p.m. for info. call 635-3624 
or 635-2761. 
ANYONE INTERESTED in 
becoming a leader 8¢ teaching a 
self-help rogram relating to ar- 
thritis please phone• Mary at 
635-2577 or Joyce at 635-5024. 
ANONYMOUS, is a 12 step 
fellowship specifically dcsllined 
for throe who wish to improve 
their elationshil~ with other=. If
you hav e problems forming or 
maintaining intimate relation- 
ships, these meetini~ may help. 
Videos and educational material 
are part of the format. Meatlp~ 
are8 p.m. -9 p~m, Mondays at 
the Health Unk Auditorium. For  
more information phone 
635-$~!8 . or 638,8714.. 
Newcomers very welcome.. 
WEDNESDAYS COF- 
FEEBREAK, a women's com- 
munity bible study begins its new 
season. We meet Wed. 9:30 ~1 i
a.m. We offer free child care, a 
story hour progrmn for 3,4 & $ 
yr. old~, an opportunity to meet 
new friends, small group discus- 
sions over a cup of coffee. 
There's a place for you with m 
- -  join ml Terrace Christian 
Reformed Church on the comer 
. of Sparks & Straeme. 
BAIWERED WOMEN'S SUP- 
PORT GROUP. Every Tues. 7 -9 
p.m. Call 635-6447 or 635-4042 
for further into. 
TERRACE DUPLICATE 
BRIDGE CLUB meets at 1:i5 
every Wed. at Caledonia St. See. 
in the cafeteria. Everyone 
welcome. For more into. call 
Ellen Smith at 635-4096 or Dave 
Comfort at 635487~. 
ADULT FEMALE SUR- 
VIVORS OF SEXUAL 
ASSAULT GROUP. Every 
Wed. 7 - 9 p.m. Call 635-4042 for 
further into. 
JUNE 12 - JULY T, 1991 -- 
Let's make mmlcl The in- 
strumeats are tuned and ready at 
the Kitinutt Centennial Museum. 
From all corner= of the world, 
the musical instrum0nts are 
voices from the many eulturea of 
Kitimat. They will delight the.eye 
while on display and enchant the 
ear when played by local musi- 
cians. Musical performances will 
take place during the exhibition 
period. Guest curator, Anne 
Sluyter, is a local musidan with a ~ 
personal interest in imtrumems 
from other lands. The collections 
are local. 
Museum Hours: Tuesday to Fd- 
day I ! a.m. - 5 p.m., Saturday 12 
p.m. - 5 p.m., Sunday and Mon- 
day closed. 
• . 
THE TEDDY.BEAR/~ SAID TO ~ _ 
HAVE ORIGINATED IN" 1.902 /IV 
THE 0.$.,4. 14/HEN PRESID/JNT % ' 
('TEDDY,) ROOSEVELT WAS ~'. , 
SHOWN IN A CARTOON WITH A i;" 
BEAR.CUB THAT" H~ H,~O REFOSED 
TO SHOOT ON ,4 B~ HUNT. A 
"TEDD~'~ B~A~." ~/~. 
More 
Moen 
used to go to Topley each fall  to 
hunt moose, One t ime they 
decided to stay in a cabin back 
in the bush, away from the 
road. They were in their sleep- 
ing bags when there was a 
thump at the back of the cabin. 
Hipp grabbed his rifle and Tony 
his flashlight o discover a big, 
black bear out behind the cabin. 
Tony also trapped a few 
winters up the Copper River. 
One time, he and his uncle 
Albert had 'a  problem with an 
old sow grizzly which kept 
threatening to raid their lean-to. 
She wou ld  swim halfway across 
the river but each time Would 
return to  the two cubs she had 
with her. There was net much 
sleep that ni85tt 
All Of  these stories were told 
by Hector Cote during the 
eulogy at the April 12 memorial 
servia.  As Hector 'said, Tony 
was a kind, hnnest man, a good 
family man and a true pioneer. 
He is survived by his wife 
Kay, daughters Joyce Jefferd 
(Nana imo) ,  Anne  McGhan 
(Nanaimo), Irene Johnson (Ter- 
race); son Ron,  also o f  Terrace; 
g randch i ld ren  Raymond,  
Valerie, Colleen i Lorraine, Ver- 
non, Cathy ,  1Lenin and Rex-  
anne; and greit-grandchi ldren 
Stephen, Gi~,  Ryan, Mayra, 
Kevln; :  r" S~ah,  Morgan and  
Paula . ,~ .' 
AT 7"HF- A~E OF Sh~ 
~ /IL~L£N ~ELLER N4$ gLIN'O, 
#,¢,4, ¢ ,4N0 DUMB ~ 
D.~SPIT'E YHI~ A T~A~HER, 
ANNE SULLI#JUV,, TAUBHT 
HE,~ TO REAO. WRITE AND 
TA¢,¢ $0 WEe/. 7WAT 
SHE EX'dEL/.ED ~T 
dO/.J, EGE AND BEd.4ME 
,4 /.EdTURER AND 
,4 g THOR .t 
I 
A 41111tY'rlI A 
UIP=Wi l  l i  I I I I  IRAI IW ~iBb. l i  m,, ,=,  , ,=  , ~  v ~, g ~,&"'~= ... SINCE 1 955  
TRANSPORTA T /ON 
-~S YS TEMS L TD.~ 
= HI BOY 
• VAN 
• FLAT DECK 
• FORK LIFT SERVICE 
• DAILY FREIGHT TO KITIMAT 
• SERVICE FROM PRINCE GEORGE 
• LOCAL & LONG DISTANCE 
CHARTERS 
• SCHEDULED SERVICE ON 
HIGHWAY 37 N. 
• DAILY SCHEDULED GENERAL 
FREIGHT SERVICE FROM 
VANCOUVER 
• DAILY FREIGHT SERVICE TO 
STEWART 
MmWel  
U~ted Vaa Uses 
632-2544 635-2728 
272 - 3rd Street or 635-7102 
KlUmat 3111 Blackburn 
Terrace 
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ROADSHOW 
CONCERTS 
COLIN JAMES at Sicamous Moose Mouse Days. 
T~MY WYNETTE et Cenlenniol Park in 100 Mile House.+ 
JOHNNY CASH in Squemish: 
These ere lUS~ e few of the big names in Super, 
Natural settings during British Columbia's exciting Year of 
/~s c Check our listings ntid make a' ~Sh~ CoHddt 
the musicnl highlight 0~ your family's summer vac'oti0n.. 
Cnll TICKETMASTER: Toll Free 1-800-665-2199 tar 
tickets to the following RondShow concerts. In Granter 
Vancouver ¢o11: 280,-4444. Phone orders nre subject to 
additional handling charges of $1.10 per ticket. 
Tickets Ore nlso available at pndi¢ipoting Mohawk 
gns stations in MUSIC '91 host communities outside the 
Lower Mainland. 
' GET READY FOR AN 
EXTRAVAGANZA OF MUSIC AND 
i - - " ' . . . . . . .  " + - " 
ROADSHOW FESTIV'AL 
ALL-IN-ONE 
ENTERTAINMENT 
YOU CAN ENJOY RoadShow Concern for the price of 
admission.at these moior bvents, Forlicker-ln{omtio~ 
co the MUSIC ~1 InfoUne: 1"800-661-5100. ' 
In Greater Vom~e~coll 66,9-68!;£ ~$ -:'.,~,~,, ~+<+~c. 
MAY + 
May I i~-IINGARM +Sg!ONG& 
May I!, 12-ALEX BOWIE BAND 
Ashaoft and Di~id $~mpode, Ashrzol 
Mq II-PAIRI£1A £ONROY & 
Moy I!, 12-LARRY EYANS 
Black Mountain Rodeo, Kelownn. 
FUN FORTHE WHOLE FAMILY| .,.-.u,, May Boll Rodeo, ClintOn. 
- . . . .  Mq  22 1o 27-JENI & ~E DINOSAUR BAND 
MAY : MUSIC '9i ROADSHOW WEEKENDS are coming to 12 com- : Imgine,!enny Rog.ers o~ sto.oe in. a Komloop! p,o,l~l s Canadian No~em Children s.Festivol, Prince George. 
May 16-TAMMY WYHETTE & THE BI:U.AMY BROTHERS munities throughout British Columbia. Each weekend will be Hoyt Axron KiCKing up his neets aT a street ounce m we . 
Agriptex, CIoverdole Rodeo, Su,ey. " • filled with. non.stop entertainment.and ~n! 1he best port And Tony ~B.en_n~tt singing by the buy in Nenmmo. J u N | 
May 17-TAMMY WYHk'rll & THE BELLAMY DROI1tERS is that they all happen in spectoculm eurooor settings in every uuz rant s nOT art. ' Jtme I JE~Y REED 
• ant Voile Oa Houston ' ' i B C. Eve RoodShow Weekend wll Dwight Yeakam in Fort St. Johnand MitziGoynor nt ,. . -  . . . . . .  . .  _ ~ . . . .  ' Claude L. Parish Arena, Pleas y ,Is, . . region o! Su~r,,No, turol,. , ~ . r ,  • . L  . . . . .  L r. . , . ' . , t  : .  z ) . .~ ,^.  ,. r..,-C, k .  illicit" '91t ' Ko,y rmk rang, mill uoy counny raustc Fe~at, Mill Uoy. 
TOM JONES be lwo tun.lille" d nays long.., leodina+ an to .oenormonces oy Tile r6o[;ll ru~ltvut ilI.IUIII,,IUII t moat u5 mu.a,,,.. . . . . . . . . . . .  Jette t.- ' 'C umwuw~'"llE & " 
Vo ey Anna, Cmston Volley Blossom Oays,. your fovounte" mum" stm, You'll en'ol Y Oloy.long musical " . How about the. Doubt Brothers. playing .°u!dom., . . . . .  in Kelowno. .t...,. 2 MAgK PERRY 
Ig-TAMMY wy,m'lr e. 'n,: lIEU.AMY ' celebrations featuring everything from spontaneous RondShow Or the legendary Joan Boez m concert, m breathtakingly .. .Rodeo~eon-ds~-Kisplox Vo lay Rodeo, Hozelton " " 
tOTHERS .... " . . . . . .  SheetStuff strut performers showing up nnywhere and beautiful Nelson. So plan to enjoy this magical; musical. Jmmli5-PRAIRIE OYSlZR BAND " ' 
Centennial Pork, Lmte Bmches Rodeo, overaCt'nero, to MUSIC '91 B.C. Tel Centennial Community . Summer in your own bockyqrdio~e~uloz outdoor settings City Pork, Long ev Kiwanis Fair, Long ey 
Showcase slo es spotlightin top amateur performers: Cokh dover Super, Natural British ~;  i: Jut 22; 23~Ju MANAL 
100 Mote House , . . , M m / 21 -TOM JONES the Spirit of I.C. Bondston~ showcming British CO umbio S ,Col T CKETAUSTER: Toil Free !'800 665 2199.  :+::[ Rodeo Grounds, Midsummer Festival, Smithm.. " 
ueens Pork Anna, Hyock Festival, ' best. bands and musical performers. Kids wi 'hove o be for :~+for tickets to the following RoodShow events. InGreater. " :  , L " 
Westminster. houis in MUSIU91'~, {obu ous KidsOwnoreo, staffed by - .. Vancouver co : 280-4444. Phone orders ore subject to For infometion on how you n i l  alten.d 
31-THE NYLONS enthusiastic mmmunity volunteers * : i eddit end handling Charges of S110 per ticket 11rke~ t~ these event+, call Toll Free 1-800-661 5100. 
~mer  and Alena, Action Feslivol, Summelland i A RoddShow Weekend is a world dl its own G~ot  RoadShow Weekends o so qvoitobte ot participafinp Mohawk In Greater Vancouvor call 669-6855.  
' music, family {on, big league entertainment;gobd {god; and gas stations in MUS C 91 host communities outside ot me ' ' . . . .  
J U N i ' ' plenty forthe souvenir hunter - . . + Lower Mninlnnd. : ' . . " Wetdl  for more greet ads and concert 
Jme 20-DIZL~I' mu£selm &me UNmD mmom ~..,~Am : : :: ++ + . ' + : • updates each month .  
ORCHESTRA Royal Theohe, Vi¢Iotio Jazz Fast International 91. ii VICTORIA  + ~+, +. - - . -  NANAIMO I+ | I I~  + 
June 21-DIZZY OI I I rmt &1HE UNtiED ILIglON$ ALL-SINI ___ ,41~: '~~ k L m TONY BENNE1T ITg l~ l~ / .~ .+t i i l+ l t . . i t z+. . . z r~zL .  
iRu~n(ev~;~nll¢~r?::N~:,e, du Mauner ,ntemltono, Jazz i:~:{~ O(fR~l~l~OnBd'~' '~S~'~!~°I~5+~ ! }:o~n:o~elnnnTVNo L~'noimO +fine R~'livo, I t  ' C O ~  HOTB.S  
Rodeo Glands, Williams Lak; Stampede, Williams Lake. met, u+ ++ ++ + ImJ i l  I I :GENOS OF  MI JS IC  
June 30-RlOmEOgS BROTHERS Jmm g-Headline enteminer 18A.  ~ i l ~ ? i  ~ ~  ~ C J~DI I~C 
' Based Park, Cherw Fiesta, Osoyoos. • J l a  9-0001111 BROTHERS ~ m-- .u ,ene, . re ,~ ~mlg l l F=J  
Citv Pork, ~lowna RoadShow Weekend. . . . ~ . 
J U LY • . . . .  " ' " ' " "N  "; ~ ~  J.ul~ 27-~odl~li~eoe~.~l~r TBA+ + +MUSIC :'91 presents .Harry Belglo .m o..nd. R oy Charles, on 
' I ~t :LO~ : : "~: .+~+, ,  JU~ zo--mzt+ , centre singe around the province, i, or IIKKetflio outgo oy 
l /M~lt i  i July I -Rf fA MACNEIL 90 g,~ line entertainer TBA • ' ~ 9 1  Kings Pork, Penfidon Peach Festival .hono.'lla(ErMJ~llLIl~ 14100-66~2199. 
~I  ~ Garry Point Pork, Steveston Solmeo I ~):-'~g ,A ,  ++~ i ~ RoadShow Weokend. + i r l l ' o ' l~r  VolKouver,,ll '~80-4444, • 
i~ i+~ ~ Fe+tivd, R!¢hm.on~ .. . . . . .  [ ;ida Sneer Pit+, Hel+n Chalq+quo + i m++++"-  + :~+ MAnDV l t~ lA i~. l i l lC  
/~ ,o~P+ocemecreotm¢. ,e ,  No~hPeoce I *howWeokeml • FORT ST. JOHN ~~p++~+ i+i + i ~  l~p/, p-~+O.me~lmum, 
l i + ~  Ught Horse Annual Rodeo, Fort St. John. t A~gusl 24- DWIGHT YOANM~ *,  " m ~ +~~++ ~ . . . . .  ' " . . . .  . ' " + ' - -  
July 20-LYIJE LOVm Columbia Volley I - . . . . . .  ,,~ .. -,-. ~,- ,,,,, ,,. August 2S-fleodline an*retainer ~"~'  ~ + ~ L r ~  ~ m.q m-morn mmnm mnm 
Recreotic)n Centre, A[beflo Appreciation Days, / . : :  .t':,K, l l~ i .~  ti,=~l~tl,~Ktl,==' Bentley Properly, Hwy 29,Fail St, John '+'' ~ / ~  ~ ~/h;v°Wnl; ShothconoGordens 
Invermete,. ~ J,u,q o-Jun,,,n uzRw~.~ .r,,', RoodShow Weekend. +.. ~ ~ / ~ !  L C"om~be Rivet : ' 
' / J tW/ / - t leao l Jne enTe,otnereor Z~e RoodShow " : : :  ++J+ ' - -  " ~++~1~ ~ ~  . ++,,m ..NkqtO O~pheum lheOheo"  ' 
AUOUST Fort Georoe Pork, PiinceG g l' ~ I  : +. ~ .  " 
i . . . . . .  Weekend. + I: ~ +,~11 . , - . . - - . - ; . ,  ' ~ m  Va ~0~+9 " !~+~i j~++ + 
August t-JOHNNY CASH . A I l l  WHISTLERRESORT : / + ( ; J  mmM,+uu~o +_ RAY CHARLES ' ' • ' | j~~+~+!:  
k 
Squomish Days Logger Spuds Show, : , . ,~&. J~ i i  Jtdy 12-Headline entertolner TS~ . / " ::::+~,~ ~11 Aupst31-Headlin# e n~lner__[~ .: I ~!3 -honkCrone  Lena, : ~ 1  
il ~ i l l~  , .~-neoa  ne e m m n e r  ,o~ ' " . . . . . .  " : + . . . .  I ' d ' [ ~ + l j . . 1 1 , + 1  l . . . .  S comous Arena, Moose Mouse Days, ' omb Mounloin '+  ~ llt+ Weekend.. ::+ .vldo_p.::,._,. , , . , , . , , , , . . , , ; , ,^ ,~,  RoodShow Weekend onBlock( . ,- . . . .  _ ,,,,. . . . . . . .  
' O I LL  ' P * ~ + 1 P ' . , " . : : O ' " ~ + • ~ 0 ~ . "  : . . . .  
A .d  S BARBARA MAN R ' l " . . . .  " ~ d . . . . .  l ' ' . . . . . . . .  1 . . . . . .  "q " 
- -  " q + ' . . . .  " M hn  + ~ 
E~h~i~Iti°nP°~+Centr°lFr°serV°lley : ; ~  ' Tickets on salmMonday, Apn1:29:: I 
+-am m. +m. , , .  Wnh,  h: For  More  To lenr  Announcement  .I m+ mnn+  hout no,. 
: Augut 9"OAK RIDGE IIOYS' .":'~ .' : i : I  : ~ : :!: '. ~ : :  ~:4,+ * : 
Exhibition Pork, Pf nee George F.xh b t on, y , ge. . . . . .  . . . . . .  , . 
I Exhibition Groundsl Chllliwock Exhibition, Q~ill~ck,... ++. i . t ~ • ~"]J~ • i 
Aug?sl IH~ RIDGE +_:+ ~ :;: . l I ' d L + q ~ ' ' 
Nunns Geek PaiL, Campbell R'm Logger Spo~ f i~. , :  Comp~ Rivet i .l +++: k~m,  U~+: ';h'+~+  ~ ~ f~ ':: ~ :mr~: '" +'[+' * : 
Royol lheb~e, Vktmlo Inlemofi~ol ~livol, Vi~edO.':::.?! :~+ " '::+ "," -u , ' '., : : , .  : .  +,: i+ ' : : : :  :, : 
